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DECEMBER,

S OME

GREAT
NAMES

FIVE

NEW

Mr. Reyner this month

is represented

SETS
by a set into which he has put a very
great deal of thought and experimenthis Furzehill Four-in which he applies the principle
of matched-reactance ganging to amplification with
screened-grid valves. I invite you to look at the test
report of the Furzehill Four appearing on page 416
and to realise that, in passing from long waves to short
waves, the dial and switch are the only controls touched.
In this receiver we have a complementary set to
Mr. James' Touchstone described last month, a set
that was immediately successful and has already
occasioned a great deal of discussion in radio circles.
Mr. James has something more to say about his Touchstone in the pages of this present issue, and in still
another article is discussing the gramophone pick-up
and its use from a new and revealing angle.
WIRELESS
PICTURES

Apart from the four or five special

sets described in this issue, every one
representative of last-moment practice,
only possible because of the facilities cheerfully given us
by manufacturers for test and experiment, weeks, and
even months, before their new season's products are
offered to the public-the big feature of this, the
December issue, is undoubtedly the article, " I-low to
Receive Wireless Pictures," the most practical and the
best-informed that has yet appeared on the subject.

.

SPECIAL
Wehave been very fortunate, and
FACILITIES almost, if not quite, alone in being given
opportunities of fully acquainting ourselves with the construction and actual operation of
the Fultograph, and the illustrations of this apparatus
appearing in this issue, especially made by our own
staff, are the most detailed that have yet appeared in
any publication whatsoever. With this article as their
guide, readers will be able quite cheerfully to undertake
the operation of the Fulto?raph and add a novel
pleasure to their wireless reception.

j
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CAPTAIN H. J. ROUND, Dr. N.

W. McLachIan, Mr. J. H. Reyner, and Mr. W. James
contribute to this issue, besides a host of other
authors, every one of them with something to say. The
electrical reproduction of gramophone records is Captain Round's subject this month, and, as always, he is
able to impart considerable information drawn from his
own practical experience. Dr. McLachlan writes on
a little-known phase of loud-speaker performance and
provides a common-sense explanation of how lag introduces itself between the application of the driving force
and the production of the corresponding sound.
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endorses "Wireless Magazine" article
on a subject of vital importance.
T

The following extracts from the article
in the November "Wireless Magazine"
are worthy of this extra publicity,
emphasizing, as they. do, the Ferranti
doctrine of "safety first" in the choice
of HT. supply units.

:i:;:

Ask your dealer, or write to us direct For
Constructional and other H.T. Unit ieaflet.

r

-

This generation has grown so
familiar with the convenience of
electric light and power for domestic
purposes, and the safety of the
appiratus available, that it accepts
almost without question all apparatus
offered for a specific purpose
Nevertheless, dangers exist in the
use of improperly designed, madequately insulated, or otherwise unsuitable apparatus on the electriclight mains
I was recently shown by one of the
large supply undertakings in this
country an eliminator which has been
in use on their mains, and the resistances consisted of lines made very
crudely with what appeared to be
Indian ink on strips of cardboard.
The choke and the condensersequally necessary components in an
elminator-were very little better,
being of crude and inferior construction.
The object of this article is to
draw the attention of the great wireless public to the manner in which
they are being exploited by unscrupubus "manufacturers " who, quick to

...............

-

n

...................

-

take advantage of the popularity of
radio, are seizing the opportunity to.
turn out huge quantities of "junk"
apparatus at very attractive prices;
prices probably lower than the labour
and material costs of properly-constructed units
One, if not more, prominent manufacturer is already taking steps to
submit his apparatus to the principal
supply authorities throughout the
country with a view to having it
approved by them and, concurrently,
the supply authorities are taking
steps to prohibit the use on their
mains of apparatus which does not
comply with certain specified require-

..............

.

.

ments.
Sooner or later, defiúte legislaton
will come. Meantime, the owner of a
wireless receiver contemplating the
use of a battery eliminator should
consider frstiv, the safety of himself,
his family, and his servants; secondly,
the performance of which the eliminator is capable, its efficiency and
reliability; and thirdly, and then
only, its price.
Pow-CH0.

FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE

IIIIIIlIlIII
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The Synchratune system provides gang control with the added advantage of
individual adjustment of the aerial and H.F. stages from the front of the panel.
The condensers are mounted on a strong aluminium chassis, which requires two
holes only for panel mounting. The bakelite drums protrude through a beauti-.
Fully finished bakelite escutcheon plate with ecessed window, through which
Inceptor 3."
is shown scales reading O to 180 degrees. Specified for the
Suitable for all receivers using two or more condensers.
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-

SONS

'Phone: Enfield 201-2.

.

'Grams: "Capacity, Enfield."
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VALVES TO USE IN THIS MOTHS SEIS
FOUR- VOLT VALVES-Continued

TWO-VOLT VALVES: Three-electrode Types
Type.

Make.

Ediswan
Mazda ...
Mullard...
Cosmos ...

Six-Sixty
Ediswan

Cossor ...

RC2I0
2I0RC

2I0HF

Cosmos

SPi 6G

°'°°°

}

2IOLF
Marconi... DEL2L0
DEL2I0
Osram
Mullard... PM2DX

{

z8,000

27,000
25,000
23,000

2IOLF

Mullard... PMLLF
Mazda ... GP2I0
Ediswan
LF2I0

30
40
36
35
35
40
40
35
35
20

68,oóo
67,000
6o,000

II0RC

Cossor ...

Six-Sixty

150,000
86,000
72,000
70,000

RC2

RCzio
PMiA
SPi6B

Marconi... DEHzio
Osram ... DEHzio
Mazda ... HFzio
Six-Sixty 2I0HF
Ediswan
HF2I0
Mollard... PMIHF
Marconi... HL2I0
Osram ... HLII0

}

.

Cosmos ..

Six.Sxty
Mazda ...

Mullard...
Ediswan

1.8

.09

2

.1

2

.1

.1

2

.1

2

.1

2

.1
.1

13

2
2

20

2

.1

.1

420

2
2

.1

.5
.5

2

000

Ii

8.5

.1

2

ió
8.5
;

.1

x.8

.09

2
2

.1.
1

;

:

°

2

.1

II

2

.1

xi

2

.5

10,700

13.5

2

.25

io,000

9

¡.8

.09

{

}

215P
LF215

7,300

}

.1

2

12

}
PM2
PV215
220P
Cossor ...
Marconi... DEP2L5
Osram ... DEP2I5 }
Cosmos ... SPi8RR
Cossor ...
220P
Six-Sixty
230SP
Mullard ... PM252
P227
Mazda ...
PV225
Ediswan

.1

.

15

ij000

Cu

2
2

20

IA

SPi6R

2

20.000
i8,000
17,000 t

Cossor ...
...

Fil.

Amp.
Fil.
Impedance. Factor. Volt.

6.4
6.2

2

8

2

.15
.15
.15
.15

2

.2

2

2

7
{

'

6,600

7
7

,

.

{
.

4,500

6.5
8

.

.

2

3.9
3.8

{

'

'3,800

2,900
2,700

4

.

4
4
4

{

2
2

.

3

Marconi... DEP240
oo
Osram ... DEP24O }
2,000
Cossor ... 230XP
_______ _________

2
2
2
2

.2

.55
.15

.

.3
.2
.3
.3

.27
.25

-

2
2

=

.4
.3

FOUR-VOLT VALVES:. Three-electrodé Types

Type.

Make.

'

Mullard... PM4DX
Mullard ...
Mazda ...
Ediswan
Marconi...
Osram ...
Ediswan
Cossor ...
Six-Sixty

Mullard...

Mazda ...
Marconi...
Osram ...
Cossor ...

Ediswan

7,500
7,000
5,700
5,500

PM4
LF4o7

PV4io
DEP4xo
DEP4io
LF4ioa

.ioP

4z5SP
PM254
P4x
P4z5
P4z5

}

PV425

15
7
8

5.5

}

4
4

4

Fil.
Cur.
.1
.5

.075

4

.1

5000

75

4

.5

4,500
4,000
3,600
35O0
2,900
2 250

7.5
9
8

4
4

.5
.5

4

.1

3.2
3.55
5.5

'

4I5XP

2,000
{

4
4

4
4

4.5

4
4

3

4

.25
.25
.55
.25
.25
5.5
.25

SIX-VOLT VALVES: Three-electrode Types
Make.

Type.

Impedance.

Mazda ...

RC6o7

90,000

Mullard... PM5B
Six-Sixty 6075RC

}

6xoRC
Marconi... DEH6xo
Osram ... DEH6io
RC6io
Ediswan
Marconi... HL6jo
Osram ... HL6Io
Marconi... LS5B
Osram ... LS5B
HF6io
Ediswan
Mazda ... HF6o7
DE50
Cosmos ...

Amn

'

Cossor ...

Cossor ...

60 000

50,000

30000
'

Six-Sixty 6075HF
Mullard... PM5X
Mazda ... GP6o7
LF6,o
Ediswan
Mullard... PM6D

{

25 000
'

21,000
20 000

6ioHF

i

'

}

19,000

12,500

40
40
40

6
6

'I

3°

6

.1

6
6

.075

9

6

.09

20
20
17.5

6

I

6

.075
.075
.075

'

3,000
2 750
2,600

-

'

.

4Q

2

9

6
6

.075

7.1

6

5

6

3.15
8

6

3

6
5.25
5.25

.25

2.5
2.5
6

6

6

6
6
6
6

.15
.25
.25

2 000
'

1,750

'

3.5

,

'

J.

...

i

}

,

600

3.7
.

.25

6
6
6
6

6

'

6
6
6
6
6
6

.8

.8
.8

8

}

6

.8

5.25
5.25

3.2

500

5.25
5.25

5

8
3

I

25
20

7.2

5,300
5,200
4,200
3,600

.1

6
6

15
.

6
6

.075
.075
.075

30
20
20

i

6 OoO

Fil.
Cur.

6
6

i8.

,

Fil

40
37
37

14
j

Io,000
9,000

Cossor ... 6ioLF
Tarconi... DEL6io

Osram ... DEL6io
LS5
______ Marconi...
LS5
Osram ...
Amp.
Fil.
Fil.
Type.
Make.
Impedance. Factor. Volt. Cur.
óxoP
Six-Sixty.
Mazda ... LFÔ07
________ ________ __________ ______ _____
PM6
Mullard
40
100,000
PV6io
Mazda ... RC407
.075
Ediswan
4
Six-Sixty 4075RC
625SP
64,000
.075
Six-Sixty
34
4
Mullard ... PM3A
63,000
6ioP
.075
Cossor ...
35
4
40
Ediswan
RC4 io
6I,000
Marconi... DEP6xo
.1
4
40
Cossor ... 4IoRC
.1
Mullard ... PM256
4
Marconi... DEH4zo
40
Úo 000
.1
Osram ... DEP6io
4
Osrani ... DEH4,o }
40
{
PV625
Ediswan
.1
4
22,000
HF4 jO
25
Ediswan
.1
Marconi... LS5A
4
21,000
Mazda ... HF4o7
iS
.075
Osram ,.. LS5A
20,000
20
Cossor ... 4ioHF
P615
.i
Mazda ...
4
Six-Sixty 4075HF
16,500
13
P625
.Ó75
Marconi...
4
PM3
Mullard ...
16,oOo
13.5
P625
.075
Osram ...
4
14,000
Mazda ... GP407
14
.075 Cossor ... 6ioXP
4
LF4io
10,500
13
Ediswan
.1
Mullard... DFA9
4
Cossor ... 4,oLF
Mazda ... PX650
.1
4
8 500
15
Marconi... .DEL4io
Ediswan PV625A
.i
4
{
15
Osram ... DEL4io
Marconi... P625A
.1
4
4ioP
S,000
Six-Sixty
Osram
P625A
.i
7.3
4

________ -

Fil.
Amp.
Impedance. Factor Volt.

3.7

6

6
6

6

.1

.25
.8
.8

.1

.6
.5

.25
.25
.25
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Mullard...
Six-Sixty
Cossor

...

Marconi...
Osram
Ediswan

...

Type.

Impedance.

PMI2

230,000
220,000

215SG
220SG
Szz5
S215
SG215

...

SG6io

¡70

2
2
2
2

170

2

¡40

2

¡90
200

.

¡40,000

}

230,000
220,000
200,000
¡15,000

.200

¡75,000

110
110

6

140

6

.

190

.2

.15

.15

.075
.075

4
4

40

i

.15

4

200

100,000

.15

.1
.1

.25
.25

6

i

FIVE-ELECTRODE VALVES: Pentodes

_____

Make.

Ediswan
Six-Sixty
Mullard
Marconi...
Osram
Cossor
Mullard

5E225

230PP

...

PM22

...

PT235
PT235
230QT

...

Six.Sixtv

P124
4ISPP

Cosior

415QT

...

...

65,000
64,000
62,500
55,000 j
20,00)
28,600
27,000
20,000

8o
8o
82

90
90
40

.

2
2
2

.25
.3
.3

2

.35

2

.35
.3

62
Go

40

.

I

4
I

4

Make.

Type.

Marconi...
Osram
Marconi...
Osrani
Marconi...
Osram ..,
Marconi...
Osram
...

...

Marconi...
Osram
Marconi...
Osram
...

...

Cossor
Ediswan
Cossor
Cosmos

...

________ __________ _____
_____
Amp.
Fil.
Fil.
Type.
Impedance. Factor. Volt. Cur.

1928

MAINS VALVES: Three- and Four-electrode

Fil.
Cur.

FjI.

200

,

...

S625
S625

Amp.

Factor. Volt.

200 000

Mullard... PMi4
Six Sixty 4075SG
4ioSG
Cossor
Ediswan
SG4io
Marconi...
Osram
Fdiswan

cb

'Wireless Magazine.

UR-ELECTRODE VALVES: Screened-grid
Make.

-

...

'5

HLPoint8
HLPoint8

PPoint8
PPoint8

1Go

40
40
17
27

7
}

}

6

o,000
{

6

40
40

30000
'

750

{

7.5

'

F

.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8

,6o

55,000

MRC
M14,RC
MHF

MXP

...

j

}

}

KHi
KHi
KLi
KLi

...

...

20000

8o,000
50,000
20,000
17,500

50
45
20
35

g,000

¡6

8,000
6.500

8

3,000

Fil.
Cur.

Fil.

Factor. Volt.

}

H Point 8
H PointS

...

Ediswan
Cossor
Cossor
Cosmos
Cossor

SPoint8
SPoint8

AC/G
M14i
MLF
MP
ACiR

...

Amp.

Impedance.

.

5.5
IO
j

I

.8
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8

.8
.8

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

4

i.o

4

1.0

4

¡.0

4

5.0

4
4
4

LO
¡.0

1.0

A glance

through the constructional articles in thisissull
give the novice some hints regarding the best valves for the

.15
.15

various type.c of Circuits

,

R

LJ0U1

4

¿Iown?
this question ever worry you? It need not if you have
alternati g current mains in your home. The new B.T.H.
H.T. I- liminators provide a constant H.T. current. They are free
from all "hum" and are definitely guaranteed to deliver the
milliamperes specified.
The 5 m.a. ype is intended for use with the average i or 2 valve
set working at present from a small capacity dry battery. For
larger receivers, the 10 m.a. type should be used. Instal a B.T.H.
Elimin tor today, and have a constant, unfailing, troublefree and
inexpe sive supply of H.T. from now on.
Ask your dealer to tell you all about these eliminators.
JJOES

B

5 Milliamts

Type

ZoofztO volts, 401100 cycles.

Price £4 10 0, including valve
Type

10

200/250 volts, 40/loo

yclos.

Price £6 15 0, including valve
S'b0 abvo. prior.

or. app/i

able in Creai Brizo/re

and Northern Inland

ti/p

ILIMINATÒR$.
7h. .British ThomzonHouston Go. Ltd.

B043
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CORE of SILICON STEEL
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The genvrouu ¡ron ctrcuit iv o nrranged that evury avuduble fraction
of appropriate core space is filled. The w!I laminsted core of
individualTy paper-insulated vtumiings prevents tddy current louws.
The stumpings, too, are mude from u upeciul Silicon steel with
negligible hyateresis loss, and with high pomsbiIity to resist
saturation. So much so, that even in the snoda rircoit of a large
power valve it would be mpossible to produce saturation 5d
consequent loss of primary inductance.
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BAKELITE CASE

.

Non-porous, unaffected by heat or damp or electrical conditions.
Will not lose colour or become distorted n any climate. Nu:
rneigllic, non-conducting, cannot short circuit bow or uncovered
wiring, yet the transformer is for all practical pisepows sulikiently
shielded by th arrangement of the iron core inside.
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is in its caw ib0 whole is heetically seul,
thereby excluding moisture and dust, making the vuindines inmune
to all atmospheric chaegcs.
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CURVE AND PERFORMANCE

-S-,

.a

A curve has been taken by the National Physical Laboratory, ad
the Certificate proves it to reproduce radio and gramophone music
with an even a,npliflcation at all frequencies.
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A.. HERMETIC SEALING
Alter the transformer
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ENCLOSED PRIMARY
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The primury bobbin i in butween the two uutondary bobbins. giving
the tighteut possible iuterwindj,g copIiu with the conwquenl
elimtnutton of any chun of dtttortion.
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of turns wound on each.
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_A_: SECTIONALISED WINDINGS
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SFOQ

and
This Super LISSEN Transformer is made in two ratios. 3 to
also 2 to I. The 3 to is suitable for use in either the first or the second
stage of an L.F. amplifier, or can be used in cascade for both stages,
transand with practically any valve. The 24 to
former is suitable for use after a high impedance
rectifier valve without fear of distortion or loss of
high notes and overtones. The price is the same
for both ratios

t
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FOR GENERAL USE THE 8/6

TRANSFORMER IS STILL SUPREME
AND WILL NEVER BREAK DOWN

':

i;.''

.

"'M.

l4
t

The famous 8/6 liasen Transformer is suitable for all ordinary
purposes, and its huge sale proves it still supreme

1

1ae*t

*__.

;

lt continues to earn high praise as "the
transformer that, never breaks down." Turns
J, ratio 3 to I. Resistance ratio 4 to 1.

"""'
.

value.

,,

LISSEN LIMITED

p.r.

FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY

ji..

-
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SINCE the B.B.C. started the -irregular broadcasts of
wireless pictures, extraordinary interest has been
taken in the new system wherever it has been possible to
give public demonstrations. Everybody is asking what
the apparatus is like and how it works; it is my purpose
in this article to explain how simple is the reception of
wiieless pictures.

Exclusive "Wireless Magazine" Photographs

Two models are available, one in an oak cabinet at
£22 15s. and the other in a mahogany cabinet at £24 15s.
Each Fultograph also requires an extra rectifying valve,
which will cost another ios. od. A complete wireless
picture receiver, therefore, provided you already have a
suitable radio set from which to operate it, will cost
either £23 5s. 6d. or £25 5S. od. complete.
From the photographs reproduced here you will see

Except for a brief outline of the bare principles of the
Fultograph system, my remarks will therefore be confined to the purely practical part of reception; they are
based on experiences actually gained in the B.B.C.
Control Room, where the transmitter and two check
receivers are installed. VTith the aid of the exclusive
\VIRELESS MAGAZINE photographs reproduced in these
pages, the reader is not likely to have any difficulty in'
understanding the arrangement of the apparatus.
First of all, you will want to know where to buy a
picture receiver and then how to work it-so let's get
together.
-In the first place, as transmissions are being made only
from Daventry 5XX, it is essential that you should have
some kind of broadcast receiver capable of picking up
this station at reasonably good loud-speaker strength.
Provided you are within range, a portable receiver is
quite suitable tor this purpose.
,

Prices of Fultograph Picture Receivers
Next, it will be necessary to order a Fultograph
machine, as the wireless-picthre receivers developed by
Otho Fulton, of Wireless Pictures (1928), Ltd., are called.

-

rfl

-

.-

I

u

i

Fig. 1.-Otho Fulton, who has so successfully developed the
system of picture broadcasting that bears his name. operating a receiver. This photograph was taken at the Berlin
Radio Exhibition

that the picture receiver is made up in two parts, the
receiver proper and a small relay panel. In Fig. i you
will see Otho Fulton, who has developed the system to its
present stage of perfection, operating one of his machines.

Arrangement of Complete Installation
MY

CAPABLE ßF
REPRODUCING AT LOUDSPEAKER STRETh
RtCfiVER

PICTURE

RELAI UNIT WITh

RECENER

ETRACTOR

Fig. 2.-Complete apparatus for receiving wireless pictures.
The Cost is just over £20, exclusive of the ordinary radio set.
Two models of the Fultograph are mIde, one in oak and the
other in mahogany; ea4l rquires an extra rectifying value

On the right is a portable radio set. In the centre is the
wireless-picture receiver, while the small box between
this and the accumulator on the extreme left is the
relay unit. Since this photograph was taken the design
of the Fultograph has been changed somewhat, and the
latest pattern is illustrated in Fig. 2, where it is shown
connected to a Burndept Screened Portable.
From this photograph, and also from Fig. 3, it will be
quite clear how the units are connected up. The loudspeaker terminals of the radio set are connected to two
sockets on the relay panel, which are placed just behind
the extra detector. valve.

Two Simple Connecting Rods
The relay unit is also provided with two connecting
cords; one of these is a five-way battery cord supplying
current for the operation of the anode-bend detector.
and comprises leads for HT, positive, L.T. positive, G.B
407
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ROTATING
CYLINDER WITh
PAPER

BRAKE FOR

i

MOTOR

positive, G.B. negative, and L.T. negative (and H.T. negative if separate batteries are used for the Fultograph.)
Between the relay unit and the picture receiver is a
six-way cord, provided with a multiple plug at each end,
which can be inserted only one way round in the sockets.
The relay unit is provided with an on-off switch and a
milliamrneter. When the switch is off the whole picture
receiver is put out of action.

INPUT

FROM
RADIO

-

EXTRA
DETECTOR

SET

VALVE\

I

I..

MOTOR/

5PED

ON-OFF
SWITCH

REGULATOR

MILLIAMMETE

3.-On the left is the pictur receiver proper, while on the
right is the relay unit. Round the cylinder is placed a piece
of special absorbent paper which has been damped with a
chemical solution. The picture is formed on this paper by varying currents passing from the neeiie point to the metal cylinder
Fig.

NEEDLE POINT
RESTING ON PAPER

MAGNETIC

CARRIAGE FOR
NEEDLE POINT

CLUTCH

L
CLIPTO

-

I

HOLD
PAPER

I

n

si
-

t.1,.

-

-

How a Picture is Actually Transmitted
At the transmitting end, a picture i prepared on
copper foil with an insulating substance and the foil
placed round a cylinder similar to that illustrated in
Fig. 4. At the top of the cylinder there is a small arm
carrying a needle point which rests on the copper foil;
this travels over the copper in a straight line as the
cylinder rotates, sometimes touching bare copper a'nd
sometimes a film of insulating substance. In this way a
current of constant frequency which passes from the
cylinder to the needle is vaned in intensity according
to the light and shade of the picture and then transmitted by radio in the ordinary way.
Now it is important to understand that at the transmitting end the cylinder runs constantly at the same
speed. You will have already seen from the photographs
that at the receiving end there is a similar cylinder and
needle point, but obviously a clock-work motor cannot be
set simply by means of a speed regulator to run at
exactly the same number of revolutions per minute as a
similar motor in the transmitter. It is therefore arranged
that at the end of each revolution the receiving cylinder
stops for a brief period and then starts off again for
another revolution

Receiver Synch ronised at Every Revolution

OUTPUT

FROM
RELA'r

UNIT

-

Fig. 4.-Here the needle point is seen resting in position on the
paper; it is moved over the cylinder by means of a threaded
rod (approximately 64 threads to the inch). The needle
should be wiped after each picture has been received

In this way, therefore, however many receivers are in
start their revolutions at exactly the saine
time, although they may not all finish together, owing to
slight variations in the running speeds. However, when
they have all completed one revolution they will
use, they all

MAGNETIC CLUTCI-1
With TWO SLIP-RINGS
-VERTICAL DRIVE
FROM CLOCKWORK
tIOTOR

-

SPRiNG

CONTACTS

k

MAGNET«;
CLUTCH

ì1

L-

J

(continueo

CATCH-STOP

-

-

,_.j.

L"pRoJToN
I

J

-

SÇ1ING

CONTACTS

-

f

.
-

O4CAM

I,

I

rI1PoED, GU.LE

RL-ATE

-

5.-The catch-stop stops the cylinder froni rotating when
required and the clutch is withdrawn at the same time, thus
ajiowjp, the motor to run continuously at the same speed
Fig.

Fig. 6.-The catch-stop, magnetic clutch, and relay are actuated
by projections on the cam plate, behind the magnetic clutch,
which engage with the spring contacts on the right
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An Exclusive "Wireless Magazine" Article
automatically stop and, by means of the special synchronising method employed, they will all start again at
exactly the same time. It will therefore be seen that each
receiver is sychronised with the transmitter at. every
revolution.

MAGNETIC

'

CATCH TO
STOP C'T'LINDER
-'---_ ROTATING

J

-

What the Magne i ic Clutch Does
This starting and stopping of the cylinder at the
receiving end is brought about by means of the relay
unit and a special catch-stop on the reproducing-cylinder
axle itself. In the Fultograph machine things are so
arranged that the motor runs continuously when the
brake shown in Fig. 3 is pulled up. But between the
vertical drive from the motor (inside the cabinet) to the
cylinder on which the prepared paper is fixed is a magnetic clutch, which allows the motor to go on running all
the time and only takes up the drive to the cylinder when
the releasing signal is transmitted.
It will be understood, then, that at the end of each
revolution the clutch is withdrawn and the cylinder
ceases to rotate for a brief period. Then as soon as the
release signal is given for the next revolution the drive is
taken up again, and so on. The receiver cylinder, therefore, performs one revolution, stops for a moment,
performs another revolution, and so on until the whole
surface of the paper has been covered by the needle
carriage being moved along 1/64 in. each revolution by
means of a threaded rod; it takes four minutes to receive
each picture.

THRAt'ED

-

-

How

the Cytrnder Is Stopped

-

>

.

-

CLUTCH

-

t

.,

.1

CLO

.

Fig. 7.-On the right can be seen the armature with its catchstop and the winding which actuates it. The threaded rod
drives the cylinder and, at the same time, moves the needle
carriage over the paper 1/64 in. at a time

- -

-.

PROJECTIONS

SL,J.Ç.QNTACTS

ENGPGE

--

-

SPRING
CONTACTS

- -

-

Fig. 5 shows a plain view of the magnetic clutch and.
catch-stop, which are normally protected by a metal
cover. It will be seen from this illustration that the
jARM1URE
magnetic clutch is placed between the threaded rod which
vîir
Wj i
drives the cylinder and a cam plate attached to it, which
is provided with a slot into which a stop on the end of an
armature fits once every revolution.
Fig. 8.-This photograph clearly shows the projections on the
At the same time that the stop engages in the slot so is Cam plate for actuating the spring contacts which control the
the magnetic clutch withdrawn, thus allowing the motor catch-stop and magnetic clutch for stopping and starting the
-

-

cylinder.

This mechanism is protected by a metal cover

DOUBLE -SPRING

DOUBLE-SPRING MOTOR

CLOCKWORK MOTOR
I'"

I

i

fr

MOTOR
--

/SPEED

F

--T-

®

REGULATOR

S)

I.

SOCKT

FGL

CONNECTION
TO RELAY UNIi

'i

"

PICTURE)

'-SPEED

CYLINbER
-

Fj. 9.-Here

is the picture receiver removed from its case.
The double-spring motor must be wound up for the reception
of each picture, which takes four minutes to come through
-.

-

_ -,
-

-.------.--,.--------- .-

S-

--

REGULATOR

____

Fig. 10:-Here is another view of the double-spring motor,
which is of the gramophone type. lt ¡s necessary to adjust

the speed regulator so that the cylinder synchronises properly
at each revolution
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Fig. 11.-Underneath view of the relay
unit, showing the arrangement of the various
parts. The relay is short-circuited while
the actual picture signals are being received
and comes into use to release the catch-stop
at the beginning of each revolution of the

of this. A kind of tuning note will then
be heard; this isa signal for putting
over the switch on the relay unit.
The inilliammeter will then show a
reading and the tuning of the broadcast set must be so adjusted that
the milliammeter reads between 2.5

The detector valve used in the
relay unit is of the Mullard
type and is provided
with about 90 volts high-tension
and 123/2 volts negative bias,
so adjusted that the milliameter
normally gives a zero reading.
Beforedoing aiythingelse,itis
necessary to prepare the paper on
which the picture is to be reproduced and fix it to the receiving
cylinder. Special paper will be
supplied with the machine, as also
will a suitable chemical solution
consisting of potassium iodide and
starch in certain proportions. The
paper is dipped in the solution
and dried until it is only just damp
between sheets of ordinary blotting paper.
The clip on the cylinder is lifted

and3.5milliamperes.Thesepointsare
marked on the milliammeter scale by
red lines.

Starting the Picture Receiver
At the end of the tuning note a
series of three V's
-) are transmitted in morse. As soon as these
signals cease, carefully place the
needle point at the right-hand end
of the cylinder, that is, the end
remote from the magnetic clutch,
and pull up the brake stop which
controls the drivng motor.
The cylinder will then
(

receiving cylinder
1

.

.

.

start alternately rotating

to go on running. When the
next release signal is sent
out the catch-stop is withdrawn and the clutch takes
up the drive again for
another revolution.

MILLIAMT

TRANSFOMR
-

I

11

Machine Details
Fig. 6 shows clearly the
slip rings on the clutch with

(Continued).

,,,
INpuT:

r

.

and stopping as already
described. The period of
stopping should be very
brief indeed. If the cylinder
stops too long the speed of
the motor should be decreased by means of the.
ordinary spced regulator. If,
on the other hand, the
cylinder runs continuously
without, any appreciable
stop the speed should be
increased.
Coinciding with each stop
the cylinder the milliammeter needle, which is
reading zero during rotation,
will jump to the setting
previously made.

their spring contacts; these
-.
are inter-connected with the
contacts on the right, which
RESISTANCE
RELM
are actuated by the projections on the cam plate.
Fig. 7 shows this portion of
the receiver from the other
side.
Note here particu- Fig. 12.-Another view of tise relay unit. The transformer
larly the catch-stop just has a step-up ratio of i to 6 and is connected across the
input terminals. The valve is adjusted to give a zero
above the bobbin and the milliaxnmeter
reading before a connection is made to the
slot on the cam plate which
input terminals
Preparing More Paper
can be seen just under the
As soon as the picture is complete
words "Magnetic Clutch." The pro- and the paper carefully stretched
jections on the cam plate which rdund so that it lies quite fiat. The switch off the relay unit, lift the
actuate the spring contacts are catch is then clamped in position needle point from the cylinder and
again. While this is being done, of drop down the break stop to prevent
clearly shown in Fig. 8.
The drive is obtained from a double- course, the needle carriage is lifted the motor spring from running right
out. While the first picture is being
spring clockwork motor of the gramo- up (Fig. 3).
See that the brake catch on the received a piece of paper should be
phone type, which is arranged as
metal cover is down and wind up prepared all ready for the second
shown in Figs. 9 and io.
the motor. When the B.B.C. an- picture and this should be placed in
How to Work the Receiver
nouncer says that pictures are about position again as previously desFig. ii shows an underneath to be transmitted a change-over is cribed.
view of the relay unit, as also does made from the loud-speaker to the
Fig. 12. It is not proposed in this input terminals on the relay unit.
month a further article
r Next
article to go any further into the When first using the picture receiver
will explain the actual reladetails of the arrangement, but to it is advisable also to have in circuit
tionhip between the various
explain the actual operation of the a pair of phones, or a loud-speaker if
working parts, together with
the signals are strong enough to allow LL
receiver.
circuit diagrams.
-

-

1

-

-
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W. James is here seen tuning in the Touchstone on the occasion of a special demonstration given at
Watford recently. The equipment used included Osram sialties, Columbia triple-capacity hightension batteries, a Celes tion loud-speaker, and an Ediswan accumulator. The Touchstone also
attracted a great deal of attention on the WIRELESS MAGAZINE stand at the Manchester
Radio Exhibition
If you want a really
good
set build the
--

-

Touchstone

W JAMES writes-

-

-

I

-r

/

O CH S TON E
I

ONE of the secrets of the success
of the Touchstone is the effective high-frequency amplifying stage.
This really comprises two separate
parts. The first is the aerial-grid
high-frequency transformer which is
connected to the aerial circuit and
to the grid and filament of the first
valve of the receiver. The second
part is the intervalve high-frequency

-

-

It

is evident from theoretical con-

When a small aerial is employed
siderations that the secondary wind- it should be connected to terminal
ings of the two transformers, which A2. The full primary winding of
have the tuning condensers con- fourteen turns is then included in
nected to them, must be of low the aerial-earth circuit.
Even with a small aerial better
resistance.
results are often obtained when it is
Correct Number of Turns
connected to terminal AI, particuGiven two low-resistance coils larly when tuning below 350 metres.
which will tune over the desired Full advantage should be taken of
wavelength range, it is a fairly easy
-

matter to determine the correct J- ......................................... .....
ctiu trw
number of turns for the primary
Full constructional details and
windings, provided the electrical
illustrations of the Touchstone
values of the parts associated with
will be found on pages 295 to 301
of the November issue of" Wirethem are known.
less Magazine." This is the first
Let us take the case of the aerialA1
set designed for us by W. James,
grid
first.
This
transfransformer
E.ARTh ENIJ
and is a four-valver, comprising
former has the aerial and earth conHF., detector, and two L.F,
nected to its primary winding, and
TUN5 'ECOFiDAFI'
PFINPY
II? 30 D.5.0
TuFr1
7/4a
stages.
.
is
so
the
two
the
object
to
proportion
TAPPLU AT TuFri
51LK-COVLRLD
windings that the biggest voltages
N2Ô
L.ITZ .WI
Back copies can be obtained
will be developed across the ends of
from these offices at Is. 3d., post
Fig. 1.-Showing variation of selectivity
free.
by tapping on the aerial-grid coil the secondary.
\t the same time, selectivity must
be considered, and therefore a tapped
transfoiiner, and this is joined to the primary winding is provided. When the two aerial terminals, as they proanode of the H.F. valve and to the a long outdoor aerial is used the best vide alternative degrees of selectivity
grid and filament of the detector all-round results will probably be and signal strength.
salve.
obtained when the aerial is conIn the article which appeared last
These transformers were designed nected to terminal AI (see Fig. i).
month the use of a third aerial conto provide great magnification and
nection was described. This cornadequate selectivity, because it is the Step-up of Voltage
rised an ordinary terminal fastened
stage, as a whole, which is used to
Between terminal AI and earth to the cabinet just above the ter;
select the desired signals and to there are eight turns of No. 30 d.s.c. minal marked AI. A piece of copper
magnify them before they are wire, whilst the secondary has sixty- foil about z in. in diameter is held in
detected
eight turns of high-frequency cable. position against the inner surface of
The problem of how best to build
A considerable step-up in the the cabinet by the nuts on the terthe coils was rather more difficult voltage is therefore obtained in this minal. It is not wired to the receiver,
than discovering what was necessary. transformer,
but there is sufficient capacity
:-

:-

i

.

ri

-
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More About the Touchstone
between the foil and the aerial coil arid the diameter and length of the
in order to provide ample signal Coils are important factors. But my
strength from several stations, and, experiments have shown concluof course, the selectivity of the aerial sively that the best results are to be
Circuit is improved.
obtained when the values of the
parts are as desribed.
The secondary winding of
the
aerial-grid transformer ack
tually has sixty-eight turns of
No.. 27/42 silk-covered Litzendraht wire, wound on a
paxolin former 3 in. in diameter and 3 1/ in. long.
Paxolin was used because
this material has very small
losses at high frequency. Certain brands of ebonite tubes
and mouldings have measurable losses, and are therefore
unsuitable for the construcPRlMAFY- SLCOFIDARY
tion of a highly efficient coil.
The primary winding is
wound at the earthed end of
,,,,,/
,/"-,,,',,/,
the secondary and comprises
J
fourteen turns of No. 30 d.s.c.,
with a tap at the eighth turn
Fig. 2.-Details of aerial-grid transformer
used in tise Touchstone
from the earth end. This
winding is inter-wound with
the secondary, as illustrated
In order that the aerial-grid trans- (see Fig. 2).
former may provide a maximum of
Having constructed such an effecamplification and selectivity, it is tive high-frequency aerial-grid transnecessary not only to employ a low- former, it would be a pity partially
resistance secondary winding, but to destroy its effectiveness by using
also to connect it in such a way that ij improperly.
its working resistance is not effecPositions of Terminals
tually increased.
There are really three points to be
You will notice the grid terminal
considered. The first of these con- on the coil is at one end of the tube,
cerns the ratio of the inductance to whilst the earth terminal is at the
the capacity. You will notice the opposite end with the two aerial
tuning condenser used has a maxi- terminals.
mum value of .0003 microfarad,
Valve damping is avoided by prowhilst in many circuits a maximum viding the high-frequency amplifyvalue of .0005 microfarad is employed. ing valve with a negative bias. This
is obtained from the fall in voltage
Stronger Signals
across a filament rheostat which is
This is because with a .0003-microfarad tuning condenser a larger coil PRIMARY &
hi-F
has to be used in order to cover the BALANCING
WINDINGS 14
necessary wavelength band, and with TURNS LACM OF
CR113
the larger coil stronger signals are F12 40
DARY 6
obtained. Further, owing to the
NS 9
k
51Lk-COVERI.0
manner in which the high-frequency
WIRE
resistance of a tuned circuit varies
over its tuning range, there is a great
advantage in using the smaller value
L.OGRJU BIAS
of tuning condenser.
tic.
I
14LUTRALI5IMG
Everything depends upon the deCOMDM5E
JI
sign of the coils, and this statement
does not necessarily apply to all cirFig.'3-Circuit of HF. transformer
cuits, because the size of the wire --------- ---------- -

(Continued)

employed as the volume control.
This resistance is- connected in the
negative side of the filament circuit,
and as it is varied the amount of the
grid bias is changed. When receiving
a strong signal the volume control is
adjusted to cut down the strength,
and this automatically increases the
grid bias when it is most required
Distinct Advantages

The filament-resistance type of
volume control as used in the Touchstone, therefore, offers distinct advantages, and the method is to he
preferred to a filament resistance

e
fr3_DIA

axD2

I

-

ftflî33

,A,f.45IXY4

I

EIIIJ OF

(LoLR

ClARI

LAOCIOC

LOOnTI. 5TRP,
TRMIML,, e'.___
T1b X

-

X

OF

--

CALATiCINC
WINDING

PRMARY

Fig. 4.-Details of intervalve H.F. transformer

joined in the positive side with a
separate single dry cell to provide a
definite grid bias of negative 1.5 volts.
It will be noticed that the aerialgrid coil is fitted some little distance
away from the metal screen in order
that its effective resistance shall not
be increased. This screen is employed to avoid a capacity coupling
between the two high-frequency
transformers and the two tuning
condensers. It is not intended to
provide magnetic shielding.
The design of the intervalve highfrequency transformer is, if anything, rather more important than
that of the aerial-grid transformer.
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A Special Article by the Designer-W. James
Naturally, the same type of secondary winding is used in both parts, but
the high-frequency intervalve transformer has to magnify and also be
provided with means for stabilising
the circuit. It therefore includes a
primary winding and a balancing
winding connected as shown in the
diagrams, Figs. 3 and

in the receiver, and it is found that
the highest magnification for equal
selectivity is ob2ined from a valve
in the moderate-impedance
class having a mutual con5
ductance of at least unity.
A further advantage of

valves of this type is that
they take much less hightension current than a valve
Proportioning the Windings
of the low-impedance type,
Given a low-resistance secondary and it so happens that the
winding, the problem is to fit a most economical arrangeprimary and balancing windings ment is also the most satiswhich will give the desired selectivity, factory.
The particnlar transmagnification, and stability.

threaded thirty turns per inch, each
of which is about x in long.
A convenient way of making them

.

COPIES OF THE NOVEMBER ISSUE
WHICH THE TOUCHSTONE
WAS ORIGINALLY DESCRIBED- CAN
CAN BE OBTAINED FOR 1/3 EACH,
POST FREE

iorrnr

uescnueu

°

2

FRQULNCY

Fig. 5.-Amplification-frequency curve of
the Touchstone

last month is suitable for an amplifying valve is to thread a piece of ebonite tubing
having an impedance &f 3 in. in diameter and afterwards to
20,000 ohms or more. If a cut strips. One strip is fitted with
valve of lower impedance is two small nuts and bolts, and two
used the tuning will be other strips have one nut and bolt
broader and
magnification each. The heads of the bolts must
will suffer.
not project over the surface of the
It is most important that spacers, and should therefore be well
the reader should under- counter-sunk.
stand that the high-frequency intervalve trans- Size of Primary Winding
fprmer was designed for
The primary winding is wound at
IO4 O18 40% 8l9
51
12
3
FEQUENCY
valves having an impedance the earthed end of the secondary and
of between 20,000 and in the same direction as the secondFig. 6.-Amplification-frequency curve of
Touchstone R.C. stage
30,000. ohms, and for the
ary coil; it has fourteen turns of
bast results a valve of this No. 40 d.s.c. wire and they are
Let us for a moment ignore the type must be used.
spaced 15 per inch.
balancing circuit and confine our
A reader who has a valve of lower
Fine wire is used for the primary
attention to the primary and second impedance and wishes to use it and balancing windings in order thaf
ary windings. We have a secondary should remove three or four turns a tight magnetic coupling may be
winding of known resistance. At from the primary and balancing obtained with a minimum of capacity
400 metres the dynamic resistance of
between the windings. If a
_.__._1
thicker wire is used the
the circuit comprising the secondary
capacity is increased, and
coil and its tuning condenser is
350,000 ohms. This was determined
this has the efiect of reduc4
.ing the amplification and
by measuring the resistance of the
spoiling the selectivity.
tuned circuit at 400 metres and the 3
The illustrations show the
inductance of the coil, and then put/
balancing winding to be
ting the values in a simple formula E
which, when worked out, gives the
inter-wound with the prima56 51e 1O4 048 40%
.3C
ie
ary. As there are thirty
dynamic resistance.
FREQUENCY
threads per inch and the
Good Modern Valves
Fig. 7.-Amplification-frequency curvie of
primary is wound 15 per
Touchstone transformer stage
Knowing this, it is an easy matter
inch, there is a slot between
adjacent primary turns.
to determine the correct size of a
primary winding to suit various windings. This will improve magni- When the balancing winding is
valves. A list is therefore made of fication and selectivity, but the best started, the wire is laid in the slot
the characteristics of,.modern valves, results will only be obtained when a between adjacent turns of the primand the amplification is worked out valve of the type recommended is ary, and the finished winding is
therefore tightly coupled to the
assuming the theoretically correct employed.
From the illustrations it will be primary.
primary winding is fitted to each
The three windings are all in the
valve. From the results, the com- seen that the primary winding is
binations which give the most magni- wound at one end of the secondary. same direction, but there is a special
(Continued on page 508)
fication are assembled and measured It is wound on eight ebonite spacers,
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THE SToRY OF HIS TELEVISION SUCCESS
- -* ______________

-

shadows, and he gave a demonstration of this at Hastings in 1923. I
have a letter from the late William
Le Queux in which he mentions that
he was among those who witnessed
this. At this time, however, three
other workers, representing America,
Austria and France, had achieved
the same success.

- -

-

-

i

True Television
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ran against unfamiliar
problems connected with these, and
had to study technical works in the
The Iheory of the subject did not public libraries before he could
appear to present any undue difficulty proceed.
to him at that time. Thd' problems
Eventually, however, he left his
on the synchronism side of the matter international rivals behind by diswere partly solved in multiplex carding the shadow-transmission
optical system and getting ahead on new
Numerous
telegraphy.
exploring devices were known, and lines altogether. This was possible
the photo-electric cell and glow- by improving the light-sensitive
discharge lamp appeared suitable as a device, which was the main stumbling
light-sensitive device and light source. block throughout all his experiments.
He quickly found the immense
difference that existed between Public Demonstration
By the end of 1924 he had advanced
theory and practice.
Right from the first Baird's funds to the stage of sending outlines of
were very limited, his apparatus was simple objects in black and white,
home-made and he was obliged to having taken the step from shadows
reduce the problem to its simplest to reflected light. In April, ¡925, he
form. He worked in his attic labora- gave a public demonstration with his
tory in Soho, London, unaided either apparatus and transmitted outlines
technically or financially and con- by wireless between two separate
machines in a well-known Oxford
stantly hampered by ill-health.
Street store, and the original machine
Adverse Conditions
he used can now be seen in the
Considering the magnitude of the Science Museum, South Kensington,
task he had set himself and the London.
Optical and mechanical improve.adverse conditions under which he
worked no one but a genius could ments in this apparatus enabled him
even hope for success. Time proved to achieve clearer outlines, but
television in the true sense of the
that Baird was a genius.
He first decided to approach the word was still a long way off, for it
subject on the lines of "shadow implied the transmission of all
transmission," believing that to be gradations of light and shade. For
the first step in the right direction. months he worked to improve the
In less than a year he had succeeded apparatus, but still the human face
to the extent of transmitting coare appeared as a vivid white oval, broken

Jack Buchanan, the well-known actor, taking par-t in a daylight television test

LOGIE BAIRD, the tele-

JOHN
vision inventor, who has advanced
from obscurity to world fame in two
years, and whose recent demonstrations of daylight television, colour
television, stereoscopic television, and
the transmission of sight across the
Atlantic are well remembered, is a
39-year-old Scotsman and the son of
a Presbyterian minister.

Power to Hear and See
Thus Scotland in recent years has
given us the power both to hear and
to see over great distances-through
Bell, the inventor of the telephone,
and Baird, the inventor of television.
Baird was born near Glasgow and
studied at that university. Right
from boyhood his one hobby had been
scientific research. It was while
experimenting with selenium cells
before the war in an eftort to perfeçt a
talking film that he first realised the
possibilities of television, on which
many experimenters had worked
since the discovery of the light-sensitive properties of selenium in 1873.
His television experiments may be
said to have dated from early in 1912,
but when failing health compelled
him to gi'e up business he decided
in 1922 to devote his whole time to a
serious effort to master the problem
of vision at a distance,

Then Baird realised the great
difference between shadow transmission and true television, for at
this stage he experienced a most
disheartening period of nearly a year
without advancing a step, and always
he was dogged with illness and lack
of funds. Television is, of course,
closely connected with optics,
mechanics, physics, chemistry, and
cinematography, and Baird fre-

quently
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by a black spot if the mouth were
opened.
The hitch was essentially an
electrical one, for the trouble lay in
the light-sensitive cell, and Baird
spared no pains in his efforts to
improve matters. In the course of
experiments he even tried a cell made
with the visual purple out of a human
eye supplied by a surgeon.

Whafever may be said
about J. L. Baird's latest
television achievements (on
which we expressed our
opinion in these pages last
month), there can be no
question regarding the
effort and courage he has
shown in his struggles to
produce a workable system.
We are sure that all "W.M:"
read" rs will be interested in
this story of his early work
told by R. F. TILTMAN
Then came .the success this struggling young inventor so richly
deserved.
Baird's "Only Real Thrill"

One Friday, near the end of
October, 1925, Baird experienced
what he described to me as "the only
real thrill" which research work had
brought him. On starting up his
apparatus, after fitting the latest of
his light-sensitive systems, instead of
the usual black-and-white image
there appeared on the receiving
coreen th triip imiee nf
fuc
with
half-tones and detail. His lightsensitive device, which to this day is a
doce secret, had proved to be the key
to the fifty-year old problem, and
television was achieved
The first image seen by true television was of "Bill," a ventriloquist's
doll Baird had used throughout his
tests. The first human features to be
"televised" were those of R. Taynton, an office boy hastily borrowed
from an office downstairs and bribed
with half a crown to sit before the

1928j

Immediately definite proof was there was no difficulty in enlarging
forthcoming that television was an the image to full size.
. The
accomplished fact there was no diffi- amount of light and shade shown in
culty in obtaining financial assistance the image was amply sufficient to
änd moving to larger premises. Dur- secure recognisability of the person
ing I926 many demonstrations were being televised, and movements of
arranged for Press representatives the face or features were clearly
and others, both in the building and seen.
My impression after witalso from London to Harrow. Results nessing the demonstration is that
were, naturally, very crude and im- the chief difficulties connected with
perfect, but the vital principle television have been overcome by Mr.
was there. The British and American Baird, and that the improvements
technical and daily Press acknow- still, to be effected are mainly
legccl Mr. Baird's claims in very matters of detail
definite terms.
Since that date many improve- Atlantic Spanned
ments have beèn effected, and the
The year ¡928 has been marked by
lighting necessary has been reduced many definite television advances.
from an uncomfortable blaze to The Atlantic was spanned by wireless
normal studio lighting. Experimen- sight, then television was achieved
tal transmissions have taken place between London and the Berengaria
nightly from the inventor's two in mid-Atlantic.
licensed stations.
In recent demonstrations I have
The outstanding feature of ¡927 seen very clear head and shoulder
was Baird's demonstration of tele- images of people with all facial
vision over the 438 miles separating expressions and movements, both in
London and Glasgow. One of those monochrome and in striking colours,
who witnessed this was Professor E. and the latest development of all
Taylor Jones, of Glasgow University, stereoscopic television shows images
who afterwards wrote in Nature: in three dimensions-length, breadth
"The image was perfectly steady in and thickness.
position, was remarkably free from
Surely the story of this young
distortion, and showed no sign of the inventor's single-handed struggles
'streakiness' which was, I believe, in whereby he was able to achieve true
evidence in the earlier experiments. television ahead of the research
The image was sufficiently departments of wealthy foreign
bright to be seen vividly even when organisations forms one of the most
the electric light in the room was, romantic pages of modern scientific
switched on, and I understand that history?
Our own impressions off. L. Baird's latest achievements were published
on tage 305 of the previous issue
.

.

.

.

-

apparatus.
Royal Inst itution

'

Baird's first public demonstration
-and the first demonstration of true
television to be given in the worldwas before members of the Royal
Institution who accepted his invitation Owing to restrictions of laboratory space the visitors witnessed the

-

1..

t

-

tests

from one room to the next

batches of half a dozen.

in

'

__

4
'-t

Demoisfrating a daylight television receiver. J. L. Baird is seen at the right of
the machine, with a telephone in one hand
415
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This set can be lui/I for pproximateIy
ten cameos (inclusive of coils and cabinet,
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In this article J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.,A.M.!.E.E.,
describes the construction of a new one-dial
all-wave set comprising screened-grid highfrequency amplifier, anode-bend detector
a d two stages of transformer-coupled lowfrequency amplification

already described the
principle adopted in matchedreactance ganging. This system
represents perfection in gang control,
in that it is possible to arrange for the
circuits to be tuned over the whole
scale without any falling out of step.
The tests which were made during
the experiments indicated that no
better results could be obtained, even
if the circuits were
individually tuned. i ...............................

IHAVE

Step Further

f

but exclusive of vaIve)

dIAÈs

i

A

Here you see J. H. Reyner
at work on the set in the
Furze/itil Laboratories at

e

IhI

L

V

-

;

.

Scre4

i

-

ri

$2f

uco.:s

screened-grid valve, overcomes this
difficulty, and it is actually possible
to arrange that the receiver remains
balanOEd froni 250 to 2,000 metres.
This is a remarkable feature and
one which gives considerable pleasure
in handling. The set is truly a onecontrol instrument, the only auxiliary
controls being a volume control on
the high-frequency valve for reducing

five stations can be selected at will by
a mere rotation of the tuning control

without any further adjustment,
unless any of them happens to be so
strong that the volume control has to
be brought into commission. On the
short waves there is a larger discrepancy and it will be found that a movement of about 90 degrees is necessary
in going from the bottom to the top of
the scale.
only other
controls on the
TEST REPORT OF THE FURZEHILL FOUR
panel at all are the
Dial
LONG WAVES
SHORT WAVES-contd. Dial
Station
Wave!engt/a
ReadinR
Station
H'avelength Readiig
w ave ch a n g n g
1,875
Huizen
92
Glasgow
405.4
73
-

The application
of this principle to

screened-grid

valve amplification
was obviously but
a step further, and
on examining th
matter, it became

evident that

a

receiver of excep-

tional promise

Radio Paris
Kharklov
Daventry
Motala
Zeesen
Warsass
Hilversum
Vienna
Brussels
GB
Langenberg
Oslo
Rome
Brunn

..... 1,765
.... 1,675
.... 1,565

..

1,360
1,250

..

8

..

1,1 ¡0

..

49
39

¡.070

..

H

....

......
Toulouse
....
Cork

..

86
So

..

72.5

Stuttgart
London

..

Barcelona
Copenhagen

Rournernouth

Bru
Dublm

SHORT WAVES

......
......
......
.......

..

517.5
5o8.5
491.8
.471.6
461.5

.

.

7

..

ç5

..

91.5
87.5
85.5
83
Si

..
..

449

..

441.5
435.5

..

Frederikastad ....
79
..
78
.... 429
Frankfurt
Here four badly heterodyned stations.
All the above were obtained at full loud-speaker

Königsberg
Hanover
(Relay Rand)
Cologne
Bremen
Kosice
Kiel

....
....
....

.

401

:

.

389
380

..

71
6

..

66.5

361.4
34S

..

6z

337

..

55

322.2

..

319.1

..

50.5
49.5

.

.

i

..
:

board, and the

::

....
....

......
Münster

304
298

.

.

..

push-pull switch,
.

which

46
3.5

294.1
283

..

42

..

39.5

273
263
255
250

..

36

..

33
30
28

i

switch, which is
e sma 11 no on
the left at the
bottoni of the base-

:
:

is

in a corre

spon din g p osition
on the right. Corn-

bined with this
.

simp Vici y o f ope rToulouse
.... 245.5 .. 26.5
ation we have an
could be built util
Bordeaux
.. 24
.... 237
ising these ideas.
ease of manipulastrength. The set was not re-balanced at any
part of the scale nor was the adjustment touched in changing over to long waves.
tion, an open and
During the early
experiments, using
straightforward
split-primary transformers, the gang- the strength of near-by stations to a layout which facilitates rapid coning on either range was found to be value which does not overload the struction and, finally, and most
perfect, but owing to a slight differ- amplifier, and a reaCtion control which important, a low cost-the whole of
ence in the capacity effect in the long- is utilised to increase the sensitivity the components listing at approxand short-wave Po itions a minor of the receiver slightly when receiv- imately ten guineas.
readjustment of the balancing con- ing distant stations.
This latter control, on the long Novelties in the Circuit
denser had to be made when changing
waves, is almost constant and need
The circuit is of straightforward
from one wave to the other.
The present receivér, utilising a not be readjusted in going from one nature, but Contains one or two
simple tuned-anode circuit with the end of the scale'to the other., Four or novelties. The high-frequency valve
-

.

.

.

.

..

:
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is tuned-anode coupled; while, with

the use of special coils, this is not the
best arrangement, greater selectivity
aiad improved signal being obtainable
with a transformer coupling, the
characteristics of the present coils are
such that it works very satisfactorily
as a simple tuned-anode circuit.

REACTION
CONDENSER

151,

LF.

VALVE

DUAL

\

-

ON-OFF'\

One of the difficulties with the use
of the full coil in this manner is that
of obtaining adequate stability, but
this is overcome in the case of the

matched - reactance

FILAMENT
RMOSTAT
REEN(D
io

--

VALVE

jJiÍ

POWE-

SCREEN

VALVE

PRE SET

tONDeNsR

-.

i

TERMINAL

Ufi

UNIr

LOW-FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER

LOCK

L
DETECTOR
VALVE

Q ANODE
COIL

PRE-SET
CONDENSER

This plan view of the Furzehill Four clearly shows the layout of all the parts

condenser thus vary the total
capacity and produce an equivalent
effect to the alteration of the balancing condenser across the H.F.
circuit.

fact that the capacity of both halves
of the dual condenser shall be the
saine all the way round the dial.
At the present moment I have only
tested the receiver with the actual

Circuits in Tune

It

''

1-tIUAL,. corje.rJ
MF!).

-

EACIS

'FßE-5CT

O-2OA,A,E

ÖcO.-3

Óçe.-2

This is the circuit of the Furzehill Four

matter

of

condenser specified and results cannot be guaranteed with other makes.
I am arranging, however, to try other
makes of condenser in
this circuit, and a list of
condensers which have
been so tried and found
satisfactory will be given
in the next issue.
Across both halves of
the lual condenser are
connected small balancing Use of L.F. Transformer
condensers. In the aerial
It is customary to follow an anodecircuit this balancing con- bend detector with a resistancedenser is connected in coupled stage, but this has not been
series with the aerial done in the present instance for a
capacity, the aerial and variety of reasons. In the first place,
earth being connected the use of a transformer following the
directly across grid and detector assists the high-frequency
filament of the first valve, choke in keeping H.F. currents
the Furzehill Fo
--------------------- \'anations of the pre-set of the L.F. stages.

condenser should be used in this
position. The correcthess of the
ganging depends essentially upon the

------

a

-

- ---------

ot

..

Details of the screen used in

is

extreme simplicity to adjust the two pre-set condensers so that the
circuits are accurately in
tune, after which no further alteration is needed.
As the spindle of the
condenser is connected
to LT.-, whereas the
H.F. coil is connected to H.T.+, a ¡-microfarad
condenser has been incor-.
porated across from the
point to LT.- in
the set itself. This gives perfectly
satisfactory results.
In order to obtain increased
selectivity and a better quality with
freedom from overloading on the
strong signals, ancde-bend rectification has been employed. This
removes the detector damping from
the second tuned circuit and materially sharpens the tuning.

Quality Essential

thoroughly reliable

COU..

-

-

ganging which is sufficiently accurate to
enable the usual individual adjustment to
be dispensed with.
This represents a
saving in cost of over
a pound.

It may be pointed
out in this connec
tion, however, that
it is essential that a

/

/

/

-

Astatic Properties

Colvern dual-range coils owing to
their astatic properties. This, combined with the use of a simple screen
underneath and in between the coils,
gives perfect stability, even if the
ancde voltage is increased to 150
volts.
The simple screen will be seen from
the photographs to be extended to
pass in between the two portions of
the dual condenser and finally to
come round to the panel, so screening
the reaction condenser from the HF.
condenser. The use of a dual condenser is the particular feature of the

CHOKE

\

SWITCh.

QAERAL

4IGI1

FREQUENCY

CONDENSER
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Reyner's Furzehill Four (Continued)

J. H.

this connection. The 2-to-I and 4-to-i combination
I have always found a very happy one, and in the
present instance, coupled with the use of a chokeoutput circuit to avoid all battery feedback, the
circuit gives pleasing quality and large ampli-

--:
ì:::
-

i

fication.

How High-tension Connections are Made
The HF., detector and first L.F. valves have all
been connected to one H.T. tap, to which up to izo
volts should be applied. The use of the full voltage
on the detector is quite satisfactory owing to the
-anode-bend rectification adopted, and the higher
the voltage, the greater can be the grid bias in ordet
to produce satisfactory working. The last valve
Front view of the Furzehil
has been connected to a separate H.T. tap for the
Four. The three knobs in line across
benefit of those who wish to use 150 volts on the
the centre of the panel are respectively volume
last valve.
control, main tuning ccndenser, and reaction control. Below are
It is not desirable to place this voltage on the
the wave-change and on-off switch knobs
earlier valves, as the results are not so gocd
A second and more important point was that the
although, as previously mentioned, the receiver is quite
reaction demand was much more uniform with a transstable. If only 120 volts is available the two H.T. tapformer following the detector than with a resistance- pings should be connected together and both taken to
coupled stage. This is an important point in a single- a common HT.
control receiver, for the reaction demand should
No Difficulty in Actual Construction
obviously beas uiiiform as possible.
The construction of the receiver is
Valves to Use
difficult. it is first of all necessary
not
FÀCK J1fl OF
FRONT [Nfl OF
to cut out a sheet of copper foil and to
A low-ratio transformer has been
FIIT COIL.
5ECOifl COIL
5WITCli
5WITCPt2
mount this on the baseboard underemployed, having a step-up of only
neath the coils in the position shown.
This has a relatively highz-t.
The various components can then be
impedance primary and should be
mounted in their respective places.
uscd following a valve which has a
Method of coupling dual-range coils
mrdum effective impcdance. It
It will be noticed that the screen has
together
not been made to extend underneath
must be remembercd that the actual
the HF. valve holder as this is a
impedance of an ancde-bend detector
fruitful source of short-circuiting.
is three to five times greater than normal, ówing to
the negative grid bias. Best results are actually obtained
by using one of the new detector series of valves marketed Arranging the Panel Components
The next operation is the mounting of the condenser,
by the Mullard Company. These valves are known as
the PM2D, 4DX, or 6D types as the case may be. They reaction condenser and on-off switch on the panel. It
have an exceptionally high mutual conductance as a will also be necessary to drill a hole in the position
indicated, to allow for the spindle of the dual-range coil
result of which they behave, even when used as anode
bend rectifiers, as ordinary H.F. valves.
.

Iñcreased Filament Ccnsumption

S

The internal resistance rises to approximately
the same value and the amplification factor
remains sufficiently high to give good signal
strength. This performance is obtaiied at a slight
expense of filament current, but in these days
filament consumption does not trouble us very
much.

-

-j
S

-

Other Suitable Valves
Those readers who do not wish to buy a special
detector valve, although this is strongly to be
recommend d, can use an ordinary H.F. or L.F.
valve. Any valve having an impedance between
15,000 and 25,000 ohms will be satisfactory.
The second L.F. stage is also transformercoupled, two B.T.H. transformers being utilised in

-

S

.
.

.

-

-
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A One-knob Screened-grid Valve Set
switch to project through the panel.
The panel may then be mounted in
position and the screen inserted in
place. This screen is cut away to
allow it to fit over the dual condenser,
a tongue projecting through the
middle to screen off the small
capacity between the two sets of
fixed plates.

Mounting

the Coils

may be added in connection
with the mounting of the two dualrange coils. It is necessary to make a
halved joint between the two switch
strips. This may be done as follows:
First of all take the two coils and
make sure that they are in the correct
position, that is, with the switchspindle on the left. Then take the
rear coil and pull the switch forward
so that there is a fairly large tongue
projecting at the front. File the to
of the end of this switch strip until it
is reduced to about half the thickness
in.
for a length of about
Now take the front coil and push
the switch away from one so that the
tongue is projecting at the back.
Now turn this coil over and file away
the bol/orn portion of the strip for a
in. as before.
length of about
A word

1/2

1/2

LS-

L,tflTta

flTtI

LT-

LT+

cS+

551

G5

This layout and wiring diagram can be obtained as a full-size blueprint for halfprice (that is, 9d., post free) if the coupon on page iii o! the cover is used by
December 31. Ask for No. W.M.112

Care Needed

to be operated from the front of the assembled,

The two strips should now fit
together as one and may be locked
up by placing the nuts and bolts
provided through the hole. A little
care should be taken with this operation in order to ensure that it is
correctly perfoi mcd.
The two coils, I .nked up together,
should now be placed in their proper
position on the baseboard, and both
switches placed in the "pull-out"
position. In this position the stop
screws will be at the front of the
operating slots. The coils may then
be screwed down in position and the
switch mechanism tricd. It should be
possible to mve both switches as
one with an easy rntion.

panel.
If Tangent coils are used, a
similar prbcedure is adopted for the
mounting of the coils, but the
switches are coupled together by
means of a short threaded collar,
provided with the coils.

Completing the Assembly
Having done this, the short length
of
B.A. rod should be taken and
pushed through the hole in the front
of the panel. It can then be fixed with
two nuts to the small brass clip on
the end of the switch strip and the
knob provided can be screwed on the
other end, so enabling the switches

THIS RECEIVER HAS BEEN
SPECIALLY DESIGNED BY J. H.
REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. AND
REPRESENTS HIS IDEAS FOR
A
REALLY UP-TO-DATE
SINGLE-CON FROL SET.
IT
WILL BE SEEN THAT TIlE
CIRCUIT COMBINATION COMPRISES ONE SCREENED-GRID
HIGH-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER,
A
DETECTOR AND TWO
STAGES OF TRANSFORMERCOUPLED LOW-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFICATION

the

wiring

may

be

commenced.
Held

in Position

by Wiring

Here again everything is straightforward and there are no special
arrangements necessary. It may be
noted that the small 50,000-ohm
resistance utilised to apply the correct
potential to the screening grid of the
H.F. valve is actually held in its
position by the wiring.
It can, if desired, be screwed to the
panel, but this will involve screw
heads showing on the front and if
stiff wire is used the arrangement
adopted in the original receiver will
be quite satisfactory.

Blueprint Available

Those who desire one can obtain a
Beyond this operation no more full-size blueprint for half-price (that
difficulty will be experienced in the is, gd., post free) if the coupon on
layout at all. The components are page iii of the cover is used by
merely screwed in their correct December 31. Address your inquiry
positions and there is ample space to Blueprint Dept., WIRELESS
everywhere. Follow the layout as MAGAZINE, 58/61 Fetter Lane,
carefully as possible and when the E.C.4. Ask for No. W.M.ixz.
components have been completely
In wiring up, first connect together
!II
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Reyner's .Furzehill Four

Now set the tuned-anode pre-set condenser (the
one on the right-hand side of the screen at the back)
view
to the nearly "out" position. As the screw is
ofthe
rotated
in an anti-clockwise direction, a point will
Furzehill
be obtained where the pressure suddenly becomes
Four
less, indicating that the condenser is at its minimum
position. This is the position which should be used

-

.

-

_
,

(Continued)

Another

forpreliminarywork.

j

How to Balance Up the Receiver
Place the aerial pre-set condenser (on the left of
the screen) at about half way. Now, on switching
fr,r
on and rotating the condenser, a number of stations
JI
will be heard, çven if one does not live very close to
a local station. Choose a not too strong station and
balance up the receiver in the following manner:Rotate the tuning control and adjust the aerial
This photograph clearly shows the positions of the two low-frequency
pre-set condenser until the station tunes in. Having
transformers and choke-capacity output unit
done this, a final re-tune may be made on the H.F.
all the points marked a; then those marked b; and soon pre-.set condenser, the circuit being tuned on both
throughout the alphabet.
the pre-set condensers exactly as if they were the tuning
controls. During this operation, the main tuning control
Few Preliminary Adjustments
is left where it is. This is the only balancing operation
Having completed the wiring and tested it out, the necessary.
Afterwards the pre-set condensers may be left set and
receiver is ready for use, and the preliminary adjustments
are exceptionally few. Insert suitable valves in the the main control rotated, when the stations will be found
to tune in withholders.
They
out any further
should be as
COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR FURZEHILL FOUR
i-Ebonite panel, 21 in. by 7m.
I-5o,000-ohm resistance (Edisdifficulty. On
follows
(Ebonart Moire, Becol, or
swan).
distant
stations
H.F. valve
Trolite).
i-High-frequency choke (Lewcos,
the reaction conAny 2-, 4-. or
I-.0005-microfarad dual condenWearite, or Peto-Scott).
t ro 1 m u s t
6-volt new type
ser (Cyldon).
2-Low-frequency transformers,
i-.-Slow-motion dial (Burndept,
one2to i, and one4toi
obviously be
of screened-grid
Igranic, or Lotus).
.(B.T.H.).
brought up a
valve.
I-.0002-microfarad variable coni-Choke-filter output unit (Igralittle, but on
flic).
denser (Cyldon Bébé, Dubiquite a number
valve :-Mullard
2-Terminal strips, 9 in. by 2 in.
lier, or Peto-Scott).
and 2 in. by i in. (Ebonart,
of stations no rer-30-ohm panel rheostat (Peerspecial "D" type
less, Lissen, or Igranic).
Becol, or Trolite).
action is necesof valve or,
in. long
i--Push-pull on-off switch (Lotus,
2-Ebonite bushes,
sary.
alternatively,
in. diam.
Lissen, or Bulgin).
by
H.F. or L.F.
4-Antimicrophonic valve holders i i-Terminals, marked -Aerial,
L.T.-,
Earth,
(Lotus, W. B., or Formo).
L.T.+,
valve.
Selectwüy
2-Q Coils (Colvern or Tangent).
H.T.+I, H.T.+2, L.S.+,
First L.F.
GB-2,
GB-i,
LS.-,
i-. i-microfarad fixed mica conA little diffivalve -Medium.
GB. + (Belling-Lee or Eelex).
denser (Dubilier, T.C.C., or
culty may be
impedance L.F.
I-Battery clip (Bulgin).
Mu liard).
experienced at
i-i-microfarad fixed condenser
Copper screen and copper foil for
valve.
base (Parex, Ready-Radio, or
(Dubilier, T.C.C., or Lissen).
first in finding
Last valve _.
Omnora)
2-00003 to .00025- rilic r o f arad
the best tuning
Super pow e r
(Magnum).
'

'

r

.................................................................................................... ,, ........................ .. ........

:

.

i

:-

.

Detector

1/4

1/4

valve,

Battery
Voltages

r-Pair panel brackets
Short length flex,
2-Wander plugs, red and black
(Igranic).
I-Spade tag (Clix)
Stiff wire for connecting (Glazite)
i-Cabinet with Io in. baseboard
(Read Radm

semi-fixed condensers (Igraflic Preset).
I-.005-microfarad fixed condenser
(Dubilier, T.C.C., orMullard).
2-Grid-leak holders (Dubilier,
Lissen, or Mullard).
I-.25-megohm grid leak (Dubilier,

Connect up to
¡20 volts to
Lissen,orMullard).
H.T.+s and ¡20
to 150 volts to H.T.+2. Bias the L.F. valves correctly
according to the instructions given by the makers. Place
i i/ to 3 volts negative bias on the separate detector gridbias battery. The larger the H.T. voltage, the larger this
bias should be, but if the value is made too large, it will
be found difficult to make the circuit oscillate. In
practice, I '/2 or 3 volts will be found to give the best
results.

.

.

...

position. Generally speaking, the
pre-set condenSer across the

H F.
.

circuit

should be kept

towards its

minimum position. This enables a balance to be obtained
with a relatively small value of pre-set condenser in the
aerial circuit. This is a condition which makes for.
selectivity and it is for this reason that the method'
already given has been recommended.

Balance the Set on the Lower Broadcast Band
Balancing should be done in the short-wave position

42)
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Simple to Build and
r

(switch in) as it is found to be somewhat easier
here. On pulling out the range switch, the circuit
will be changed over to the long waveband and
will,be found to be correctly balanced without any
further readjustment. A niimber of stations may
then be received on the long waves without

Coil Changing

The

Furzehill
Four

//

-

.

Aerial Best

It is best to use a shrt aerial and for these
tests a comparatively short length of aerial only
was employed. \Vith this article is given a calibration scale which will fit in the Burndept twospeed dial used. Whether the actual calibration of
the receiver as made by the reader agrees with this
or not depends upon the setting of the pre-set
condenser, but if he desires to obtain a calibration
ready made for this receiver, he can do it in the
following way
Cut out the scale provided and fit this in the

:-

L

I

/
The compact layout of the Furzehill Four ¡s apparent from this
photograph, which clearly shows the arrangement of all the
parts Note especially the position of the screening

.

holde r given.

Choose a station of

4!4'

g

- --------------------------------------------------

This tuning scale is

which the wave- reproduced full
length is known. size; cut it out
Set the tuning con- and use it
denser until the

This scale is only
suitable for use
with a Burndept
two-speed dial

-

00

-

130o

'OO
300
-

pointer registers

V00

with the required
wavelength. Then
tune the station in
on the pre-set condensers. If this is
done, it will be

.

WAVELENGTH

.

CALIBRATION SCALE

found that the

calibration given
applies over the
rest of the scale,
both on the long

C%

%

-

-

FOR YOUR FURZEHILL FOUR
See this page for particulars and how to use it

.

and the short

o

-

-

-

-

waves.
This calibration chart, of course, only applies to a
Cyldon condenser of the log mid-line type, which was

O Has the

used in the ongmal receiver.
[We shall be
especially glad to
have from readers
their opinion of this
new single-control
receiver when they
have completed its
construction. Mr.
Reyner believes the
test report published on page 416 to
be quite conservalive in ils scope and
he hopes that many
cstructors will be
able lo beat it.ED.]

Answers?

EJERE are several questions pertaining to wire-

less .to which research engineers are seeking

answers;

N

r

.

-

A

L

-

-

'.

for1

Another view of the Furzehill Four, all ready
use with the valves in positon. The biassing battery for getting the
best anode-bend point can be seen close to the main terminal strip
42

Does transmission from east to west differ
from that from west to east as indicated by
the results of the Marconi expedition?
Is there a limit in wavelength beyond which
transmission over land is practically identical with
transmission over water?
Does the over-water transmission in certain
parts of the world differ materially from that
in other parts?
Is there a difference in transmission along and
across the earth's magnetic field?
\Vhat are the causes of the ionisation of the
reflecting layer?
Do the waves above a certain frequency fail
to return to the surface of the earth?
F. P.

I
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HAL YARD'S Chat on the Month's Topics

Sketches by GLOSSOP
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Distant Reception

Since we reverted to winter time,
conditions for distant reception have
us once again, and atmospheric been wonderfully good on the whole.
conditions have settled down to their A few new stations, together with at
winter best, you ought to be having least two 'mystery" stations, have
a great time with the reception of added a little spice to such reception.
distant stations. How many new

Now that the long nights are wth

Talking Films
.

-

Distant Reception

distant stations have you pulled in
already this winter?
I have been doing extraordinarily
well with the distant stations the
last few weeks, and I should like to
compare notes with you.
What
would interest me most would be to
hear which are your best stations

What is going to be the effect
on wireless of the introduction of the
talking film into the cinemas of this
country? Do. you think this new
demand for something bigger and
better in loud-speaking equipment
will ultimately lead to an improvement in the loud-speakers we use for
wireless reception?
I am not quite sure whether the
loud-speaking apparatus required in
a cinema has much in common with
our wireless loud-speakers. You see
it is one thing to reproduce the huge
volume of sound required in a large
cinema, and it is a very different
thing to reproduce the moderate
volume of sound required in a small
room in a house.
Speaking of the cinema reminds
me of an interesting announcement
recently made by one of the big filmproducing companies regarding a
new mystery film. In this new film,
the story is based on the invention of
television and the film shows the

within certain limits of distance.
Suppose we take the most distant
stations first-those, say, which are
800 miles or more away from your
receiving station. To which of the
stations over our 800-mile limit would
you give your vote just now? I am
inclined to think that the majority
of us would name Budapest, although
Kattowitz would, perhaps, receive
careful consideration from many whole process of looking-in. The
of us.
work of production of this television
What about the stations between film is now going on, and it is claimed
oo and 800 miles away? Which is that, by the time the film is ready,
your best station within these limits television will be at the height of its
of distance? Is it Toulouse, Breslau,
'tooicalitv"
Nurnberg, or some other station, or
was it Kalundborg on its old wave1:11
length?
#,
Of the stations between 200 and
500 miles away, my best just now is
Cologne. Eiffel Tower and Hilversum,
which are only just over the zoo-mile
limit, seem to have been a little
disappointing lately.
A Huge Volume of Sound
I

I

i\
Y

¶.

So now you know. Television can-

not be so far away, can it? George
says the snag about this film is th2t
we should not be going to the pictures
when the pictures were coming to us.

Headphones
When did you buy your last pair
of headphones? i have two pairs of
phones in my wireless cupboard just
now. The older pair date back at
least seven years, and a good pair
they are still. The newer pair were
purchased about three years ago.
To those of us who have been in
wireless since before broadcasting
began, it seems strange that Leid-

_1ii;
Wizen Did You Buy?
phones should be mentioned so little
these days. Why we scarcely ever
see headphones advertised in our
wireless periodicals in these days ol
loud-speakers, do we?
Glancing through the advertisement pages of a recent number of
the WIRELESS MAGAZINE, I found ten
loud-speaker advertisements to one
small headphone advertisement. In
the first number of the WIRELESS
!

the advertisements of
headphones easily outnumbered those
of loud-speakers.
Although I should perhaps not like
to see a return to the good old days
when the acme of wireless reception
was "phones-on-the-table" signalstrength, I think we ought not to
neglect headphone reception - altogether, do you?
A week or two ago, I constructed
a new type of one-valve set and I had
MAGAZINE
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a great time with headphone reception from that set. Of course, I prefer
using a three-valve set with loudspeaker, but I, for one, should feel
that there was something missing
about my wireless if there were no
headphones in my cupboard.

little tune. George's first favourite
call sign just now is Laibach's

December

l92j

On Announcers

Did you hapjen to see the reference
cuckoo; his second, Wilmo's cuckoo. to the article on wireless announcers
which appeared in the Belgian
journal, Theatre? The opinions this
Tired Topics
George sat smoking in my arm- writer expressed with rgard to the
chair. I knew something was about announcers at our European broad.
.
.
fçn.r._
to be said for his puff frequency
Station Idéntification
suddenly quickened from forty to
When will somebody or other hit sixty per minute and his output
upon a happy scheme of identifica- visibly inreased.
tion calls for our broadcasting sta"Some of you wireless writers are
tions? It really is strange how little the absolute limit," he said.
progress is being made in this importWhat's the matter now, George?"
ant direction.
I asked.
Do You Agree with This?
Only last night I spent nearly an
"Why i' here's a fellow actually casting stations were widely quoted.
hour trying to identify a short-wave telling us that a bradawl can be used
I thought this writer was a little
to bore small holes in an ebonite severe on some of the Continental
panel when a drill is not available."
announcers. For example, he stated
"But it's quite true, George."
although German announcers
"I know it is, but if the tip of the that,
articulate very clearly, with the
bradawl were as old as the tip itself, exception of the announcer at Frankit wouldn't be much of a tip, would furt, their timbre is devoid of charm.
it?
Do you agree with this? Lack of
"There's no harm in repeating an knowledge of the language makes it
Station Identification
old tip, George."
difficult for us to judge, perhap..
station. I happened to be using
"Repeating-the way you wireless
This same writer was very severe
what was to me a new type of coil, writers repeat yourselves and one on Vienna and Kalundborg. The
and I had very little idea of the wave- another is amazing. In this week's announcer at Vienna, he wrote, has a
length range given by that coil. wireless papers I've read no less than voice which is nasal and disagreeable,
Quite unexpectedly I came across the three times that dust between the while the Kalundborg announcer
loud ticking Qf a metronome.
I vanes of a variable condenser causes has a harsh voice with a harder accent
listened to that metronome for at scraping noises."
than a German announcer even.
"So it does, George."
least ten minutes before I heard
announcers, he went on to
"I know it, but I'm not going to say,Spanish
speech and then there came the
speak with exaggerated volufamiliar "Achtung" of a German blow the dust out of my variable bility, while Hilversum speaks out
condensers three times a week for of a drum and Brussels from the
station.
The voice was that of a woman anybody. Have you ever written depth of the tomb.
announcer and I listened very care- an article on soldering, Mister Hal"The true wireless orator," wrote
fully, but my knowledge of German yard?"
this Belgian listener, "must speak
"Not yet, George."
is so slight that I could not get a clue
clearly and calmly, but simply,
"There's hope for you, then. naturally, like a good fellow, but'
to the station. I listened 'to several
speeches or readings interspersed Soldering is the last tired topic of the without the slightest trace of the low
with long intervals during which the writer on wireless. I have just read comedian. Our friends across the
metronome ticked loudly enough to the latst article on soldering and in Channel know how to do it. Each
it the writer tells us that hot solder listener must have the imoression
be heard next door.
hearU the names
I thought
that it is to him, and to him alone,
Doeberitz and Berlin but I was not
that the British aunounceris speaking.
have
of
would
been
the
sure. It
The announcer for 5XX does not
greatest help to me if I could have
dec aim. You would say he is making
definitely identified that station.
a confidence. He does not change
Amongst the recent schemes of
some slight announcement into a
station identification to be proposed
pretentious melody of words. He
have been call-signs in slow morse
does not try to please, and thus he
and calls in Esperanto. Of these
pleases us."
two schemes, I prefer the former
All very nice and satisfactory from
because I can sometimes read slow sets more quickly if you blow on it." our point of view, but I would like
"You knew that, George.'
morse.
to have this Belgian writer's opinion
"Aye, but it's dangerous for some of the American announcer, wouldn't
One night last week, I felt quite
pleased with myself because I identi- folk. You heard of the Scotsman you?
fied a Bremen relay through Ham- who was soldering after midnight
burg by the call sign: dash, dot, dot, and blew on a hot
New Ventures
George-"
dot (B), dash, dash (M); dash, dot
Although we arc primarily con"Lost his eyebrows and would have
(N), repeated slowly.
Of the newer call-signs, I expect lost his front hair if he hadn't been cerned with the receiving end of
wireless, we cannot help but turn an
you like best of all Budapest's pretty bald."

1, Il
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Under My.

New

i

t'entures

anxious eye, and later on, an anxious
ear, to what is 1appening at the
other end, the transmitting end.
Just now there are great goings on
at the transmitting end. First of
all there is the new regional scheme
ventuie, which, so far as it has gone,
includes the actual building of the
new London transmitting station
and the choosing of the site for the
new Pennine station.
Then there is the proposed building
of the new headquarters for broadcasting on a site in the heart of
London.
What an extraordinary
opportunity this proposed new buildinc will cive for the erection of a
building mply and solely for broadcasting.
The present studios at Savoy Hill,
no matter how cleverly they are
altered, can never be as good for
broadcasting as studios planned and
built in the light of the experiences
of the last six years.
Several of the studios in the new
"Broadcasting HouseS' vil no doubt,
be of the "double-deck" type which
has proved so successful recently.
Smaller studios will, perhaps, be
built specially for the broadcasting
of news, announcements and talks.
I wonçler what will be done with
regard to the broadcasting of plays
from the new headquarters. Do you
think that the success of wireless
drama, as \ve know it at present,
merits the provision of a small
theatre in the new building? We
shall get this, and many other interesting queries answered, I daresay,
as the plans for the new building
mature.
I

Wireless Tools
Have you ever compiled a list of
the tools you use in your wireless
constructional work? Try to draw
up such a list from memory, and I
think you will find the task both
interesting and instructive.
What gave me the idea of making
up a list of my wireless tools was a kit,

Aerial

(ContinuecO

which I happened to see the other
day. In this outfit there were spanners, screw-drivers, soldering bit, files,
pliers, scriber, centre punch, and
hammer.
Now, there was one very obvious
omission in that outfit. Got it?
Something to bore holes with, of
course. Hand drill? Well, yes; but
I have bored holes. in an ebonite
panel with a gimlet before now, and
I have laboriously enlarged those
holes with a triangular file.
There was one tool in the outfit
which I have never once used in my
wireless constructional work. Which
was that? You will easily guess.
By the way, do you keep your
wireless tools all nice and tidy in a
box or on a shelf in your workshop?
I try to do so, but it seems impossible. At the present moment my
soldering bit is in the scullery near
the gas stove, my screw-drivers are
on a shelf in the kitchen, and I

tion of the all-wavelength coil for
the series of interchangeable plug-in
coils of standard sizes.
I think you might be able to form
some idea of this tendency in coil
design by classifying your wireless
friends as users or as non-users of
plug-in coils. Do this, and I am sure
you will corne to the conclusion that
the percentage number of your wireless friends using plug-in coils is lower
than it was, say, a year ago.
I cannot say that I am any great
lover of plug-in coils. I do not often
use them, but I have always recog..
nised the great advantage arising out
of their standardisation.' It is to be
hoped that the us of special coils
will not lead to confusion through
HALYARD.
lack of standardisation.

Jamming!
(AN anyone

beat this? At about
this evening
tuned-:n Hilversum on a set which
happens to be distinctly unselective
when working on the longer waves.
This, coupled with the fact that
I happen to live nearly midway
between the 2L0 transmitter at
Oxford Street and the powerful telephony transmitter at Mitcham Common belonging to the Croydon Air
Port, meant that in the background
I could hear a good many other
things bside the programme from
Hilversum
In fact, during the course of one
particular minute I heard the following without altering the tuning of
the set at all
(i) From Hilversum, a clock chiming, and striking an hour (evidently
local time).
In the background
(2) From Oxford Street, the voices
of "Belinda" and "Mac" conducting
the London Children's Hour at the
2L0 studio.
() From Mitcham Common, the
voice of the Croydon operator replying to a message from the Imperial
Air Liner G-EBOZ.
() From Bou logne, a faint "echo,"
so to speak, of the devastating spark
note of FFB, calling a ship in morse
on 600 metres.
(5) From an unknown wirelesstelegraphy station, a C.W. Morse
W. O.
harmonic.
-A

Try

to

Draw

haven't seen my pliers for a week.
You see, other people in the house
borrow my wireless tools for all sorts
of non-wireless jobs.
Coils

Have you noticed the tendency
these days on the part of the de'igners
of wireless sets to make more and
more use of special coils in the sets
they design?
It seems to me as if the development of the special coil has been one
of the features of wireless design
during the last six months. If this
development contnues during the
next six months, as seems very likely,
then one of th outstanding wireless
features of 1928 will be the substitu-

B.S.T.
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About Gramophonè Records
7-'

MOST amateurs have now tried

their hand at playing records
electrically, atd some have been
very successful at the game. Sometimes I think it is easier to play a
record and get good results than to
get good results from the radio, but
most certainly the B.B.C. do not
prove this point very well, because a
lot of their gramophone transmissions are very poor.
-

Pick-up "Streets A?ead"
I have often play( d a record on
my loud-speaker from a pick-up to
compare with the result I have first
obtained from a broadcast transmission of the same record and
nearly always the effect from my
wn pick-up has been streets ahead.
That thefl fault des not lie in my
H.F. and dtcctor stages is shown,
bcause ! usually play through a

casting direct, but possibly due to
more careful balance, control, and
general artistic arrangement by the
gramophone controllers, the effects
................................................................ compare very favourably. Radio,
in mixed Dutch and English, I did theoretically, should be very nearly
not note that it was gramophone colTect and is so very frequently
nowadays, but we do get a lot of bad
at all.
turns and even the general acoustic
effects are very carelessly handled,
except when a special sound stunt
...............................................................

ROUND,
1W i E E

ByCapt. H.

-

J.

.

----

I .........................................

is bein

11111
I

U

(-li')

The bad effect given by the B.B.C.
put down to the pick-up used, or
to the way it is attachcd to the
amplifier. There is a considerablç
difference in the pick-ups now on
the market, and even the good ones
can be put wrong by an incorrect
Connection to the amplifying valve.
I

d )ne.

Savoy Hill Bathroom!
Yesterday evening (Sunday,
October 21) I heard a lady vocalist
from 2L0, who was obviously singing in the Savoy Hill bathroom-or
if I am mistaken, the sound-effect
engineers should take those identical
acouStic arrangements when they
want a bathroom.
Ncw gramophone records are

Cut Out Transformers

Every time I would say cut out
transformers and connect the pickup to the first valve direct-unless
you have a measuring apparatus to
modulator and oscillating valve, record the effects you get. It may
such as I described in a recent mean another valve, but if you use
number of the W'IRELESS MAGAZINE. RC. couplings you can't distort
Yesterday I heard Hilversum anything like as seriously as you
playing records very well indeed, can with a dud transformer.
Theoretically, a gramophone
in fact, until I heard the quaint
announcement of an H .M V. record record cannot be as good as broadFig.

2.-Uncut record

.

Fig.

3.-Cut record

necessarily very imperfect and for
various reasons. The spiral groove
on a gramophone record is cut
about loo lines to the inch and Fig.
I shows, in section, about what these
cuts look like when magnified.
Figs. 2 and 3 show a plan of the
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(continued)

what matter of opinion. Some people
this law like bass and others don't care as
w o ui d long as they get the "toon." The
mean in heavier the bass, the less is' the
practice. melody we shall get.
If we
ly

-

_______

-

-

-

-

-

madethe Constant Amplitude
m aX
The compromise is usually made
- - m u m at some frequency between 200
a mpl
cycles and 400 cycles: at above the
- - ______
tude at specified frequency the law of the
300 cy- record is correct, below that frec i e s quency the
- - amplitude is kept
i/400th constant. I illustrate this curve in
i n ch Fig.4.
- ______
then at
In our electrical pick-up and
150 cy- amplifier we can, if we like, fake in
cies the this decreased bass again, and in
- a m p Ii
Fig. 5 I illustrate a method which I
t u d e have employed to do this, but
1000
I00
would be please don't ask me for exact values
FREUuhCY
1/200th of condensers, inductances, resistFig. 4.-Rcord frequency-ainphtude curve
ances, etc. Try it out 'vith about
suffic- the values indicated, varying things
cuts first of all unmodulated, and ient to break down the wtIls until you get the effect you like
then modulated. It is usual to make between the lines. And if we made best.
the cut portion somewhere about 150 cycles maximum x/400th inch
the width of the uncut portion, and then 75 cycles wu1d overstep the FRON i TO MF[I.
as a result, we see from Fig. 3 that mark.
Certainly we could say never
the greatest amplitude we can
mind anything below 75 cycles, it is
safely use iS 1/400 inch.
Jil
If we put greater amplitudes than really not necessary, let us make
this on the recthat i/400th inch
maximum. But that
orcis, the chances
w uld mean that 750
are that some10 MIL5
i

-

i

-

LJ
I-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

inch,

J

L

-

r

here the grooves
will run into one
another, and on
reproduction we
shall be liable to

I

k---s'
I

t1IL

-j -

____

Law

B

M1L51

5

/

- -

ML5

,

111/t1JI
.

portional to the
frequency, f o r
this law gives

-

L5

thecorrect effect
-

on a first-class

gramophone,but
let us see exact-

tue

bass

The effect of this circuit is to put
up the bass by resonance. Sorne
middle tones as 750 wonderful piano results can be
cycles would be too produced this way if a moving-coil
weak and the still loud-speaker is used. The amusing
higher tones would point about the trick is that
be w3ll under the by putting up the bass the total
surface noise of the volume from the loud-speaker (if
it can give bass, and only the
record.
What is actually moving-coil loud-speaker can do this
done is to adopt a effectively) is greatly increased.
compromise. We say
-,
we will be satisfied No Extra Blasting
with a correct result
This effect is produced with no
above some specified extra blasting on the power valve,
frequency, and we because the record is, of course,
will cut down arbi- reduced below normal in these
trarily below that bass tones, and is only brought up
frequency.
to normal by this trick.
Obviously the Of course, the overaII magnificaplace where the tion of the amplifier is reduccd by
change is made to the circuit shown, and, perhaps,
take place is a mere another stage may be necessary.
-

.

be inversely pro-

mechanical

'I

5000 TO 10,000 0W15
Fig. 5.-Method of "faking"

that even such

Amplitude

record,ifmadeof
equal strength
beforethemicrophone, should

cycles would be only
i/4,000th inch and
5,000 cycles about
1/28,000th
inch.
Practice has shown

i

get that interesting effect of one
li n e repeating
itself.

Theoretically,
the amplitude of
all notes on the

$

.

Fig. 7.-Needle size and dilferent

frequencies
...........................
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Now a record travelling
Such an amplifier will be very
at 8 revolutions per
chummy or boomy on radio.
Now I want to take up the minute, has a surface
question of how the gramophone speed at:
can go wrong on the higher Ire- 6m. rad. of 48 in. persec.
quencies. In this case, the error lies 2 in. rad. of i6 in. per sec.
not in the record, but in the pick- i in. rad. of 8 in. per sec.
up, mechanical or otherwise. The
.........................

//'

I

i

Wavelength
A frequency of 5,000
per second will give
a wavelength in each
of these cases of:
o in. rad.-io mils.
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i in. rad.-x .5 mils.
WORN
Fig. 7 gives an idea of
lig
needle-track alignment
the needle in each case
trying to move about --------------in the groove. In Fig. 7 there Everyone must have noticed that
is some chance of the 5,000-cycle the centre of a record plays with a
MI L
being produced, but in the other duller tone then the outer edge,
two cases, B and C, the wave has particularly on those recent records
Fig. 6.-How a needle wears
no earthly chance of doing anything which for economical reasons are
dpflnitp 1-n 1-bc' r,c'c'd1
using more of the centre.
groove of a record, I have pointed
A partial solution of the difficulty
out, is about 1/200th inch wide, or At Higher Frequencies
is to use a fresh needle on the last
5 mils.
At these higher frequencies, inch or so nearest the centre and
The needle starts with a rounded what we ever get is rather problem- any criticism of record should be
a
point, but in a few revolutions atical,
and really perfect results delayed until the change of needle
wears to a shape like Fig. 6, a kind could only be obtained
with disc has taken place.
of rounded chisel shape. The more
speeds of about 8o inches per
the record runs the more this w.ars. second, unless we took drastic New Needles Wanted
steps and decreased the width of
The mcdern tendency to greater
the groove and the weight of the strength also damages a needle
sound-box or pick-up.
more-and what is really wanted is
The effect of making the groove a needle just a little harder than
narrcwer and shallcwr, and the steel, something which will wear to
sound-box lighter, would be less the shape of the groove, but will
necdle wear. We could, in fact, not wear really badly before the
start with a sharper needle, and record is finished.
instead of a chisel of mils length
(Ccniinued on page 484)
w could have one of
z mils or less.

I

2

I

I

i

I

Fig. 8.- Needle angle

But for good playing the end
should fit the groove and this is
why steel needles are better than
very hard ones, because the latter
never wear to the groove shape.
An examination under a microscope
shows that an average needle covers
mils of length when it is worn to
-

shape.

"

I

Weaker Results
.This could be done
with electrical playing,
hut would result in much
weaker mechanical results
ar.d commercial considerations will not stand
for this yet, but the day
will come when it will be
commercial.
I strongly recommend
those who have microscopes to examine both
records and needles, and
test the points I have
mentioned for themselves.

1\

y
j

-_'çt'
,T

Fig. lO.-Modern need1e-tra1c alignment
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friends are full of complaints
regarding the nature of the
By H. T. BARNETT,
music that is given them through
M.I.E.E.
the medium of gramophone records
at those times when occasional
conversation is permissible and played by. the Philadelphia Orchesparticularly when light refresh tra (H.M.V.). They are too interesting. they require and succeed in
ments are being served.
ootainlng trom anyone woo is
really musical too close a study,
Miscellaneous Gatherings
In the case of miscellaneous too keen an admiration, for the
gatherings of friends, many of horn listener not to become intensely
do not regard music as the most angry with the continual interrupimportant thing in life, and especi- tions, that are sure to occur.
If we rule out at once the two
ally at meal times, the playing of
records possessing strong and serious greatest classes of records just
musical interest is regarded as a mentioned, because o/ Uteir 'reatness,
positive offence, not only by the in every other kind of record we
frivolous minded, but also by all may find examples highl suitable
highly musical people, who cannot for light entertainments either in
avoid feeling annoyance when a the. drawing-room or in the restaurchance remark or the jangling of tea- ant; good enough to be worth
spoons interrupts some absorbingly listening to, should one have the
chance, and yet not so entirely
interesting development.
engrossing
asto makeone unmindful
First let us consider the kinds of
records that never, under any cir- of, or impatient with the needs of
cumstances, should be played on
Do not overlook the'special
such occasions. Foremost in unCombined Electric Gramosuitability to the surroundings are
phone and Three-valve Allgrand organ records, the better the
wave Broadcast Receiver
worse; people do not want to have
which is described and
to shout remarks to one another
illustrated in this issue.
nor do they wish a sub-conscious
wondering whether they have
Turn now to page 467
brought a threepenny piece for the
offertory..
the unmusical. Quite the most
Several ladies I know have a useful records for the purpose are
positive dread of hearing a grand the SALON ORcHEsTRALs-delightorgan played except under appro- ful compositions, cleverly arranged,
priate and serious conditions.
and played with high and emotional
musicianship on not too large a
Introducing Craf orlo
number of instruments.
Many years ago an attempt was
To my mind, in this class of work
made to introduce oratorio at Continental bands are supreme,
promenade concerts. At the first and fortunately there are several
performance I went to, some ladies of them. I will name three for
of frivolous temperament were quality, Marek Weber (H.M.V.),
dancing a jig to 'All We Like and Dajos Bela and Edith Lorand
Sheep Have Gone Astray."
The (Parlophone).
incongruity of the thing soon killed
There are plenty of 12-in, records
the venture; but, after all, it was in the group; so do not buy jo-in.
little more incongruous than the records-there is no economy in it
great D minor fugue as an accom- and the short time they run makes
paniment to a conversation about the programme scrappy.
Of the Marek Weber's (4s. od.
hats.
Next in unsutahility are grand each) the bet are E.H.9, Tozca;
orchestra records, even when they C14o7, Moonlight on the Alster;
are of light music, such as the C15o6, Vienna by Night. Everyone
exquisite Invitation to the Waltz of the Edith Lorand's is excellent,
MY

-

-

fROM TOUR
GRAMOPHONE

although her recording characteris
tic is just as much harder in style
than Dajos Bela's as Dajos Bella's
is harder than Marek Weber's.
The recordings of the past year
are, on the whole, the best, and of
these I mention three only (4s. 6d.
each); but the whole group should
bought-Ero6c, Caualleria
be
Rusticana; EIo7oz, Waltz Drean'&;
E1o716 Johann Strauss Fantasia.

More High Praise
The same high praise can be
accorded the Dajos Belas (4s. od.
each) of the past year, and in
addition one may say he is extraordinarily versatile, and that
largely as the records may differ
from one another in the style of the
music, yet the interpretation is
always the best possible. I will
mention E 10704, Seranada Siciliana;
Ero7o, Kaiser Waltz; E10617, O
Sole Mio TanEo: Exo66. Festival
Polonaise (the riehect toned record
I have).
Used occasionally to vary the
programme, PIANOFORTE number
are excellent, but great care is
needed in choosing them; it is not
easy to find brilliant light music
vell recorded in sufficient quantity.
An ideal record in every way for
our special requirement is E1o561,
Vienna (Parlophone)
Soiree de
Another good one is
(4s. 6d.).
E1o717, Prelude in D-fiai (Chopin)
with Forest Murmurs (Liszt), Parlophone (4s. od).

Very Suitable Group
As a group, Chopin's short works
are all very suitable. Get the set
on disc C1451, H.M.V. (4s. 6d.),

played by Mark Hambourg, and
any others of his. If you can afford
them at 8s. od. a disc, get the
Backhaus set (H.M.V.).
Now, if your reproducing âppara-.
tus is arranged correctly (see my
series of "gramotechnic" articles
in this magaZine beginning June
last), you may quite safely. use the
piano records in the wonderful

"Broadcast TwelveS' series, at
2s. each; they are well chosen, well
played, and well recorded.
(Continued at foot of next page)
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Drum Records for Your Gramo' "R
IN one respect, at least, the

music

-

d

December

By CAPT. H.T.
-

M.I.E.E.

sung by Malcolm McErchern, No.
K-o5286 Vocalion.
MILITARY BAND SELECTIONS.They are both magnificent recordings, the last-mentioned being The Flying Dutchman, played by
a particularly useful test record, 2L0 Military Band, No. 4321
because the strong horn tone will Winner, 2S. od.; Rienzi, No. 2360
upset any really faulty mechanical Winner, 2S. 6d. (this is an example
device in any part of a gramophone. of a truly perfect acoustic recording;
it was personally superintended by
Coming to more recent times, I Mr. T. Hough); Grand Overture
am glad now to be able to give a 18x2, No. 835 Radio, is. 3d.
list of recordings, all of them
specially good in general way and Ridiculous Without the Drums
containing arum music in quite as
MILITARY
BAND
MARCHES.full proportion as is given us by the These, of all things, sound most
splendid performing combinations profoundly ridiculous when the
of the B.B.C.
drum part is omitted. The followORCHESTRAL RECORDS comprise ing examples are all grand records:
The Flying Dutch,nan, two 4S. od. King Cotton and Officer of the Day,
discs played by John Barbirolli's No. B2327 H.M.V., 3s.; Marcia
Orchestra, Electron; Indian Suite, deli' Incovonazione, No. 679 Belplayed by Edith Lorand Orchestra, tona, 2S. Od.; Under the Double
No. E1o427 Parlophone (4s. od.); Eagle and Veo qui-C entennial Ex.
Ride of the Vaikyries and Rakoczy position, No. B2361 H.M.V., 3s.;
March, No. 5005 Beltona, 4S.; Baltimore Centennial, No. 582 BelFire Music, played by Albert Coates tona, 2S. Od.; Second Connecticut
and the Symphony Orchestra, No. and Semper Fideles, No. 5050 Zono
DIo79 H.M.V., 6s. 6d.; Tannhauser, phone, 25. 6d.
No. 5003 Broadcast Twelve, 2s.;
DANCE REcoRDs-Indian Lo'e
Dagger Dance, No. 718 Beltona, Call, No. 738 Beltona, zs. 6d.;
2S. 6d.
Beneath the Burmese Moon, No. 69E
VOCAL REcoRDs-Why do the Beltona, 2S. 6d.; Uí, to Dae,
Nations, sung by Edward Holland, played by Marek Weber,. No.
No. 701 VF., 4s.; Drake Goes West, Eioo6i Parlophone, 4S. 6d.; Upsung by John Van Zyl, No. 7005 right and Grand and Prudy, No.
Beltona, 4S. 6d.; My Old Shako, C911 Homochord, zs. 6d.

House Orchestra

(4s.

6d.),

and

that comes through our wireless these two are still obtainable.

from the B.B.C. orchestras and
bands is superior in the aggregate
to that obtainable from the ordinary run of gramophone records in
that the drums are rendered in
their proper proportion and can
always be heard at their correct
volume if our reproducing apparatus
is good.
Why record manufacturers should
deliberately have barred the drums
from the make-up of their orchestras
and bands so frequently, I never
could understand, for even so long
as ten years ago drum tone presented no difficulty at all to the
recording engineers.
Old Recordings

Instances of these old recordings
of the side-drums are the H.M.V.
record of the Regimental Marches
of the Scots' Brigades, played by
the pipes and drums of the Scots
Guards (3s.) and the Regal record
with The Mascot of the Troop on one
side and The Ragtime Drummer on
the other (zs. 6d.).
Kettle-drums are well shown in
the Parlophone acoustic reáordings
No. E1o274, Scenes Pittoresque,
Edith Lorand Orchestra (4s. 6d.),
and No 10158, Funeral March
(Gotterdammerung), Berlin Opera

Tea-time Music From Your Gramophone

s'

Now, I am afraid you will have ment: s also is the contralto
to buy a few Io-in, records, because voice.
Do not buy records of- a kind
piano transcriptions of popular
melodies are only done in that where every word must be heard
size, and Raie da Costa's are truly for the song to be enjoyed. I think
The whole Galli-Curci (H.M.V.) and Lotti
works of high art.
group is good; they are Parlophones, Lehmann (Parlophone) are the
best representatives of perfect
and cost 3S. each.
vocalisation, splendidly recorded.
Good Violin Solos
Galli-Curci's Pur La (ós) and Una
VIOLIN SoLos, if chosen with Voce (8s. 6d.) are just the right
great care, are very suitable; few style, and she has done many others.
are as good as E1o562, Sonata si Lottie Lehmann's R20054, R20053,
and iz Paganini, Parlophone and R2005o, at Os. od. each, are all
The "Broadcast quite suitable.
(4s. od. each).
Unless dancing is in progress, I
Twelves " of Peggy Cochrane are
excellent, and should be followed think JAZZ music should be rigidly
confined to that of the exhibition
from month to month.
Occasional VOCAL records are type; that is to say, CONCERT JAZZ.
necessary. Do not use niale voices The Nikisch records, Parlophone
at all; they are too heavy and too (4s. Od. each), and the Paul Whitedramatic for our particular require- man's concert Orchestra records,

Continue

H.M.V. (4s. 6d. each), are supremely
good.
One good i-rn. PICTURE PALACE
ORGAN record is Memories of
Schubert, Electron (4s. 6d.).

Exquisite Little Trioi
If you disagree with me in my
opinion that Io-in, records are too
"scrappy" for public use, then be
sure to get the last half-dozen
Christie Unit Organ records, Winner (2s. each), and from Parlophone
get all the London Octette and the
Major Bowes Trio records. From
H.M.V. get the exquisite little trios
for violin, 'cello, and piano, Marche
Miniature Viennoise and Syncopation, both written by Fritz
Kriesler, and played by Fritz and
Hugo Kriesler and Michael Ronchelsen, H.M.V. (Os.).
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W. James, Our Research Consultant, Discusses-

Pickups from A New Aiigle
Simple
Gramo-Radio
Amplifier
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remove surface noises,
The problem is best
tackled by considering
each item separately. We
must remember first of all
that it.is not wise to overload the power valve that
has the loud-speaker connected to it. In man'
instances the amplifier

obvious that we have to provide
means for giving the fulIvolume
that may be taken from the last
valve from the worst combination
as regards sensitivity, which will be
when a "quiet" record is being
played with an insensitive pick-up
and a "soft-tone" needle.

Actual Pick-up Voltages

supplied with
On the other hand, a control
In the centre is one
from
a
large
current
dry
must
be provided to enable us to
of the new Brown
battery of, say, i6o volts, avoid overloading the last valve
transf rmers
which may be obtained when the most powerful combinaTHE electricai playing of gramo- from three of large-size units tion is employed, such as would be
phone records is no new thing. connected in series.
represented by a "loud" record, a
The last valve may be of the sensitive pick-up and a "loud-tone"
For several years a valve amplifier
and a loud-speaker have been super-power type and will require a needle. Clearly, our first step must
employed to magnify the currents negative grid bias of from 12 to 20 be to measure the voltages developed
generated by an electric sound-box. volts, or a little
by the repre_______
But easy though it is to join a mag- more, according
sentative pick.
netic pick-up, as the electric sound- to the cháracups when used
box is more usually termed, to an teristics of the
_______
with a variety
amplifier, there are one or two valve. We have
of records and
PÌCK-VALVE
difficulties in the path of the ama- therefore to prodifferent types
VOLTMETER
UP
teur who is without the equipment vide an ampliof needles.
necessary for measuring the working fier which will Fig. 2.-How the pick-up measurements
From amongst
were made
voltages and determining the fully load this
the pick-ups
characteristics of the amplifier
power valve
available two
were chosen. One was a Celestion
when necessary, always rememberUnsatisfactory Methods
ing there may be occasions when \Voodroffe and the other a B.T.H.
Preliminary experiments showed
It is not satisfactory merely to less volume is desired.
connect a pick-up to the amplifier
The following variables have also the Celestion to be the least sensiwireless
of a
to he most care- tive of those available, whilst the
receiver when
fully considered: B.T.H. \vas the most powerful. By
good quality of
altering the adjustment of the
(t) The sensireproduction is
tivity of the Celestion pick-up different degrces
desired, neither
pick-up. Differ- of sensitivity could be obtained, but
is it reasonable
ent types gener- for these tests the instrument was
to join a volume
ate voltages of set to give the best all-round results.
control across
varying magnione of the comtudes under How the Pick-up Works
ponents withidentical workLet us considr for a montent how
out a knowledge
ing conditions.
a pick-up functions. A permanent
of the precise
(z) There are magnet M (see Fig. t) has a steel
effect which
several varieties support S, which carries pivots P.
will have.
of gramophone An armature N is mountcd in the
Further, true
needles, which pivots and has one end secured to a
reproduction is
affect the volt- piece of rubber (R) whilst its
to bc
ages generated opposite end is provided with a hole
obtained by
by the pick-up.
and fixing screw to take -the necdle.
connecting i
.
Fastened to the other pote of the
(3) Certain
haphazard fashrecords are nat- permanent magnet is a U-shaped
*T1EEDLE
ion a by-pass
urally louder piece of iron which carries a pair of
sketch of typical
condenser or Fig. 1.-Diagrammatic
than others.
coils, C aid ), connected in series.
pick-up
filter in order to __________
It is therefore The ends of the U-shaped piece are
will

be

-

-

ql

tot

t

fr

-

____
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A pick-up therefore generates third of that generated when the
flat and the armature is so positioned
that there is a small air gap from alternating voltages according to needle is of the "loud-tone"
each leg of the U-shaped piece to the shape of the groove in the variety.
From these results it is clear that
record and the voltages vary accordthe arniatûre.
ing to the type of needle used and we may base the design of the
When a Record Is Played
the material recorded, as these amplifier upon an output voltage of
Under normal conditions the factors control the amount of .3 (peak) in the case of the Celestion
same number of magnetic lines of movement of the
force pass from the permanent armature.
Tests were made
magnet across the two narrow air
_________
gaps, A and B. Now when a gramo- to determine the
A
phone record is being played, the magnitude of the
needle, and therefore the armature, voltages developed. '
is vibrating. When the armature is The results are given
moved in the direction shown by the in the tables appeararrow, the air gap of A is reduced ing on page 486.
_________
The m3asurements
whilst the air gap at B is increased.
64
3
4006 _lç
As a consequence, the number of were made by conrREQU[NCY
magnetic lines of force passing necting a valve Fig.. 4.-Curve for Brown transformer and Cossor valves.
through coil Gis increased and there voltmeter of the Curve A is with 16,000-ohm valve; curve B is with 20,000ohm valve; and curve C is with 28,000-ohm valve
is a reduction in the number passing anode-bend type
through coil D.
across the pick-up,
Now when the number of mag- as in Fig. 2. Now this instrument pick-up and .9 (peak) for the B.T.H.
netic lines of force linking with the reads R.M.S. values and we are We have assumed that the power
turns of wire of a coil are varied, a mre cOncerned with peak values, valve will have a negative grid bias
voltage is generated. The voltage because we have to limit the peak of from 12 to 20 volts, and it theredepends upon the variation in the voltages applied to the grids of the fore follows that if the voltages
amplifying and from the pick-up are applied to an
number of
power valves in amplifier which magnifies them
lines and upon
VALVE.
HT+
order that they sixty or seventy times there will be
the number of
VOLTMETER 9
f'I
T
shall not normally adequate strength under the worst
turns. Thereexceed the grid- conditions.
fore the voltbias voltages used.
age will vary
It' is, however, Danger of Overloading
with the movenot possible to
Under normal and the best conment of the
determine the ditions as regards the magnitude of
necdle. In the
exact pak values, the voltages generated by the pickexample conFor a sine wave of up, there will be considerable over-'
sidered, the
voltage, the peak loading and, as a consequence,
number of
value is roughly means must be provided to enable
magnetic lines
1.4
tims the the user to regulate the voltages
offorcelinking TO £AUBR
LT.
R. M. S. value, applied to the amplifier.
with coil C are O5CILLATOR
n cr ea
d Fig. 3.-Circuit of Amplifier when testing T h u s, i y o t
In the absence of definite inforTransformer-Valve
Combinations
------R.M.S. has a peak mation concerning the electrical
w hilst the
value of 1.4. In characteristics of pick-ups it is necesnumber linking
coil D are reduced. The two coils order to deal rith a signal of this sary to rely to a certain extent upon
are connected in series, however, m ignitude, a valve would have to one's own tests and experiences. It
and the two voltages produced add be biased by 1.5 volts negative.
is my opinion that as the necessary
It is conceivable, however, that am)unt of amplification may be
together.
the peak values of voltages gener- obtained from a single stage, transOpposite Polarity
ated by a pick-up may greatly former coupled, this method will
When the needle is mo,'ed in the exceed 1.4 tims the
See Circuit
opposite direction from that indi- ROMS. value. Allowance
on page 486
cated by the arrow the air gap at B mist definitely be made
is shortened, whilst that at A is for this factor, otherwise
lengthened. The number of lines of poor reproduction may
force linking with coil C is now be obtained.
It will be noticed that
reduced from the mean value and
the number linking 'vith coil D is the B.T.H. pick-up gives
I
increased. The voltages generated approximately three
in the two coils add together, as tim's the voltage of the
before, but are of the opposite Celestion and that when
0/
polarity, and if terminal X was a "soft-tone" needle is Another view of
amphfier
the
positive in the first example, it will employed the voltage is described
-'1
in this
approxim ttely only onenow be negative.
article
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Pick'ups from a

New

(Continued)

Angle

loud -speaker.

which is middle c on a piano, that
The shape of the the secondary voltage was equal in

amplification-fre- both instances at this point.

quency curves

thpends to a certain
extent upon the
s
nafure of the load in
the anode circuit of
the power valve, and
it is, therefore, important that this circuit be used as in
2048
4096
024
106
256
3e
practice. Sometimes
FREQ(IEt1CY
Fig. 5.-Same transformer with lower impedance valve curves are shown
with a resistance output or with a small
be most generally acceptable. condenser connected across the
...........
The next step is, therefore, to pro- secondary wind(,4

i.

I96

2

vide a single-stage amplifier which
shall have the thsired frequency
characteristics ar.d a volume control. It seems certain that too much
of the higher musical frequencies
is not required and, in fact, tests
show the desirability of somc what

curtailing them.
Use of Scratch Filters

In many designs, a filter is employed to reduce the relative
intensities of the higher notes,
because by so

ing of the

._

Curve c refers to the transformer
and a valve having an impedance of
28,000 ohms and an amplification
factor of 27, the valve being rated
at 30,000 ohms and 30 respectively.

Effect on Reproduction
You will notice that the higher
musical frequencies are not amplifled as much when a valve having a
higher impedance is used. Similarly,
the bass is weakened a little.
As the impedance of the valve is
reduced, the bass is strengthened,
..
and the treble

notes are

transformer. It Fig.7.-Showingh ow
seems preferable quality may chairige
as resistance
to employ a loudspeaker in the output, because the
effect of using dif-

emphasised.

J

varied

.

- --

.ferent loud-

_____

speakers does not

produce very

marked changes
in the amplirying
properties of most transformers.

............................

I

T
-

-

With

a

really lowimpedance
valve, the

higher musical
frequ en cies
are magnified
by much more

than the

-

middle and

lower frequencies. This is shown by
testing the curve of Fig. 5, which was taken
After
doing, scratch
several types, the when the valve vi had an imO MT-H
arid noise are
-- new B -own trans- pednce of Io,000 ohms.
m i n i mise d
former was selecTO LE
But it is posted as giving the Bad Characteristic
most desirable
sible so to
Now for the reproduction of
- -.
arrange the
results.
gramophone recorth we do not
single-s tage
The Curve A of require the high notes emphasised,
Fig. 4 shows the and the characteristic of Fig. 5 is,
ampliñer that
a- ______
the expense of
of the therefore, not suitable.
j-r
secondary volt- - In order to obtain a magnification
a special filter
need n o t b e Fig. 6.-How pick-up is connected age for constant of seventy, a valve having a magniIt is across the ends of a 200,000-ohm input voltages for fication factor of about twenty must
incurred.
Rothermel potentiometer and the grid a Brown
A number of of the valve is connected to the moving
trans- be used. The frequency response
former and a Gos- curves of Fig. 4 are satisfactory.
transformers
contact
sor valve at Vi With the valve used to give the
were tested
with various valves and curves having an impedance of i6,000 ohms
(Continued on page 486)
taken. The methcd employed will and an amplification
be understood by referring to Fig. 3. factor of i6. Curve
B shows the perValve Voltmeter
formance when a
A calibrated generator of low- valve having an imfrequency oscillations is connected pcdince of 20,000
to the grid and filament terminals of ohms and a magnivalve vi. Transformer r is joined in fication factor of 20
the ordinary way and a valve volt- was used at vi. It
metei is us d to measure the should be noted that
the input voltage to
amplification.
It will be noticed that a choke- toe ampimer was so
FREQU(NCY
filter output circuit was employed adjusted at a freFig. 8.-Curves with different potentiometer settings
cone-type quency of 256 cycles.
with
an
ordinary
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?kttück'!n Loud- speikc(s
A

Special Article by N. W.

McLACHLAN,

D.Sc., M.J.E.E., F.Inst.P.

IN various circles the subject of seconds represent a delay or pause in their effect in the anode circuit of the
"attack" as applied to loud- attaining the ultimate object.
power valve. Fig. i shows a power
speakers has been freely discussed
Moreover, the "attack" was very valve with a loud-speaker connected
weak. Taking the case of a highpower motor-car, the same speed
would have been attained in twenty
seconds, which represents a vigorous
attack." Technically speaking, the
acceleration of the car was nine times
that of the train.

in its anode circuit. To the grid of the

power valve voltages are applied
which correspond to the electrical

currents at the transmitter.
Now in "attack" we are concrned
with the time taken for the current
SIGNAL
in the valve circuit to attain its
VOLTAÇ
ultimate value. The loud-speaker can
A Psychological Case
for simplicity be considered as an
To take a psychological case, inductive resistance. This is not
Fig. 1.-Power valve with loud-speaker in suppose we ask two persons the same quite accurate, but it will serve our
anode circuit
question. One answers much more present purpose.
..
readily than the other; in other words
his mental "attack" is more rapid
This article will be of especial
(luring the past few months. As this and virile than that of the second
interest to all those concerned
phase of loud-speaker performance is person. Instances of various types
about absolute purity of repronot well known generally, and as it can be quoted indefinitely
duction from their loud-speakers.
Dr. McLachlan has treated a
plays an important part in reproducThe general conclusion, however, is
diflicult subject in a simple
tion, the present article has been that there exists a time lag between
manner that can be understood
written to place the facts before the the beginning of the action and its
even
by
the
non-technical
reader in a simple manner.
amateur.
final result. Where mechanical conThe fact that there is any lag
First of all, what do we mean by trivances such as trains, trams, buses,
about loud-speakers at all will
attack"? Well, to be brief, I would and motor-cars are concerned this
come as a surprise to many
describe it as getting on with the job lag is due to "inertia." The inertia
readers. Learn about one of the
as quickly as possible. At the end of exists by virtue of the "messes" of
problems a manufacturer has to
overcome.
one section of a musical composition metal, etc., involved. The psychologiwe often see the words attaque cal case can be regarded as "mental
.cithito, which means that the next inertia."
An inductance is known to delay
section is to be begun immediately
After this introduction we have to the building up of an electric current,
without pause or lapse of time.
apply the above reasoning to the so that the larger its value the greater
problem of the loud-speaker. We the lag. On the other hand, if the
No Delay Should Occur
shall assume that the radio receiver is load in the anode circuit were a
Moreover, this "attack" business substantially distortionless so that resistance there would be no lag.
simply means that time must not be the electrical currents at the studio Thus when the load is a mixture of
wasted, and that no delay should are faithfully represented at the inductance and resistance, the lag can
occur.
power valve which operates the be reduced by increasing the latter.
Now let us contemplate a few loud-speaker.
Accelerated
simple everyday occurrences with
Since the loud-speaker is actuated Current
which we are all familar, but which by these currents, we have to consider
This, of course, reduces the maximum value of the current,
we seldom or never pause to
but the time taken to attain
analyse critically.
this maximum is curtailedWe board the train at a
station, it starts, and goes on
that is, the establishment
of the electric current is
until a steady speed of forty
riAxillurl
accelerated.
miles per hour is attained.
VALIJf.
In Fig. 2 are shown two
The time taken to attain this
curves indicating the rise of
'speed may have been several
MAXIMUM
There are two
the current in the circuit of
minutes.
VAWL
Fig. i after the switch is
salient points: (r) The object
closed.
Curves r and 2
to be achieved was to attain
represent respectively the
a speed of forty miles per
TtM
rise of current when the
hour; (2) the time taken was,
say, three minutes. These Fig. 2.-Showing rise of current through loud-speaker of resistance is large and when
Fig. i when a voltage is suddenly applied to grid of valve
it is small. In a reed-driven
one hundred and eighty
-________
- -- L
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loud-speaker the D.C. resistance of
the windings usually lies between
i,000 and 2,000 ohms, and the inductance between 2 and 3 henries.
On the other hand the resistance of
a coil-drive loud-speaker (without
transformer output) is about 1,000
ohms, whilst its inductance is from
.i to .2 henry according to the
frequency.

Rise.in Current
Moreover if we have a valve and
loud-speaker as shown in Fig. ¡ and
we suddenly alter the grid bias from
-20 to ro volts the current through
the loud-speaker will rise as shown by
the curves of Fig. z.
Since the coiPdrive loud-speaker.
has a smaller inductance than the
reed-drive, the current through the
former will rise more rapidly than
that through the latter. Assuming the
power valve to have an internal
resistance of 3,000 ohms, the current
in a reed-drive unit will reach 8o per
cent. of its maximum value in about
1/500th second.
Whether this lag is perceptible to
the ear I cannot say, because no
measurements on the rapidity of aural
response have been made. However,
for the time being we shall assume
that this small time interval cannot
he nerceived by ear.

-

Diaphragm Response

the application of the driving force
and the corresponding sound, excepting the time taken for the sound to
travel from the disc to P. Hence the
"attack" is perfect.
We have dealt with a small rigid
diaphragm in order to present the
force. When one increases so also problem of "attack" in a simple
does the other.
manner. Ip practice, hDwever, diaSome time ago I made a mathe- phragms are large, are not rigid (they
matical investigation regarding the
air pressure or sound intensity due
UI5C OF M5 M
to a flat disc in vibration. Suppose O
in Fig. 4 is a rigid circular disc
mounted freely in a hole cutout of a "F'roRcE
large wall. If O is driven by a coil
situated in a magnetic field (like the

at which the velocity increases is
quite uniform, if the force acting on
the diaphragm is constant.
The rate of increase in the velocity
is known as the acceleration. Thus
we see that the acceleration of the
diaphragm corresponds to the driving

coil-drive loud-speaker) so
vibrates two hundred and
times per second, a listener
on the axis at P will hear
corresponding to middle C
pianoforte.

that it
fifty-six
situated
a sound
on the

Increased Volume
The loudness of the sound will
increase if the force on the coil is
increased. This can easily be effected
by passing a larger current through

the coil.
Now, suppose we keep the coil
current constant at all frequencies
from, say, 30 to ,000 cycles per
second; then the driving force will
also be constant. Under this condition the acceleration of the disc as it
moves to and 1ro will be constant,
as we indicated abo e. The matheinatical analysis showed that for
constant acceleration the sound
intensity at P was the same for

Now we come to the crucial point,
namely, the current causes a force to
be exerted by the coil or reed,
whichever is used. What time
elapses before the diaphragm responds to and accurately follows this
force?
,RICtI CIRCOLAR
WP,LL
fl15C
Since we have assumed that the
lag in the electrical circuit is imperceptible to the ear, the problem of the
loud-speaker response revolves itself
into a purely mechanical one. In
Fig. 3 a force F is suddenly applied to
a mass M, which for the purpose of
Fig. 4.-Sound
P is proportional to
our investigation is a diaphragm. To acceleration of at
disc, which is 2 in. diasimplIfy the argument, we shall
meter, and P is 2 ft. or more from O
assume the diaphragm to be perfectly
rigid, that is, it always moves as a
all frequencies from 20 to 5,000
whole.
Moreover, if F is a steady unidirec- cycles per second.
tional force, the velocity of the
From this it immediately follows
diaphragm will gradually increase. that if a force is suddenly applied to a
The time taken to attain a certain small rigid diaphragm, the acceleravelocity will depend upon the magni- tion of the diaphragm follows the
tude of the force. The larger the force intimately. As the sound at P
force, the shorter the time taken to depends upon the acceleration of
attain the desired velocity. Althöugh the diaphragm, it will correspond
the velocity gradually increases, it absolutely with the force producing it.
is important to notice that the rate There is consequently no lag between

7.

-.

Fig. 3.-Mechanical example
of

of application
steady unidirectional force

bend easily), and have resonant
frequencies. The extra size and the
resonant effects complicate the problem of "attack" considerably.
The larger diaphragm means that
its effective mass is greatest at low
frequencies, so that the attack at high
frequencies will be the more brisk of
the two. The lack of rigidity means
that above a certain frequency the
whole of the diaphragm is not moving
in the same direction at once. The
resonances of the diaphragm are
superposed at the beginning and end
of each 'attack."
suppose we nave a conical ruaphragm 9 in. in diameter, and that
one of its resonant frequencies is
256 cycles per second (middle C on
pianoforte). If this diaphragm is
used in a loud-speaker to reproduce
the note B (next to C) we shall hear
two notes, namely B and C.
The note C may be loud enough to
cause a definite dissonance, as it
would if B and C were played
simultaneously on the pianoforte.

-

False Transients
This indicates the general effect of
resonances on "attack," or on what
the applied mathematician terms
transients. The diaphragm resonance
amalgamates with the true sound to
cause a "false" transient, that is,
distortion.
Good examples of transients are
found in: (i) Clapping hands;
(2) drums;
(3) plucking a stringed
instrument; () rifle shot; (5) pianoforte. In these cases the sounds are
sharp and sudden, not being sustained
as in the case of an organ or bowing
a violin. Moreover, in designing a
loud-speaker to have a good attack,
it is desirable to damp resonan'cs

adequately.
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Only the question of cost is stopping many thousands of amateurs from building a
screened-grid valve set. This article describes a receiver that can be built at a minimum
of expense and in which many existing parts can probably be incorporated. Moreover,
the actual construction of the set is quite simple and straightforward
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article vill be selfexplanatory. Here
are particulars of
a
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REACTION
CONTROL CO iENSER

ÇONDENSER
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-

'

CDIL-4

j

-

d
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w h ich
appeared on page
35° of the Novernber issue of the
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[
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possible to use a
nuniber of parts
that the average

r

i

j

z IN E),

.0005-microfarad
condenser being
used for tuning.

-

-

POWER

home-constructor
already has in

VALVE f"

7Ij

LL..

hand.

1"

Components
-

L.F.-" DETECTOR
AMPUFIER
VALVE
Isi.

GRID-LEAK
rCONDENSER

GREENED
GRID
t

-L

-

another

AERIAL

/COIL

T-

I

i

Valve''

ANODE

-

was explained by
w. James in his
article Secrets of
Success with the

Screened

-J

j

REACTION

reasonable price
and in which it is

.

.

-

7

'

r

-

screened-grid

Used

AERIAL-TuNING

VOLUME

-

valve set that can
be built for a

For instance,

creeI\ed-Srid f6ur

VALVE

Hightension
Supply
w 11 b e
I t
i

VERTICAL METAL
SCREEN

observed that the

high-tension

supply to all four
valves is common,
the voltage on the
This plan view of the Economy Screened-grid Four clearly shows the
arrangement of. all the parts
screening grid of
farad tuning
thehigh-frequency
condensers, a rheostat, an on-off switch, three single-coil
valve being reduced to the right amount by,a resistance
holders, four valve holders, a .0003-microfarad and a
placed in series with it.
x-microfarad fixed condenser, a low-frequency transGrid-leak rectification is used for increased sensitivity.
former and two-pin plug-in coils.
There is no fear of this getting choked up as a volume
control is provided in the high-frequency stage in the
Build This Set at Very Small Cost
form of a filament rheostat.
Reaction is. obtained by coupling a small coil to the
Many amateurs llave such parts as these lying about
anode coil and controlling the amount of feedback by
or included in their existing receivers and they can,
therefore, build this up-to-date four-valver at very little means of a .000i-microfarad variable condenser. This
system necessitates an efficient high-frequency choke iii
extra cost.
the anode circuit of the detector.
The WIRELESS MAGAZINE knows that itjs only the
question of expense that is stopping thousands of listeners
"Motor-boat" Stopper to Prevent Battery Noises
from building a screened-grid valve set to find out for
it
themselves what can do and there is no doubt that this
The detector, is coupled to the first low-frequency
design will meet the needs of many.
amplifying vahe by means of a resistance-capacity
Nothing essentially different from usual practice will coupling, which is obtained as one complete unit. This
be found in the circuit, a diagram of which is reproduced
stage is also pros ided with a "motor-boat" stopper,
opposite. A tapped coil is used in the aerial circuit
which takes the form of a 50,000-ohm anode resistance
for the sake of increased selectivity and this is tuned by a
and a x-microfarad condenser. This prevents noises
from occurring
.0005-microfarad
condenser. The ----------------until the highThis set-which has been specially designed, built, and
tension battery is
anode coupling
quite exhausted,
b e tw ee n the
tested by the "Wireless Magazine " Technical Staff.
andaisomakesthe
screened-grid
range
and can be relied upon to receive a large
has great
set suitable for
va ive and the
number of Continental transmissions at great vOlume,
operating from
detector. is also
the mains.
centre-tapped
Moreover, it is not at all expensive for a set of its type
h e f i r s t
(the reason for this
amongst the cornponents used are
two .0005-micro-
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low-frequency amplifier is coupled to the --------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Economy Screened-grid Four
- power valve by means of a low-frequency
transformer. This combination of couplings giving great volume and perfect
'
' '
quality of reproduction.
Note that the rheostat controls only the
\
Ij
filament of the screened-grid valve and
that the whole set is switched on and off
by means of a push-pull switch. Grid
bias is applied to both the low-frequency
Y
amplifying valves.
-

-

.
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Use Gcod Quality Parts

-

-

.r

,

.

-__
The prospective constructor will at once From left to right,
- -.-.
the c?ntrols are aerial condenser,
see what parts he can use of his own-but reaction
-r
conden:er, volume control, and
f
- he should make sure that they are
reasonably good quality and not electrically defective.
The actual variable condensers used in the original
Economy Screened-grid Four are provided with special
As far as two-pin plug-in coils are concerned, the
aerial and anode coils are centre-tapped, while the vernier dials, which make for ease in tuning. Conreaction coil is plain. For the lower broadcast band the structors are strongly recommended to use slow-motion
follcwing will be needed Aerial, No. 6o; Anode, No. 6o; controls even if they use old-type.condensers that they
Reaction, No. 3. For the upper broadcast band use the have on hand.

--

:

following coils:
Aerial,

No. 150;
Ande, No. 2oo;
Reaction, No. 75.

II

0pip1

By-pass
Condense r

It

-OPIT

.

T

single vertical

-

particularly
desirable that the
i-niicrofarad condenser connected to
the screening grid
of the high-heis

r-oI1.I--

'T°°°'
I

¿000

aoiin

J

-_

OLT-

j

LT-+

quency valve

GB-I

should be of the
make specified, as
the internal con-

Itwilibe

observed from the
photographs that a
of screening is utilised; the

rLminimum
RC

50,000

\ /

-

-

.

O

O GB-Z

screen is, however,
quite sufficient nd
the set is stable
even when used
without an aerial.
Short Flex

i..eaa

Most of the connections are taken
_______through the slots
provided in the screen as it is sold. One hole must be
made near the top, however, for the flexible lead from
the anode of the screened-grid valve to the centre tap of
the anode coil; this lead should be kept as short as
possible.
The aerial and earth terminals are mounted on a
separate strip from the rest of the terminals, so
that the effectiveness of the screen is in no way
lessened. For reception of a very powerful station
it is quite sufficient to twist a flexible lead from the
aerial lightly round the aerial coil and not actually
connect it to the coil at all.
Some further notes on the high-tension supply
will not be out of place at this stage. As already
mentioned, a single source of supply is used for all
four valves and the voltage must, therefore, be 120
volts. It will thus be seen that practically the full
voltage is applied to the anodes of the screenedgrid valve, the first low-frequency valve and the
power valve, which is as it should be.

Circuit of the Economy Screened-grid Four, which comprises H.F., detector,
and two L.F. stages

struction of this particular model makes it non-inductive
and therefore especially suitable for this position, where
minimum losses are more desirable than elsewhere in the
set. The other two fixed condensers can be of standard
type as used in any normal receiver.

-

t

/1

-

I-

-

Ei

Resistances to Reduce Voltages
View of the Economy Screened-grid Four which shows the
simplicity of the layout. It is desirable to keep the flexible
lead through the screen, which connects tise anode of the
H.F. valve to the centre tap of the anode coil, as short as

possible

In series with the screening grid of the highfrequency valve and the anode of the detector are
placed resistances which have the effect of reducing
the voltage. As grid-leak rectification is employed
the value of the resistance for the detector (which
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Ohm's law gives us our clue. \Ve transpose the familiar
C=-ER to R=-EC
or in this particular case
Voltage drop
Resistance = _________________
Current in amperes

-

.

i

r

''

This now becomes ----' which,is 90,000. Therefore, a
.0005

-

-

ç

-

-

p

('

90,000-ohm resistance will be best with an SS2I5SG
valve, but as this value is not-made a ioo,000-ohm
resistance will be near enough.

«

L

s

Other Suitable Resistance Values

__---

-

3

is really a "motor-boat" stopper
in conjunction with a i-microfarad fixed condenser) is
not critical and a value of from 20,000 to 50,000 ohms
will be found quite suitable for most valves.
As can be seen, a 50,000-Ohm resistance was used in

it will be remembered,

the original receiver.
The value of the "screening-grid" resistance is more

found

by

__------...

actual

measurement for

each particular valve
used as the characteristics of all types vary

t

quite a'lot. Perhaps
this will be clearer if
explained in detail.
To get the best
results from any particular valve there is a

j

-

Blueprint Available for Half-price
Apart from these points there is no constructional
difficulty about the receiver, especially if use is made of
one of the full-size blueprints which can be obtained for
half-price up to the eni
Economy
of December, if the
Screened-grid
coupon on page iii of
The Four
the cover is used. If it
is not desired to use a
blueprint, a reduced
reproduction of it will
be found on page 440.
The price for the
blueprint under the
half-price scheme is d.
post free and applicatiori for it should be
made to Blueprint
Dept., WIRELESS MAG-

of" Screening-grid" Resistance

important, however
Really it should be

With
volts on the screening grid .(and ¡20 volts
on the anode) an Ediswan SG215 gave a reading of
milliampere. This works out to a resistance of
150,000 ohms. For a Marconi or Osram SG215 a'
50,000-ohm resistance is about right.
Those who can afford it-arid they are not very
exrensive-are recommended to obtain resistances of
50,000, ioo,000 and 150,000 ohms to get the best value
for any particular valve they may be using.
.

Another view of the Economy Screened-grid Four

Value

(Continued)

.

-

L
j

-

particular screening-

grid voltage required
and at that voltage a

AZINE,

-certain current will

58/61

Lane, E.C.4.

Fetter
Ask for

Our problem is
No. WMiiz.
to provide a resistance
Choice of
so that when the supply
Ready for use with valves and coils in position
Components
is obtained from a
Constructors who propose w build the Economy
120-volt source the same voltage, is applied to the
Screened-grid Four from parts they already have should
screening grid and, therefore, the same current will flow.
take particular care that they are all of good quality.
IWcasuring Screcning-grid Current
The list of components on page 39 will show what extra
\\ e therefore measure the screening-grid current by parts are needed.
The drilling of the panel is not a difficult job, and when
means of a milliammeter when a particular voltage is
this lias been done, the necessary components can be
applied to it. For instance, an SSZI5SG valve with 75
mounted on it. These are the two .0005-microfarad varivolts on the screening grid (and 120 volts on the anode)
millianipere. We then have to find a able condensers, the .000 i-microfarad reaction condenser,
gave a reading of
resistance which will, when passing 1/2 milliampere, lower the filament rheostat (30 ohms), and on-off switch.
When this has been accomplished, the panel should be
120 volts to 75 volts. In other words we must drop the
fixed to the baseboard by means of the brackets and the
voltage by 5.
flow.

-

'/2
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An Inexpensive Receiver for Range and Volume
:emainder of the components placed in position. The
arrangement of the parts will be clear from the photographs and reproduction of the blueprint.
The set all
ready for
No Difficulty in Wiring the Set
use
«I
As soon as everything has been firmly fixed in position
wiring up can be started, and no difficulty at all
p
will be experienced in carrying this out if use is
made of the blueprint. It will be noticed that
each terminal point is marked with a small letter;
these letters indicate which points are to be
connected together and in what order.
1!
For instance, first connect together with one
points
marked
wire, or as few wires as possible, the
a; then connect the points marked b; and so on
through the alphabet.
At this stage the set can be tested, provided
suitable valves are to hand. The screened-grid
valve can be a 2-, 4- or 6-volt valve (see complete
Note the compact layout of the parts
list on pages 404-405), any make being suitable.
For the detector, a valve with an impedance of about
Pull out the knob of the push-pull switch to put on all
6o,000 ohms should be used, while the first low-frequency four valves, and turn the volume-control rheostat as far
ampliiier should have an impedance between 10,000 and as it will go to the right. Now tune both outside con20,000 ohms. A power valve with an impedance betwen
densers simultaneously until a station is picked up. If
2,500 ohms and 5,000 ohms will be suitable with most
it is too loud turn the volume-control rheostat to the left.
loud-speakers.
For the reception of distant stations, the set can be
brought on the verge of oscillation, and, therefore, in its
Testing Out the Receiver
most sensitive condition, by means of there action conTo test the set then, inseit the proper valves and coils denser; on no account let the set oscillate, however,
in their respective holders (the sizes of coils were indicatcd
because if it does the quality of reproduction will b
on page 4o), and then connect up the batteries. Apply very bad.
l2ovoltstoH.T.+,'whiletoG.B.-I apply from 3 to 6
volts, and to GB-2 from 9 to x8 volts, depending upon If Bad Oscillation Is Experienced
the type of power valve used. In matters of grid bias
If the set oscillates uncontrollably, it is most likely to
always follow the makers' recommendations.
be because the wrong voltage is being applied to the
screening grid Of the high-frequency valve and the feed
resistance should be changed as already explained.
Another cause of oscillation may be the use of too large a
COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE
reaction coil; again the remedy is a simple one and does
ECONOMY SCREENED-GRID FOUR
not involve any structural alteration.
t-.Ebonite panel, t8 in. by 7 in. (Becol, Parfait, or Trolite.
All that the prospective constructor need do now,
z-.000-microfarad variable condensers, ith vernier attachment
having noted all the important points about the Economy
(Polar1 Gecophone, or Jackson).
-z-Dial ind,cators (Bulgin).
Screened-grid Four, is to get together the components
i-.000i-microfarad variable condenser (Polar, Dubilier, or
Cyldon Bebe).
and order a half-price blueprint-if he wants- to save
i-3o-ohm panel rheostat (Lissen, Peerless, or lgranic).
i-Push-pull on-off switch (Benjamin Lotus or Lissen).
time over the construction and wiring
-

-

I

-

.-

,,

--

I

-j'

'

4-Antimicrophonic

A
S.G. vaNe)

resistance with holder (Craham-Fa rish).
screen, 6 in. by io in. (Magnum or Parex).
i-.0003-microfarad fixed condenser (Graham-Farish, Dubiiier,
or T.C.C.).
1-2-megohm grid leak (Graham-Farish, Dubilier, or Lissen).

i-Metal

i-High-frequency

choke (Burndept, Wearite, or Lewcos).
i-Resistance-capacity coupling unit (Trix type B, Duhilier, or
I .issen).

i-i-microfarad

fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen, or T.C.C.).
i-50,000-ohm resistance (Graham-Farish).
i-Low-frequency transformer (I).T.H. 4 to i, Ediswan, or

Ferranti).

i-Pair panel

I

valve holders (\V.B., Lotus, or Formo).

6-Two-pin plug-in coils (Lewcos, Atlas, or Lissen).
3-Single CDII holders (Lotus, Lissen, or Peto-Scott).
i-i-microfarad fixed condenser (I-hint's Polymet).
i-o,000-ohm (or ioo,000 or 15o,000 according to

brackets (Raymond).

z-'l'erminals strips, soin, by
Parfait, or Frolite).

z

in. and

z

in. by

2

Ifl. (Becol,

ii-TerminaIs, marked:-Aerial, Earth, L.T.+, LT.-, H.T.+,
H.T.-, G.B.+,G.8.-i, G.B.-z, LS.)-, LS.- (Eelex
or l3elling-Lee).
s-Cabinet with Io-in, baseboard (Caxton),
Stiff wire for connections (Glazite)
Short length of flex..

.................. .. ........

-

Puzzling Fault in Testing

When the Economy Screened-grid Four was first
tested out some fault was at once apparent. The set
was used with a high-voltage accumulator to supply
the high tension. The fault is mentioned here, as it
will be of interest to readers.
As soon as the set was switched on a bad low-frequency howl occurred. The accumulators 'were at once
suspected and each 20-volt block was tested separately
with a voltmeter while under ibad. As the batteries
had just come off charge, all the readings were well up,
as it had been expected they would be.
The set was then run over in detail and each component thoroughly tested. Ten minutes' work proved
that there was nothing at all wrong with the set. What
could it be, then? The battery was again suspected
439
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Uses

for

Radio Science

i1l

\?,T IDESPREAD use of radio, aside from its
purely communication functions, is saving

!1I1; ..

±

I

millions annually to commerce and industry in
the United States. Millions have been saved
for the shipping industry alone by radio as a
navigation aid. The lighthouse service maintains
radio beacons at all strategic points along the
coast, and huge liners are thus kept on their
course. Radio beacons also have played a large
part in aviation as direction finders.
Thelarger power companies in nearly every big
city in the United States find radio an invaluable
aid in detecting an approaching storm. This
information is necessary so that they may prepare to meet the "peak load" required during

cloudy or stormy weather.

Distant Storms Ring Warning Bell

ftiUfl

k

This layout and wiring diagram can be obtained as a full-size
blueprint for hall-price (that is, 9d., post free) if the coupon on
page iii of the cover is used by December 31. AsIc for No. W.M.113

and the circuit searched for a high-resistance contact between
two of the zo-volt blocks, for the voltmeter had proved each
block to be up to standard.
An inspection of the connections between the blocks
resulted in the discovery that a plug and socket too
liberally coated with vaseline (to prevent creeping of the
acid over the metal and consequent corrosion) was acting
as a high resistance. Removal of the vaseline did the trick
and the howl vanished
t

Warning of storm is given an hour or more
prior to its appearance by means of a radio
receiving set and a bell. The set responds to the.
distant lightning flashes and the bell rings.
Geologists in oil-producing states are now using
radio to discover oil deposits. The process is
simple : an explosive is set off near a suspected
oil dome and a radio transmits the sound overland to a distant receiving station. The time
required by the radio wave and the underground
repercussion from the explosion are then compared. If the underground sound takes an
unusually long time to come through it is probable
that its course was deflected by an oil deposit.
Use of radio as an aid to mineralogists seeking
to discover precious metal or ore deposits in the
earth is another recent development. Radio
impulses are discharged through the area to be
tested and the mineral is detected by a process
similar to that in discovering oil.

Controlling Ships By Radio
Naval experts have now perfected means of
controlling a ship by radio.
Other non-communication uses of radio include
the growing use of television, transmission of
facsimile messages and photographs, and the
utilisation of radio in connection with " wired
wireless." Railways are also saving time and
labour by installing radio on long freight trains
for communication between the guard's van and
the engine.
The depth-finder is another recent invention
which measures the depth of water; this instrument is fitted to ships, making it possible for
them to travel at full speed while the depth is
recorded on a clock-like dial in fathoms, where
formerly it was necessary to proceed at a very
F, ,
slow speed to permit heaving the lead.

Anoth r view of the Economy Screened-grid Four
440
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has become blackened-the fresh,
lustrous, pinky one having vanished.
The truth is that its surface has
deteriorated in the manner hereafter
described. Avoid buying dirty copper
wire
Copper wire is microscopically
fibrous-crystalline, as shown i n
Fig. x. Now, the minute, really invisible grains or semi-crystalline
particles of metals are always undergoing changes, which can only be
seen by the naked eye in bulk appearance, or felt as such.
Fig. 1.-Enormously magnified surCrystals unite to form larger oñes
face of aerial (copper) wire, showing
or, split up into smaller fragments,
its fresh, lustrous, fibrous formation
!oosen or tighten, as the case may he,
METALLIC corrosion is one of without the mass itself being modithe worst foes to industrial
stability. After taking extraordinary
trouble to smelt a metal from its ores,
that element, or an alloy containing
it, begins to deteriorate unless it is
painted or otherwise protected from
the damaging aencies always present
in damp or changeable air.
Seven-st randed Wire

In the present case it is the sevenstranded copper aerial wire with
which I shall deal.
Readers will already know that
new and fresh copper wire has a
salmon-pink colour. After it has
been exposed to the atmosphere for
some time, however, it turns first

grey or reddish-grey and finally
black.

01101eS

11e'

to wind or accident, that its colour

Fig. 2.-Enormously magnified surface of aerial (coppar) wire, oxidised
by the air into scaly, gritty, insoluble
cupric oxide, which fails to convey

Decembei

non-conduc/ive to the electric
current; so that when the outer film
of each wire strand is affected beyond
a certain depth its proper functions
are seriously interfered with. Up to
a definite degree the superficial skin
of oxide may serve as an effectual
protection, but beyond this point
weakness commences to supervene.
is

Irregular Current Flow
Instead of the current being ab1e
to flow uniformly it does so irregularly, with results of a kind which
are not always explicable. In Fig. 2
is shown a layer of such gritty oxide.
Another enemy of copper wire
which is exposed to the atmosphere
is the sulphuric acid suspended in
the vapours of smoky towns, derived
from the oxidisation of the soot
sulphur.

How

Cavities Are Formed
This attacks the copper and produces scattered spots of bluish or
greenish colour, consisting ot soluble
crystals of the kind shown in Fig. 3.
Rain washes them off, leaving the
metal replaced by cavities.
In either case, whether the corrosion is due to oxidisation or s'alphation of the copper wires, if such effects
penetrate deeply enough the wires
snap and fall or otherwise, behave
mischievously.
JAMES SCOTT.

the electric current

fled, so far as can be detected by

Gradual Oxidisation
ordinary means and observations.
It has then oxidised owing to the
The microscope and chemical tests,
gradual action of damp oxygen upon however, soon reveal the truth of the
Purposely oxidised copper is
made up as ornamental articles, because of its presumed attractiveness:
but where the metal has to encounter
services of other characters, such as
electrical conductors and so on, this
conversion of copper into cupric
oxide is undesirable, and produces
expenses which might be avoided, but
it.

usual1

cannel

be.

Many people must have noticed,
when they have taken down their
aerial, or maybe it has fallen owing

You Must

Tell

formations.
Each minute grain is itself composed of what I must call atoms,
though I am using the word in its
ordinary and not scientific sense.
They are specks, as it were, and as
they change the particles, or grains,
get contracted or expanded, and consequently cause irregularities, such
as fissures, excrescences, rugosities,
and pores.
The principal fact to be noted in
this connection is that copper oxide

Yo uí Friends About W.

J

Fig. 3.-Enormously magnified surface of aerial (copper) wire, convertei
into a mass of bluish green soluble
crystals (non-conductive and loose),
by the action of sulphuric acid formez!
from sulphur in the atmosphere

imes's

Touchstone

!
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Theories.
'S

he Ether

I

S,

By

Prof. Alberi

Einstein, the famous
ccientist who propounded the theory
of

relativity

at last discovered
something more definite about
that mysterious medium-the ether
of space-which is thought to play
such an important part in wireless
communication? Perhaps it will not
be out of place to trace back to the
origin of the ether theory and how it
came about, in order to make the
latest theory clear.
HAS science

Isaac Newton's Theory
I

r

To account for the phenomenon of
light, Sir Isaac Newton advanced the
theory that it consisted of minute
particles shot out from the luminous
body-this was known as the corpuscular theory and held ground for
many years, until it was finally
dropped owing to the discovery of
the phenomenon of interference.
For example, when two rays of
light are focussed in a dark room,
in a certain way, they blot each
other out. The only explanation for
this is that the two beams of light
cancel each other. This would happen
if light was of wave formation, when
the troughs of one set of waves would
fill up, as it were, the peaks of the
other set of waves, thus cancelling
the waves altogether.

Wave Theory Accepted
So the wave theory of light came
to be generally accepted, although ït
had first been postulated by Huygens
nearly one hundred years before.
But if there are waves, there must
be a medium in which the waves can
take place-sea waves take place in
the sea, sound waves in air, and so on.
What, then, was the medium in

GERALD

H.

DALY

which light waves took place? It mirror. These beams are reflected
was not air, because light waves can back by the two mirrors, and if there
take place in a vacuum.
is any movement of the earth through
Hence there must be something a sea of ether one beam will be
which pervaded even a vacuum; it reflected back sooner than the other.
must permeate everything and fill This test should be infallible, and it
all space, to account for the light was never doubted for a moment
waves reaching the earth over the but that the two beams would be
ninety odd million miles of space reflected back at different times and
which separate the earth from the demonstrate the earth's movement
sun.
relative to the ether, or the movsSo a theoretical medium was ment of the earth through space, at
postulated and given the name the any rate.
ether of space. It was presumed to
be everywhere-pervading all space Science Receives A Shock
and all things, yet invisible and
To the amazement of everyone,
entirely non-physical. Efforts were, - however, the two beams returned at
made to discover its existence in the precisely the same tin)e. The experiabsolute, but - were unavailing: it ment was tried again, with the sanie
remained a complete mystery. In results. There was only one concluthe meantime Maxwell propounded sion the ether was a myth and the
earth was not moving through any
,,,'In this article is discussed
medium. (As a matter of fact, this
a problem that is of vital
experiment proved that the earth
interest to everybody condid not move at all-that it was

nected with wireless; it
should not be missed because its title may seem
FJ
"difficult." Liteners are
rather neglectful of the
real fundamentals of wireless practice and this arL tide will inform them of f
Science's latest theories
his electro-magnetic theory of light
and showed that this ether medium
in light phenomenon was the same
as the medium in which electric and
magnetic action took place, and the
J

ru

I

ku

I

j

\

same laws were applicable.
Finally, two scientists, Michleson
and Morley. prepared to make what
is generally regarded in sciencè as an
absolute test of movement, a method
which had then just been discovered.
Simplified, it is as follows
A lamp is placed on a table which
is floating in a bath of mercury. Two
mirrors are arranged at right angles
to each other and at equal distances
from the lamp. One beam from the
lamp is focussed on one mirror and
another beam focussed on the other

quite stationary-contrary to astronomical observations; and science
generally received a rude shock,
because everyone had supposed that
the earth moved through space
around the sun, etc.; but we are not
concerned with this latter aspect of
the Michieson-Morley experiment.)
From our point of view, the ether
theory lost considerable ground.

Nothing To Take Its Place
There vas nothing to take the
place of the ether theory, however,
and many scientists still adhered to
it, maintaining that there was probably some explanation to the
remarkable results of the experiment,
because everyone knew that the
earth moved through space, even if
there was no ether, and the MichiesonMorley experiment had shown the
earth to be stationary, which was
absurd.
Along came wireless, and was soon
discovered to be of the same family
as light waves and subject to Max
well's laws. All the early wireless
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textbooks. explained the wireless
In the meantime, however, wirewaves by means of the ether medium less science was rapidly advancing,
-- it was the most simple thing but still the method by which
to do.
the wireless waves travelled was a
mystery; engineers had mastered
Einstein's Special Theory
practically all there was to master
Then Einstein published his special about radio communication except
theory of relativity, and was able to this one thing. New theories sprang
explain the mystery of the Michleson- up, notably the one advanced by
Morley experiment. A thing might Dr. Steinmetz, that wireless waves
be moving for one person and not were waves in the magnetic flux
for another, said Einstein; it de- which surrounds and permeates the
pended upon the position of the earth.
This sounds quite feasible until it
observer. This has been proved
mathematically and experimentally. is examined, when it requires more
Also, why Michleson and Morley imagination than the ether theory,
always found the two beams of light
to return in the same time was
ANOTHER GREAT
because light has a speed of i86,000
SCIENTIST
miles per second, and there are certain peculiarities connected with this
speed which are not apparent when
using slower speeds, such as that of
a train. It is the absolute limit of
speed, says Einstein; however fast
the earth was moving, if Michleson
e
and Morley continued to use light
for making the experiment, and they
themselves remaincd on the earth
the result would always be the
-

s

ame.

Only Light Suitable
If the experimenters could have
used some other travelling pheno-

of the earth's movement-nothing
else was suitable.
Now, because Einstein was able
to explain the results of the Michle-

and the latter would appear far
son-Morley experiment and, further- more possible, basing our supposition
more, ignored the existence of the on the known facts about the
ether or all-pervading medium in his waves.
theory, many people jumped to the
This brings us to some more recent
conclusion that he had still further research which has taken place in
disproved the ether theory.
Germany and, strangely enough, is
based on the Einstein theory, which
Ether Unnecessary to Einstein
was thought to dispense with the
This is, of course, a mistake. Ein- ether of space. It is now believed, in
stein did not concern himself with fact, that the force of gravitation is
the ether, because it was unnecessary caused by very small differences in
to his theory; so that, really, the the condition of this ether.
In addition to this, says the new
results of the Michieson-Morley experiment left the ether very much theory, if the new cosmic y, which
as it was before they had done the is a denizen of the ether, can peneexperiment.
trate x6 feet of lead, it follows that

]

MEMORISE
c.tI
D

.

A.n.

E,,th

U.dpho.,

State of Velocity

It would also appear that the ether
state of velocity approxi
mating that of light; to understand
it properly it is necessary to fully
comprehend this colossal speed, to
which humanity is unaccustomed.
All phenomenon connected with the
ether must have this velocity, that
is 186,000 miles per second.
We know this to be true, because
âll the ether rays which we have yet
discovered from cosmic rays-X-rays,
light, heat, to our own wireless
waves-all have this etherial speed
of i86,000 miles per second. If we
were as accustomed to this speed as
we are to 20 miles per hour, the
ether would present no mystery; but
until our instruments are sensitive
and precise enough we can only
theorise about it, says the new
theory.
is a kind of

itself is in a state of most rapid
vibration-that its frequency is far
greater than the frequency of any
kno n ray-and it is due to this
rapid vibration that it is able to
penetrate and pervade all matter
without the least indication of its
presence physically.

menon of slower speed, a movement
earth would undoubtedly have
been shown; but light was the only
possible thing to use, because it has
a constant speed and is independent

SYMBOLS

the ether must be infinitely more
penetrative and can pass easily
between the atoms of matter without
giving rise to any friction at all with
matter. Thus we cannot hope to
locate it with our instruments in
their present comparatively insensitive stage.

Rapid Vibration
It may also happen that the ether

of the

-

192J

Cond.,,..,

Coli

vellous rays, of which wireless is not

the least important.

]

1{ cH

Co,I

CrnpId

,,th Slid.,

Coil.

VribI,
Cond.,,..,

No Physical Comparison
Apparently there is no physical
comparison which we can draw with
it; it vibrates like a jelly, yet it must
be denser than the densest solid and
able to permeate between the interstices of our atomic worldclosely knitted as it is. Such an
entity cannot be properly understood, even imagined, by us, with
our physical senses, yet slowly we
are finding out more and more about
this mysterious medium and how it
affects our existence with its mar-

Vonon..I.,

4Wj..

Id

+
Ceo.. W,,.,
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At Morne with th Uorinau UstelleY
individual character of every
THE
human being is different, and
this difference becomes all the greater
if we compare two individuals from
e"
different surroundings and countries.
'í!j
.L,
Although broadcasting has done a
tot, and will be doing more in the
near future, to facilitate the understanding of one's national neighbour,
the individual characteristics are
bound to remain.
One Thing in Common
Listeners all over the world have
ne thing in common-they all have
the radio disease in smaller or greater
degree. Still, there remain individual
characteristics. Everybody does not
get the measles in the same way.
When broadcasting frst started a
II
little over four years ago in Germany
the listener was only allowed the free
use of crystal sets. Valve sets were
restricted to a vaveband of from
250 to 700 metres, reaction on the
aerial circuit was forbidden, and
every set had to be sealed by the
government officials.
Those hardy amateurs who wished
to build their own valve sets had to
become a member of a recognised
'.
radio club, and then had to pass a
more or less rigorous examination in
Loewe triple valve, which may soon be
on sale in this country
theoretical and practical knowledge of radio sets and fundamentals
the greater part of the Continent,
of electricity.
Then, provided he passed (nearly greatly increased. However, these
all those who plucked up courage for sets are still in the large minority,
the examination did pass), he re- although valve sets permitting of the
ceived a special licence "Audion- reception at good loud-speaker
versuchserlaubnis" and was allowed strength of the local statioti and,
after that has closed down, also of
to build his own (valve) set.
other stations have become extremely
Fewer Oscillators Than Here
jopular.
So at the beginning there was no
The Loewe valve is the reason fot
oscillator nuisance to speak of. But this. It, in connection wth a small
about a little over a year later, in unselective set and a loud-speaker,
1925,
the Audionversucliserlaubnis has become, next to the crystal set,
was buried, the whole waveband was the most popular means of broadfree for reception, and anybòdy cast reception in Germany. This
could build a set. One can safely say small Loewe valve set only costs
that the oscillator nuisance is, as about £z, including the famous
everywhere, rather bad, but I do three-fold valve; so that even those
not think quite so bad as in Britain. of modest means can easily acquire it.
The other types of multi-valve,
The German policy isto cater for
the crystal-set owner. Therefore, such as pentatron and the multithe great and still increasing number valves made by nearly all the leading
of the German stations (Kaiserslau- German valve manufacturers now,
tern is the latest addition, on are quite popular and used to a large
279 metres). The need for greater extent in valve sets; theLoewe "Volkselectivity in valve sets lias, as on sgerat," however, far surpasses them.

yi
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The average receiver is mostly
used only for reception of the local
station, though the desire for other
stations is best shown by the great
popularity of relays by wireless link
of other European. American and
even Australian stations. Munich,
in Bavaria, has, in fact, made quite
a speciality of this type of relay.
And any number of listeners
actually do sit up till all hours when
an American relay is to be "put over,"
and great is the disappointment if
atmospheric conditions prevent a
successful relay.

Three- and Four-valve Sets
Valve sets usually run to three or
four valves. Since the advent of
good battery eliminators working off
alternating-current mains, the multivalve set has become more and more
popular with those living at a distance from any broadcasting centre.
Still, the single-valver holds its own,
but will hardly be bought ready
made.
Four-. and two-volt valves are
equally popular, with the balance
slightly in favour of the two-volt
tYpe. Valves working straight ofT
the electric-lighting circuit are in
existence, and are capable of excel-

lent reproduction A number of
manufacturers already build sets
working exclusively with this type
of valve.

More H.F. Amplification
High-frequency amplification has
always been popular, usually one
stage being used. Recently, with the
advent of neutrodynes and shielding,
high-frequency amplification is being
used more and more. The general
mode of coupling low-frequency
amplifying stages still remains the
transformer, though in the case of
multi-valves the resistance-capacity
method is exclusively adopted. Highgrade sets in connection with power
valves now mostly use this latter
mode. Power valves, or last-stage
valves, as they are called, are nearly
always employe:l where a loudspeaker is to give good results.
Germany is going to be our most
serious competitor in the world race
for the greatest number of licensed
ARTHUR G. ALLAN.
listeners.
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AND THEN ORNAMENT

THE building of a suitable cabinet
in which to house your set is a
difficulty more imaginary than real,
and the fellow who can sort the
intricacies of an involved circuit is
surely able to do a simple piece of
carpentry.

The two sides are squared up and
given a rubbing of sandpaper ready
to put in place. Mark off their position across the base with a pencil
and drill holes from the underside
for the screws. The base should project about an inch all round, and the
edges are rounded off with a file and
finished with sandpaper.
Before the sides are put on, have
two I-in, strips of wood to tack
lightly on to the top edge to hold
them the correct distance apart,
whilst we glue and screw on the baseboard.
'Whilst these parts are setting we
can measure and cut off the back so
it comes between the ends and flush
with the upper edges. It should fit
tightly enough to be glued, but blocking pieces of odd wood or the triangular fillets which can be bought
are best glued in for further strength.
One of these in place is illustrated by
Fig. i.

Fascinating Change
Indeed, it is a fascinating change
to be able to complete the whole set
by building the actual cabinet in
which the parts are contained.
Moreover, one is often so enabled to
incorporate individual ideas and
build according to taste and surroundings.
One need not think of a cabinet
as merely a cupboard built of wood.
Artistic touches added by the outlay
of a few pence can make the cabinet
a bright and attractive affair. Fancy
turned beading can be used to good
purpose, and a touch of colour is
introduced by the application of a
simple transfer.
With regard to the cabinet itself,
the wood most commonly used is
mahogany or oak, and nicely grained
boards can be purchased quite
reasonably. The small cabinet can
be cut from j-in, timber, but those
used to house three or more valves
should be built in 114-in. wood. The
back can quite well be of three- or
five-ply if cost is a consideration,
and in measuring up allow for the
terminal strip,

Constructing the Lid

The lid is usually in two pieces
and a strip lot hinging should be
fixed along the back, as shown in
Fig. 2, to provide for this. The front
half of the lid is then screwed in
place, the flat-headed screws being
sunk below the surface and the hole
filled with plastic wood-filler,
The back portion of the lid is then
hinged on, fixing the flange to the
lid itself before putting the other

a'inet
IT!

fiat..

piece into the sunken rebate previously cut with a chisel. This latter
is necessary to allow the lid to lie

If it is intended to put a door to
the cabinet, remember to allow forj
the projection of the knobs when
measuring up the boards. The door
can be of the drop variety or, if the
panel is long, two ordinary panel
doors can be made. If a drop door
is fitted the set must be lifted on a
false floor to allow it to slide out, for
the board is hinged to the base 'A
fancy chain is fitted at each end to
prevent undue strain, as is shown ly
Fig. 3.

,-

An Artistic Finish
Thus we have a plain cabinet, b
a more artistic finish is obtained
from ornamental beading, two or
three suitable specimens of whih
are shrwn at Fig. 4. This is quite
cheap and made in strong white
wood which can easily be stained
down to the shade required. It can
be used to form a panelled door or
be fitted round the base and top. If
a drop floor is fitted between the
ends, it can Je used to hide the
edges of the latter parts. (See Fig. 5.)
A more elaborate base can be
built up by proper moulding, but in
this case remember to lift the inside
floor of the cabinet to an equal
height to allow the withdrawal of
(Conlinued al fool

of

nßxl.page)

...;

Fig. 2.for Hi

r.

jjjj

(Left,
right and below)-Uses of
fancy beading

Fig.

Fig. 4.Specimens of
ornamental
beading for
cabinets

5.
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(Con tinned frani preceding page)
the set. This is shown in section and
perspective by Fig. 6, and can easily
be done by adding three strips from
back to front on the base to act as
runners.
In addition to wood decoration,
the amateur now has the possibility
of adding charming and easilyapplied transfers. A wide range of
these is available.

Decoration on the Door
A central decoration for the door
or doors is quite sufficient, and for
the outlay of a peiiny or two this
colourful addition is well worth while.
Other suitable transfers can be
easily obtained.
They are applied by giving a coat of clear
varnish and then placing face on to
the wood in position. Press them
there firmly and leave for a quarter
of an hour.
The backing paper is then thoroughly damped and slid off, the
transfer being allowed to dry before
another thin coat of varnish is put
over the colour face to harden it on
permanently.
W. F. C.

Reception "En Tunisie"
AFRENCH friend of mine, who is
kicking his heels in l'Etal service
on the edge of the African desert, in
Tunis, has forwarded a long radio log.
This surprised me not a little, for
I did not know amateur radio was
ever thought of in such distant climes,
but apparently there is no difficulty
in getting supplies of valves, batteries, and 'so on from ship traffic at
the coast.
His gear is rather out of date, and
he is still struggling to quell the playfulness of two non-neutralised HF.
valves, followed by a detector with
capacity reaction. A tricky handful,
especially as the valves are of the
high-capacity .8-ampere type

-

List of Stations
The number of stations he hears is
astounding, considering the illfavoured conditions. Here is his list,
together with what he calls a "coefficient d'appréciation de l'écoule."
Excellent: Milan. Naples. Vienna
Langenberg, Rome, Brnö, Frankfurt,
Stuttgart, Leipzig, Prague. Good:
5XX, 5GB, Barcelona, Toulouse.
Fair: Madrid, Munich, Radio-Paris,
Berne. Bad: Eiffel Tower, Moscow,
Bordeaux-Lafayette, Motala, Zurich,
and London.

Forty-six Stations

In all, forty-six stations are received, which is better than I could
do, I think, in a sweltering clime and
Short-lived Dry Batteries
with an antidiluvian H.F. outfit. He
Dry batteries, which are very complains bitterly of the parasites
short-lived owing to the heat, pro- atmosphérique, and, indeed, he claims
vide the H.T., while a mighty accu- that static and morse interference
mulator for the L.T. is charged from prevent him from "bagging" over
a small generator attached to a local sixty stations.
QUEUE.
paraffin engine.
-
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programme definitely Scottish in character was siinultaneously broadcast from all Scottish stations, each
station taking its turn in originating the programme.
In addition to these regular S.B.s, the Northern Area.
Director's staff was able to ensure that no event of
national importance was missed by any Scottish station.
They arranged for the S.B.s throughout Scotland of
important outside broadcasts connected with national
functions and ceremonies and compiled special studio
programmes dealing with anniversaries such as St.
Andrew's Day, Burrïs's Night, and Sir Walter Scott's
birthday.

-

This article has been specially contributed
to our pages by B.B.C. officials at Savoy
Hill and is, therefore, quite authentic.

.

-

grouping of stations for the purpose of paving
the way to composite programmes, one of the
essentials of the projected regional scheme, was outlined
in notes which appeared in the October issue of the
WIRELESS MAGAZINE, in connection with the North of
England stations.

9' HE

I

System to Be Applied in Other Districts

This system of co-operative effort within a group of
stations under the supervision of a single Regional Broadcasting Resources in the Homè
By this process of concentration, the whole broadcastDirector, with the object of giving to listeners over a
wide area the best selection obtainable of the entertain- ing resources of Scotland were brought to. an ever(Continued on page 448)
ment and interest characteristic of that area, will be
applied later in other districts.
___________________________________________________________
Five persons will ultimately preside over the
¡'47
local, or regional, destinies of British broadcasting.
it/i Apologies to i/ic B.B.C.!
The first to be appointed was the Northern Regional
Director. On November i, the title of Scottish
Regional Director \vas brought into use. Other
three directors to be appointed later will be
responsible for the Western, Midland, and .
Northern Ireland Regions.

P

Stong National Flavour
In Scotland, preparations for the new order of
things were started a considerable time ago and
a growing tendency has been long evident to give
a strongly national flavour to Scottish broadcasting
In the person of the Northern Area Director, as
the new Scottish Regional Director was then
called, a central authority was provided through
whom the co-operation of the Scottish stations
could be directed for the common benefit of
listeners throughout Scotland.

-s'.
'

.'
i

A
'

I

/

S

S

Regular Simultaneous Broadcasts
A1
A system of regular inter-station SB. was inf
augurated, providing for the relay of certain talks
to all the Scottish stations. Each of the four
stations, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and
Dundee, took it in turn to provide the talks, and
not only was a higher standard secured by the
fact that the talk was to be heard over the whole ì)\
country and by the natural rivalry between the
stations in aiming to give listeners something
better than the other stations could provide, but
the national area of reception compelled the
speakers to concentrate on themes of national
NEIGHBOLR "In heaven's name, what you doing?
rather than local interest.
A similar regular arrangement was made as SANDY McFae "Och, I'm gettn' some egg-shells
frae Aberdeen."
regards programmes and once a fortnight a special

rwk

I

il

I

:

io be

relayed
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Broadcast Activities in Scotland
incrasing extent into the homes of listeners, who began
to recognise that whatever event was of national interest
its echo would be found in the Scottish programmes.

(Continued)

also have been studd and specially catered for under
the supervision of the Gaelic-speaking Director of the
Aberdeen station.

Broadcasting in Scotland took its place as a great
national asset as the result of a conference in Glasgow National Interest Kept to the Fore
on Broadcasting and Scottish National Life. As indicating
In the sphere of music and the drama the national
its wide appeal, the conference was attended by the interest has always been kept to the fore. An attempt
Secretary of the Scottish Education Department, the wis made some time ago to stimulate original Scottish
Moderator of the United Free Church of Scotland, Minis- virk by offering prizes for a new Scottish radio drama
ters of all denominations, representatives of educational and a new Scottish choral or orchestral work. Though
authorities; of Women's Rural Institutes; of the Musical neither of these competitions produced anything of outFestival movement and of yarious other bodies.
standing merit, the large number of entries shcwd that
The conference aroused universal interest in broad- the B.B.C. had very definitely succeeded in its desire
casting as a potential factor of inestimable importance to foster production in these fields and since then many
and value in the national life. The
Scottish plays and musical works
B.B.C. fully realised that value and
have had their first intrcduction to
importance and made every effort to
the public through the microphone.
J1 L Lue ( if& de 'Paris
exercise its influénce wisely by acceptB.B.C. 's Influence
ng the guidañce of the Scottish
Religious Advisory Council and EduIt is in this function of introducing
cational Advisory Council and by
new Scottish work to the national
co-operating wherever possible with
audience that the B.B.C. has used
every other national bpdy whose
its influence in Scottish life. In
interests might legitimátely take
ordinary programmes, in special
their place in programmes.
recitals, in reading and in talks,
Scottish composers, playwrights and
School Transmissions
writers are constantly coming to the
Educational work has been nationmicrophone to give Scottish listeners
alised and, in lieu of the former Engsome new Scottish work.
lish transmissions, the Scottish schools
Last autumn and winter there was
now listen to the programmes of
broadcast a series of recitals by living
Scottish stations arranged by their
Scottish composers; there have also
been similar recitals by living Scotwn education official and undertaken solely by Scottish lecturers.
tish poets. Scóttish humorists, too,
Since this change was made, a large
have had their special broadcasts,
increase has taken place in the
and, at the moment, Scottish novelnumber of schools receiving the
ists are giving a series of short-story
educational transmissions.
readings.
Geographical conditions forrnrly
By such careful attention to the
affected the development and extenproduction of Scotsmen and Scotssion of the use of wireless in Scottish
women in every field of the arts,
schools, but a series of visits of
Scottish broadcasting is not only
inspection, allied to the introduction
identifying itself very closely and
of a separate syllabus for Scottish
very happily with the intellectual
educational transmissions, undoublife of the country, but is also extendCharles Watson, Conductor
tedly acted as a stimulus to experiing an interest in that life to
ment and Scotland, whith has inmany Scotsmen who had hitherto
variably shown keener interest than some other parts disregarded it for want of a lead.
of the British Isles in educational development, now
So much for the past. In the future the position will
gives promise of moré rapid progress
be altered to the extent that two of the Scottish stations
-Edinburgh and Dundee-will cease to function as
Broadcasts of Special Bulletins
separate entities and merely relay a universal programme
Other sectional interests have been served regularly during the greater part of the time.
in the bulletins which are broadcast for juvenile organisations, for farmers and for fishermeii. The farmers have Losing Little Significance
been particularly well served by a series of special
They will lose the very minimum of their national
agricultural talks given by research workers from the significance, however, for not only will they relay one
colleges and by practical farmers.
Scottish programme a week from Glasgow, or on excepThis series ws arranged by a special Advisory Com- tional occasions Glasgow may even relay it from one of
mittee presided over by Sir Rqbert Greig of the Scottish their studios; b'ut they will relay certain Scottish talks
Board of Agriculture and it has béen widely appreciated and special events and their schools transmissions will
by farmers in Scotland. The interests òf Gaelic listeners continue to be the Scottish programme.
...............................

-
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this article is described a very powerful two-valver which is both simple to build and
to operate. It is an ideal set for the beginner and gives really astonishing results for the
number of valves. On a small indoor aerial in London it will receive 5GB at full loud-speaker
strength without interference from 2L0, even when two-volt valves are used
In

'

Incorporates A
Simple All-wave Tuner Unit
*
(

-

Comprises Detector
and One Stage of
Low-frequency
Amplification
valves
and
NEW
improved components
have made it possible to
construct small sets that are Front View
capable of giving really the Meteor

amazing results.

For

*

«

'lI_

Designed, Built
and Tested by the
"W.M." Technical
Staff
conde n s e r

with vernier.
Reaction is applied to the
detector valve by means of
a fixed .00025-microfarad
condenser and an adjustable
coil coupled to' the aeriat
coil; this arrangement is
found to be more stable and easier to control than
ordinary mo'ing-coil reaction.
A high-frequency choke suitable for the broadcast
wavelengths is inserted in the anode circuit of the
detector valve to prevent unwanted currents from
passing through into the.low-frequency circuits and so
causing interference.
Rectified impulses from the detector valve are fed into
the primary of the low-frequency transformer, which is
of the high-ratio type, in this particular type s to 7.
In the anode circuit there is also a o to 500,000-ohm
variable resistance. This, in conjunction with the zmicrofarad fixed condenser, constitutes ari effective
"motor-boat" stopper when the set is supplied from the
mains, as it was in the tests mentioned at the beginning
of this article.

I

of
Two

showing controls

instance, used at a distance
of i 1/2 miles from 2L0 the Meteor Two will receive
Daventry Experimental at full loud-speaker strength on
a small indoor aerial.
This is no freak result, for it has been done by a member
of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE Staff for a number of weeks
now. Admittedly the quality of reproduction is not
perfect when the set is being operated under these
conditions, but great ranges can be obtained, if desired,
even with a poor aerial system.

Triode or Pen tode Power Valve in Last Stage
The valve combination used is a detector coupled by a
high-ratio low-frequency transformer to a power valve,
which can be either of the three- or five-electrode type
(that is, triode or pentode).
Even with a three-electrode power valve, the Meteor
Two will recei e 5GB on a loud-speaker under the abovementioned conditions, while with a pentode the volume
is really amazing to anyone who has not kept in constant
touch with modern developm ints.
The Meteor Two will appeal particularly to those in
need of a cheap, yet simple receiver, and who are content
with one or two alternative programmes on the loudspeaker.
Before the set is discussed further, readers are recommended to glance at the circuit diagram on page 4O.
From this it will be seen that the tuner is made up of a
single coil (tapped) and a .0005-microfarad variable

-

Obtaining Best Anode-bend Adjusimcnt
It also serves to adjust the high-tension voltage
applied to the detector valve and so alters the characteristic for proper anode-bend rectification, no potentiometer
being used in the grid circuit.
The power valve is indicated in the circuit diagram as
a peritode, but it should be clearly understood that an
ordinary triode valve can be used in this position if
desired. This point will be discussed. at greater length
later.
Other points to note about the circuit are that a

You Can Use Either A Triode or Pentode Powér Valve
449
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The Meteor
-

(Continued)

to some extent, as the following readings show.
These are for an indoor aerial of no great length

The
Meteor

:-

Two

Tap No. Condenser

:

London

(2L0)

...

...

...

Daventry Experimental ...
Daventry Senior ...

...

...

2

1000

(3

40 o

{

930

8
9

(io

750
62.5°

Once the various settings for a given station
have been found, always use the largest tap with
the lowest condenser setting. Tuning will be found
to be very much simpler if a vernier dial is used, as
on the original set.

I

.

.

-

-

Arrangement of Reaction Control
On the left of the tuner plate is the reaction

I

ûnntr1

-

whiûh ner1c nû fiirfhr

exnlanation

An

arrow on the plate indicates which way the knob
On the left of the
panel is the all- should be turned to increase the amount of reaction
wave tuner which is
provided with ten applied.
tappings and covers alL wavelengths from 250 to 2,50) metres. The knob
Perhaps the most important feature of the
in the centre of the terminal strip is for setting the anode-bend point
Meteor Two is the high-ratio low-frequency transrheostat is provided as an on-off switch so that the valve former used. The reason for this is that great volume is
filaments are protected from too sudden changes of obtained, although some sacrifice of quality has to be
temperature. Grid bias is applied to the grids of both made to attain it.
.valves, i % volts negative usually being enough for the
The reproduction is quite good enough, however, for
detector.
most ears, even when a high-impedance valve is used.
As regards the actual components used in the Meteor
With a valve such as the Osram HL6io, for instance, a
Two, there are several interesting points that may be magnification of just over 200 is obtained from the
mentioned.
detector stage alone, as
the transformer has a
Special Tuner
+ step-up ratio of i to 7.2,
and the valve a magniFor instance, the tuner
- fication factor of 30.
is a complete commercial
unit which has a \vaveBest Valve to Use
length of 250 to 2,500
Actually the transapproximately,
metres
former is intended for
the actual range being
use with a valve having
determined to a great
an impedance in the
extent by the aerial with
neighbourhood of 6,000
which it is used. The
ohms and a magnificamakers recommend that
tion factor of about 8 to
a .000i-microfarad cOn12. For most purposes a
denser be used in series
compromise between the
with the aerial lead, but
two types will be suitable.
this vll not be needed if
LT+
\Vhilst on the subject
a short aerial is em-Ii
of valves, we may as well
ployed.
discuss the power valve
The effect of inserting .
Circuit of the Meteor Two
also at this stage. It lias
a condenser in series with
already been explained
the aerial lead is, of
course, to lower the minimum and maximum wavelengths that either a triode or pentode power valve can be
utilised. New readers may be glad to have some informaof the tuner.
tion on the respective merits of the two types.
flow the Wavelèngth Range Is Controlled
The pentode will certainly give increased amplification,
but the anode-current consumption is very large. It is
The wavelength range is controlled by a knob on th
right of the oval tuner plate seen at the right of the essential to use at least triple-capacity high-tension
batteries or a mains supply unit; if ordinary batteries are
panel in the photograph on page 449.
In all, ten tappings are provided. With the tuning used the cost of running the set will be very heavy.
Those who use a pentode are further warned that they
condenser in different positions these tappings overlap
-

-

-
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Great Range and Power at Low Cost
are fragile and must be handled with-much greater
care than is the case with a valve of the ordinary
type.

Another
view of
the

Meteor

Handle your Pentode with Care!

-

Two

The three grids are packed so close together that
a slight knock will push them one against the other
with a consequent short-circuit. Therefore, if you
have a pentode, handle it with care!
For most purposes a triode power valve will be
found quite satisfactory; at least its anode-,
current consumption will be within the capabilities
of most ordinary batteries and the cost of running
the set w11, therefore, be kw.
Any valve with an impedance of less than 5,000
ohms will do, although for use with a normal loudit is not recommended that a valve with
an impedance lower than 2,500 ohms should be
used. For a choice of suitable valves consult the
table reproduced on pages 404-5.
Constructors are recommended as far as possible
to use only those parts mentioned in the list of In t1 e
.cOniponents on page 452. The names mentioned
first in the brackets in each case are those of the
parts used in the original set, while those following are
suitable alternatives if the first-mentioned part cannot
be obtained.

-

-

-

-'
,

-
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0
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0

j

j

O

-

0

.

-

0

0

of the baseboard can be seen the 1-7
low-frequency transformer
inquiry to Blueprint Dept., WIRELESS MAGAZINE, 58/61
Fetter Lane, E.C.4, and ask for No. W.M.rr4.
The first part of the construction is, of course, the
'drilling of the panel. This needs no explanation here, for
full instructions for mounting the tuner are given with
Full-size Blueprint available for Half-price
each instrument. Mount on the panel the all-wave
No difficulty will be experienced in construction even tuner, .0005-nlicrofarad varialile condenser and 15-Ohm
if a full-size blueprint is not obtained. Copies of the rheostat.
blueprint can be had, if desired, for half-price, that is 6d.
post free, up to December 31, if the coupon on page iii A rro.ngement of Baseboard Components
of the cover is used before that date. Address your
Now fix the panel to the baseboard by means of small
brackets and mount the rest of the

centre
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This view of the Meteor Two clearly shows the layout of the parts on the baseboard. Note that provision is normally made for a 9-volt grid-bias battery on
the baseboard, but for some valves a l6-volt battery may be required

components thereon. The arrangement of all the parts will be clear
from the photographs and the blueprint (or the reduced reproduction of
the latter on page 453).
It will be noticed that the cornponents on the baseboard. and the
terminals on the strip along the back
edge are arranged in the opposite
way from usual in order to get the
most efficient layout. Note also that
the variable anode resistance is
mounted on the terminal strip.
There is no difficulty about wiring
up the set if use is made of the blueprint or the reduced reproduction of
it. Connect up with one wire, or as
few wires as possi1ñe all points
marked with like letters.

WiringuptheSet
For instance, first connect together..
those points marked a; then those
marked b; and so on through the
alphabet. The flexible connections
are not lettered.
If a pntode is not to be used omit

45'
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Here is another view of the Meteor Two

the flexible lead with a spade tag attached to H.T.+ as
it will easily cause a short-circuit should it accidentally
touch some component.

Testing Out the Receiver
To test the receiver insert two valves in the holders
(note that the detector is on the right of the baseboard,
looking from the front of the set) and connect up the
necessary batteries. If a triode power valve is used, it
may be necessary to mount two 9-volt grid batteries or
a i64-volt battery on the baseboard.
To the grid of the detector valve apply i
volts
negative bias, and to the power valve the value recoinmended by the makers. Normally 229 or 150 volts
should be applied to H.T.+.

Two

identified, if possible, and its setting noted. In this
way a great deal of time will be saved during subsequent
searching, as the amount of overlap on each tap will be
known.
The member of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE Technical
Staff who has been using this set was greatly surprised
on hearing, when he first connected it up, the same
American voice talking at one or more condenser
settings on nearly every tap of the tuner.

"Graf Zeppelin" Relay from America
After some minutes of puzzled listening he realised
that he was hearing the relay of the American
broadcast in connection with the landing of the
Graf Zeppelin.
He had not connected up in time
to get the preliminary announcement t
This overlapping of the tuner tappings is somewhat confusing at first, because one does not know,
when getting a station on a different tapping and with
a different condenser setting, whether the transmission
is a new one or one that has already been heard on a
higher or lower tapping. No trouble will be experienced, however, if each station is loggcd directly it is
heard.
Tell Us of the Results You Get!
We are certain that if this set is operated 'properly it
will give really excellent service. When you have built
the Meteor Two, write and let us know what you think
6f it; we have no doubt that your report will be favourable.

U

J

THE LAYOUT AND WIRING DIAGRAM, AND
ANOTHER PHOTOGRAPH OF THE METEOR
TWO, APPEAR ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE
METEOR TWO
i-Ebonite panel, 14 in. by in. (Trolite, Becol, or

Preliminary Tuning Adjustments

L

(Continued)

Parfait).

Now turn the "Selector" switch on the tuner (that is,
the right-hand knob on the tuner plate) to tap No. 3 or
and also turn on the rheostat. Next adjust the anode
resistance on the terminal strip until a slight rustling
sound is heard from the loud-speaker.
This indicates that the set is in a "live" condition and
the reaction control should be moved to the right until
it gets louder, but not so far that a howl occurs.
At this stage the knob of the vernier dial on the main
tuning condenser should be turned slowly until a transmission is riCl«d UP.
Getting the Best Anode-bend Setting
When a station has been tuned in, reduce the reaction
as lar as possible and carefully adjust the variable
anode resistance on the baseboard until the greatest
sensftivity is obtained; there will then be no need to
'touch this control until the detector valve is actually
chang d.
To receive other stations move the tapping switch,
readjust the reaction control, and again manipulate the
vernier dial over the whole of its range.
As each transmission is picked up it should be

i-All-wave tuner (British General).
I-.0005-microfarad variable condenser (Cyldon,
Burndept, or Lissen).

i-Vernier dial (Igranic, Lissen, or Lotus):

i-Low-frequency transformer (Igranic type
ratio

G,

to 7.2).
I-15-ohm panel rheostat (Igranic or Peerless).
I-.00025-miCrofarad fixed condenser (Trix, Dubilier, or T.C.C.).
2-Antimicrophonic valve holders (Formo, Lotus,
or \V.B.).
I-High-frequency choke (Peto-Scott, Wearite, òr
Burndept).
1-2-micrOfarad- fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier,
or T.C.C.).
I-o to 500,000-ohm variable resistance (Clarostat,
volume-control type).
j-Pair grid-battery clips (Bulgin).
j-Terminal Strip, 52 in. by 2 in. (Trolite, Becol, or
s

Parfait).

S-Terminals, marked -Aerial, Earth, H.T.+,
HT.-, L.T.+, LT.-, L.S.+, L.S.- (Eelex
or Belliag-Lee).

-Cabinct, with baseboard,

9 in. deep (Carrington).
Stiff wire for connecting (Glazite).
Rubber-covered flex.
3-Wander plugs, one red and two blick.
452
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(Above) View of the Meteor Two all ready for use with valves
in position. The detector is on tile left and the power valve
is on the right

(Right) lisis layout and wiring diagram can be obtained for
half-price, (that is, 6d. post free, if the coupon on page iii of the
cover is used by December 31. Ask for No. W.M.114 ; and address
your inquiry to Blueprint Dept., "Wireless Magazine," 58/61
Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

Suggestions for a B.B.C. Bard.!
QNE of the announcers at 2L0 The Uhcle, Thunderer-whose tongue
no word may twistdeclaims the Weather Report
and News Bulletin as though he were Again address thee on the morrow's
eve.
reciting poetic drama. Why should
not the B.B.C. (Poetry Department, What further say the Oracles? Lo!
all is change.
sub-section Highbrow) go the whole
There is no cert.
hog and produce something like the Behold
Unsettled, restless, scarcely to be
iOIlÚWiflP?
told,
WEATHER REPORT
To- morrow's weather will be-warm
or cold."
A deep depression rolls across the
main,
NEWS BULLETIN
Centring on Iceland. Oh, ye torBreathes there the man with soul so
rents! pour
dead
On Caledonia's eastward shore, on Who knows not that the Prince hath
England's bordei',
said,
And on her southern marches. Lies
When at Guildhall he gave the toast,
the snow
'Lo he falls soft that rides the
Whére Pennine lifts her hi1l. Deep,
most."
deep it drifts
OVERSEAS
On Cambria's fields. London is
In China there is Li Hung Poo,
lapped in mist,
Which shall disperse not till the tire- Who fights against old Yang Xi Soo.
Umbrellas up
It's even odds
less earth
Hath once more run its daily race, They'll both fight shy of British
squads.
and I,

GENERAL NEVS
There was a young cookoo of Eton,
Who was heard first in May near
Nuneaton.

AND-

!

4,

!

I

There was an old sailor of Bristol
Who killed an M.D. with a pistol.
The judge, with a smile,
Said "It stands out a mile.
"Doc, said he got Mars on a crystal."
LASTLY,

Hear a solemn S.O.S.!

'

Simon Slim is in a mess,,
Tried to trip a motor-car,
Missed his step-aiid there we are.
EPILOGUE

Nighty night, Uncle, say it with care,
All the world's list'ning. Oh, what a

"flair."
Use the right

accent-Hugo is there.
E.B.
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Linen
Loudspeaker

These Letters From Readers Prove That There Is
_________________________________________________________
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LINEN- DIAPHRAGM
LOUD- SPEAKER
HERE was neuer any doubt about
the popularity of the Linen-diaphragm
Loud-speaher (WIRELESS MAGAZINE,
September, 1928) and we haue had many
congratulatory letters on its performance.
On this page is reproduced a photograph
cf the fretted cover made by a Shepherd's
Bush reader, who says
I have much pleasure in enclosing a
photograph of the Linen-diaphragm
Loud-speaker published in the Septem-

ber WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
You will notice I have made a fret
for the front which improves the
appearance of it greatly. The loudspeaker works beautifully; volume is
very good and the tone is very natural.
It is, no doubt, the last word in homeconstructed loud-speakers; you could
not wish for better.
.

TUNED-ANODE THREE FROM
THE MAINS
PERHAPS the ideal receiver from Ike

pomi of view of convenience and
reproduction is a ,flains receiver and a
noving-coil loud-speaker. At any raie,
one reader at Woodbridge is geuing excellent service from such a combination,
using hie Tuned-anode Three from the
Mains (WIRELESS MA&AZINE, Deceni ber,
1927)

have recently constructed the
Tuned-anode Three from the Mains and
can speak well of its performance.
I required it for use with a RiceKellogg loud-speaker, which itself Contains a transformer L.F. stage. The
last valve in the set, therefore, had to be
a power type, in spite of your warning
in the description in WIRELESS MAGAZINE, in order to have a sufficiently low
impedance compared with the primary
impedance of the RK. transformer
(ratio 4-I).
In spite of the unusual circuit neutralising is not difficult, but, of course,
the setting has to be altered when
changing from short to long wavelengths.
Quality is excellent. As far as the
ear can tell, every frequency from the
I

topmost notes of a
piano to the drums of
an orchestra is reproduced evenly. Previously
I had a not very good resistance-coupled set which
over-emphasised the bass and
cut off in the upper registers.
Reproduction now is nearly perfect,
and with the z-microfarad condenser
connectèd up, as recommended by you
in a later article, mains hum is inaudible
except when the station is standing by.
It is no worse than a carrier wave.
I havê not tried reaching out, as I am
out for quality rather than distance; so
that I listén mainly to 5XX and 5GB,
both of which are excellent and of equal
signal strength. I have also heard 2L0
and various German stations without
difficulty.
'
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CHUMMY FOUR
HERE is another enthusiastic letter
from a Ewell reader who has built
the Chummy Four (WIRELESS MAGAZINE,
Juiie, 1928), the first home-constructor's
portable with a screened-grid valve
I should like to inform you how
pleased I am with the results obtained
with my Chummy Four.
On considering the circuit when it
was published, it appeared to me, to
use an old expression, that someone had
been looking beyond the tip of their
nose, and here was a portable well in

quality leather, measures 17 in. by 17 iii.
by in., and the bottom has a section
the same size as the panel, hinged. This
allows for an inspection of the 'works,"
changing valves, etc.
In the lid is housed a 16-in. Celestion

loud-speaker movement and around this
is the frame aerial. The batteries are in
separate compartments and the ebonite
lid which covers same also carries the
station log.
With regard to components used.
these are as specified, with the exception
of the condenser dials, which are
Igranics.
On the matter of valves, I tried out
several combinations, and finally settled
on the following: HF., Cossor 2IOSG;
det., Cossor RC; Ist L.F., PMI; output,
Marconi DEPs4o. Although with this
combination the drain on both the LT.
and H.T. batteries is somewhat above
normal for a portable, the results
more than justify it.
I am not interested in any way in
trying to break records in the number
of stations it is possible to receive, but
what i do get must be good. In this
respect I have logged sixteen stations.
Others are there, but I have not bothered
with them, because the volume and
quality of any of the sixteen is all that
can &e clesirea.
I need hardly say that I am delighted
with the set in every way, but before
closing I would like to acknowledge the
assistance given to me by Messrs. W. H.
Gidden, who went to no end of trouble
in making me the exact case which I
wanted. Also the Celestion Co., of
Kingston, for fixing me with. such a
superb loud-speaker movement. They
were as keen to get the best results as
I was.

.-

.-

advance of anything on the market.
At the same time, I feel sure you vi]l
not object to a little friendly criticism
concerning the general layout. Undoubtedly, for a set weighing something
in the neighbourhood of thirty pounds,
it would be more convenient to carry if
the depth were kept down; but there
are few people who carry this weight
NOMAD SIX
far-in the majority of cases they use
their car or sidecar combination.
MANY readers found the Nomad Six
(WIRELESS MAGAZINE, September.
Secondly, when out with a portable
receiver, one has to deposit it either on 1927) jusi the powerful receiver they
the ground or, say, on the running needed, One reader at Hornsey is so
board of the car. In either of these pleased willi his sei that lie has just Seni
positions to have one's hands bent us this second leiter about it
I am sending you a further report of
back at an angle of something like
90 degrees for tuning-in purposes is
my Nomad Six, that I wrote you- about
before. I am now running it from the
somewhat uncomfortable.
Again, as it is advisable, whenever mains, and the results are even better
possible, to keep the set off "earth," than before. Hum is non-existent and
the running board of a car is invariably no "motor-boating' troubles have been
used. This, you will agree, is a some- encountered, as I have a tapping for
what awkward place to have the set each high-tension terminal.
My alternative programmes conic
when moving the lid and frame aerial.
Bearing all these points in- mind, I from Kaiserslautern, Cologne, Breslau,
decided on the following alterations
Toulouse, Stuttgart, Langenberg, and
The case, which is made of the best Budapest, all of which can be received

,._
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at full strength on a Cejestioii

C12 loud-

speaker.
I should also say that the above stations can be picked up any evening and
owing to the fact that reaction is never
more than a quarter of the way in, the
quality is exceptional.
On Sunday mornings Huizen .is
received at loud-speaker strength. My
aerial is very low and badly shielded,
and the earth lead is 25 ft. long. No
doubt with a more efficient aerial and
earth results would be very much
better; but, owing to circumstances,
they will have to be left as they are.
1928 FIVE

again an Australian reader
ONCE
writes in praise of a WIRELESS

the middle of the day. We have difficulty in obtaining parts here, as there
are no wireless parts stocked in the local
township, which is twenty miles away.
Everything has to be ordered from Perth,
which is 250 miles by rail, and then you
cannot always get what you want. The
prices here are nearly double those in
England. However, we score in one
item, we are not troubled by howlers;
there are only four receivers within a
radius of about twelve miles.

2FC, 2BL, 2GB, 2KY, and 2UE, of
Sydney; 3L0, 3AR, and 3UZ, of Melbourne; 4QG, Brisbane; 5CL, 5DN, and
5KA, of Adelaide; 6WF, Perth; iYA,
Auckland, New Zealand; 2YK, Wellington, New Zealand; 3YA. Christchurch,
and four foreign stations (unknown).

-..

MAGAZINE fi ve-va/ver, this time the 1928
Five (WIRELESS MAGAZINE, Jçznuary,

EXHIBITION FIVE

1928)

Having been a subscriber to your
the past two years, I have
never yet seen a report from a Western
Australia reader, although I have noticed
a few from New South Wales and
Victoria.
I constructed your 1928 Five as soon
as I received my copy of the January
magazine. I had to guess at the number
of turns for the long-wave coils, as you
never published them till the. following
month.
Our local station operates on 1,250
metres, therefore I needed them first.
However, I received them on the Coils
that I wound, but not qite as good,
and I have since altered them. I received
all the eastern State stations at good
loud-speaker strength.
The only difference I have made from
your circuit is that I have included
rheostat control on all five valves I
find this is an advantage on the H.F.
valves. I also omitted the milliamniter
and the jacks, as with filament control
I can control the volume without
switching out the last valve.
Morse and atmospherics are bad at
times, but not quite as bad as some
foreign stations, operating on the same
wavelength as 3L0 Melbourne. I attach
a list of stations that Ihave received up
to the present.
There is one station who interferes
on 5CL Adelaide at present. I will get his
call-sign one of these nights when static
is not too bad. The announcer has a
strong American accent. Last Saturday
night he was giving the latest baseball
acores of the American League, but
static was too bad to get his cat I-sign.
I don't know what the distances are
from the eastern State stations, but
Adelaide is one and a half hours ahead of
ils, and Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane
are two hours and New Zealand nearly
four hours ahead.
I do not wish for a better set than this,
unless you can invent one that refuses
to pick up Morse and static, and will
only pick up broadcast programmes.
Until that stage is reached the 1928 Five
will always do me.
At present 'Perth, our local station,
which is about 150 to 200 miles by air,
is the only one I receive on the long
waves. I have never used the phones on
the set yet, except to pick up the
eastern States at midday. 5CL comes in
at good strength on the phones during
m tgazine for

:

HE letter reproduced below is quite
unsolicited and is once again proofif
any were needed-that WIRELESS
MAGAZINE sets are the best. It is a comment
on the Exhibition Five (WIRELESS MAGAZINE, October. 1927) and comes from

Ireland:

The writer has built and rebuilt at
least one hundred sets for sale and as a
hobby during the past five years or so.
These sets include a famous six, published
about two and a half years ago, and a
still more famous five designed about
the same time.
Of the latter I have built and disposed
of no less than eleven. I mention these
FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
of any of the sets mentioned
in these pages at the following
charges: Sets up to and induding three valves, is.; sets
with more than three valves,
is. 6d.

Further, a blueprint of any
one set constructionally described in this issue can be

obtained for half-price if the
coupon on page iii of the cover
is used by December 3ist.
Address your inquiry to
Blueprint Dept., WIRELESS
MAGAZINE, 58!61 Fetter Lane,
E.C.4.

facts just to show I have some experience
of wireless matters.
About seven months ago I had an
order for a first-class set regardless of
Cost, and decided to experiment (at my
customer's expenle) on new ground, and
started on the construction of the
Exhibition Five. At first I thought I
had backed a "dud" through some of the
components shorting on the base screen
and the use of unsuitable nent condensers,
but once this was put in order the set
gave no more trouble.
Living in what might be regarded as
almost a "blank spot" reception with
m has never been up to the standard of
som of my neighbours, and I have
always had to content myself with "fail"
quality reception and not more than
60 per cent. of the B.B.C. transmissions,
even when using six valves.

&ceinberJ92j

You can, then, imagine my surprise
and delight when on the first evening's
trial of the Exhibition Five I logged
every single B.B.C. station from Belfast
to Aberdeen in broad daylight and
several British relay stations later in the
evening, all on the loud-speaker.
But it is not the fact of being able to
get stations that I failed to get before
that appeals so much to me, but the
fact that quality of reproduction is really
much better than I have ever thought
possible.
So delighted was I with this set that
I decided to scrap my own four-valver
and build another Exhibition Five for
my own personal use.
This time I used the new Cyldon gangcontrol condenser, and added another
power valve in parallel with the fifth. I
also found it desirable in both sets to
use a volume control.
In this last attempt I used a switch
to cut out the two last valves, making it
a 4-6 valve set instead of a 3-5, as in
the original, and so far as I am concerned
as it now stands it leaves nothing to be
desired.
Further proof of the outstanding
merits of the Exhibition Five is the fact
that, to my knowledge at least, three
other Constructor friends have already
set about building one or other of the
two additions they heard at my home

-.

recently.
To anyone desirous of building a set.
for quality and stations, start at once
on the Exhibition Five and you ensure
against disappointment.
P.S-The Editor is at liberty to
publish this letter as it is or any portion
of same so long as the real facts are not
in any way altered.

SIMPLICITY FOUR

4
'-

UOLYHEAD reader
ho senas
particulars of a special type of
indoor aerial also has some co;nsnents on
the Simplicity Four (\VIRELESS MAGAZINE.

January,

1928)

The first set used with this aerial was
the "As Good As Money Can Buy"
four-valver. I have written a couple of
times praising that set.
The set lam using now is the Simplicity
Four, and I find it a really wonderful set,
as the attached list will show. I enjoyed
myself very greatlyhearingthem "coming
rolling in."
The aerial is about 40 ft. above the
ground and my house is situate half-way
up a hill. The lead-down to the set is not
insulated, and it also comes through two
doors that are nearly always closed.
To give you some idea of the volume
obtained I have been asked by people
living five houses away if I would put
my loud-Speaker outside SO that they
could enjoy the dance music. There are
several high walls between us. but the
people maintain they hear the music
perfectly.
The list of stations received includes:
Toulouse, Dortmund, Radio Lyon,
Liverpool, Belfast, Newcastle, Dublin,
Bournemouth, Konigsberg, Paris, London, Madrid, Stuttgart, Manchester,
Hamburg, Cork, Glasgow, Frankfurt,

Langenberg,Berlin,Daventry,Aberdeen,
Brussels,
Hilversum,
Kalundborg,
Konigswüsterhausen, and Motala
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All that is changed now, however;
new
methods and practice on the
J
part of the transmitters, a fuller
knowledge of the limitations of the
diaphragm
and
microphone, has
resulted in a considerable ail-round
improvement, for which listeners
should be very thankful.
I well remember, whilst conductor
Fred Fisher, Conductor of the
Ku-Kai Band
of a band of twenty-eight professional
SCIENCE, like Nature, either ad- performers, the trouble I had in
vances or retrogresses, it never "placing" the instrumentalists, while
stands still; thus we have an almost making master records-those of
daily change in the intricate art of
transmission, this change being for
tite better.
Of all the instruments which proved
thorns in the side of those who had
charge of gramophone-recording
salons or wireless studios there have
been none to even equal the pianolorte and the organ, the proper pipe
organ I mean.
-

.Piano Like A Banjo

registered the 2-, 4-, and 8-feet
stops, we lost the i6-feet ones cornpletely-in other words, the very
characteristic of the organ, the pedalwork notes, did not register at all.
if we

Cinema Type of Organ
Best results have been had from
the cinema type of organ with its
many different effects that are lacking
in the church or the chamber pipe
organ. These latter, even now, frequently come over no better than a
good American organ or an Alexandre
harmonium, neither of which have
pipes, but reeds.
Thus, an organ transmitter who
knows his job will have studied the
acoustics of the building, the style
of instrument, and will keep his work
within a definite register if he wishes
his hearers to get as true an organ
effect as possible.

An Interesting Story
Two years ago, whilst acting as
medical officer on a large liner, I
chanced to meet the head of one of
the most noted organ-building concerns in the world. He told us many
interesting stories about his work,
Percy Scholes, the B.B.C. music critic,
who has retired to Switzerland
relative to gramophone recording and
long vibration-the bass instru- wireless transmission, and also related
the tale of the one and only cinema
ments-being quite near the trumpet, house
organ he had ever built.
while those of short, quick vibrations
-flutes, clarinets, piccolos-required
to be further back in position, as they
recorded better and easier than the
others.
With a good set, and, say, two or
three loud-speakers-trumpet, cone,
and cabinet-it is possible to get
over the ether, and to receive, a piano
tone so life-like that the player
might almost be in the room one is

Until quite recently, in spite of all
endeavour, a piano solo, even an
accompaniment, sounded on a record
or through the wireless exactly like
a banjo. Pianists were instructed to
use the loud pedal as little as possible
for fear of overloading, and consequent blasting, which simply meant
imperfect mechanical musical reproduction.
In the earlier (lays of the gramophone or phonograph one well-known
gramophbne and wireless artiste was
vont to remark that "He didna
mind singin intaw a troompet if
they'd only lay ma heid alane."
Needless to say, this gentleman
hailed from Scotland and is fortunate
in possessing a voice which is unexcelled in wireless transmission and sitting in.
record making.
Similarily with the pipe organ. W'e
were amongst the first to try records
Avoiding Blasting
of a large pipe organ, and in spite of
Of course, the operator moved the the fact that we had a good instrusinger to and from the trumpet to ment, and a cultured player, the reavoid blasting in the higher registers, su Its were nothing short of appalling.
and this is what the singer complained
Using two of the then yery latest
3bout.
type of Edison recording machines,

\

)

--

.,
r

Cecil Dixon, who took part in the
Childten 's Hour recently
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This instrument is in a large
English town, the company spared
no expense, but space was somewhat
limited and the building was brand
new, being built mainly of concrete.
Little did our friend know what
he was letting himslf and his company in for; in spite of all his experience and care, the organ could
scarcely be called a success.
It Up to the Mark
Ventilation had not been provided
for, the new concrete "sweated"
freely for quite a long time, the
moisture harming the structure of
the organ very much, so that months
after it was built it required the
almost constant attention of a tuner
of the firm to keep it up to the mark
The style and construction of the
cinema and the church organ are
vastly different,, the latter is almost
always "spread "-there is, as a rule,
plenty of room in the building for
the numerous pipes, and this does
not aid concentration of tone.
The cinema instrument, on the
Other hand, does not occupy nearly
so much space, it has a multitudinous
variety of "effects" which the other
lacks, and recording and microphonic arrangements are much easier,
the tone being more concentrated.

Keeping

Vocal Transmission
There is another point which should
not be missed either, and that is,
vocal transmission. Voices from the
London studio, as a rule, and as a
whole, come over much better than
many from the provincial studios,
and the reason for this is not far to

1928

talent; it

is rare to find a vocal
transmission from London with any
technical mistakes.
Artistes in the smaller, the provincial, towns do not seem to "get
the hang" of microphone singing as
do those more experienced ones from
London-thus we often receive a
transmission which is far from satisfactory.
"Mike," to start with, objects to
this or that singer, and the loudspeakers then suffer very badly from
overloading; thus, we have to detune
considerably in a multi-valve set. All
listeners are aware of the fact that
there is a limit to detuning, to cutting
down the tone, which ofttimes reacts
unfavourably on the quality of
G. K. Chesterton, the famous author
reception.
Those in the know are frequently the manager also preferred the
sorry for the criticisms to which the London programmes to those from
B.B.C. are subjected, for in truth, near-by stations.

/i

Large and Difficult Task
So, ere we criticise the efforts of
the B.B.C., we ought to remember

/"

..

George Alti nson, director

of the Arsenal
Football Club, broadcast some
football hints

they have a real man's job each day
to please millions of listeners. Unformusicians, possesses a much larger tunately, much of the criticism is
choice of what might be termed local unfair; it is of the destructive, not
the constructive type, and .this does
110 good whatever.
Recently home from a period spent
on the Continent, I was struck with
the favourable and kindly criticism
of the B.B.C.'s work: one Belgian
enthusiast told me that he invariably
tunes in on 2L0, as it is by far the
best station he receives.
\Ç
It may be stated that his present
set is a 1927 Five, which he swears by,
thus showing his knos ledge and good
taste, besides which it is satisfactory
to know for certain that the WIRELESS M GAZINE is appreciated by
foreigners.
In the hotel where we were staying
¿
when in Paris, both WIRELESS
MAGAZINE and Amateur Wireless
Jay Whidden, Conductor at the
were on the writing-room table, and
Canton Hotel

'eek.

Lndon, with its teeming mass

Decembei

of

the large and difficult task which
they have, the cheapness of our
entertainments (ten shillings a year!),
the terrific congestion of the ether
which plagues our American friends
who must operate at least a five
"toob" set in order to get even
reasonable results in reception-then,
let us consider ourselves lucky.
There is one point, however, which
might be noted by the B.B.C., and
it is this: in provincial stations there
are a number of transmitters
(especially singers) who attempt far
too difficult numbers for their voices
A very ordinary soprano will try the
Jewel Song from Faust, Queen of the
Night number from The Magic Flute,
before the microphone; needless to
say, the singing is an effort, and this
is exaggerated by the microphone
and badly received at the listener's
end, and the results are a complete
failure.

Dictating fo Broadcasters
Those in charge of the studios ought
to be in a position to dictate suitable
songs for certain vocalists who will
attempt numbers far beyond their
capabilities.
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Fig. 4.-Circuit used; note
the old-type magnetic reaction. The valve combination is a detector and a
transformer-coupled lowfrequency amplifier

Fig. 1.-Old home-made two-valver, best
described as a "Monstrosity Two"

QUITE recently I was approached
by a friend who owned the "Monstrosity Two," shown in Fig. s, with a
view to his bringing it a little more
up to date.
After making a good
many uncomplimentary remarks about
this receiver in general, I began to
examine it in detail, as you will be
ablc to yourself, if you refer to the

,.f(

Fig. 3 (Ieft).-General
appearance of the wiring
of the old set. It was
not a work of art!

,\

moving-coil reaction

,\

control.
The box-like
object on which the
terminals are mounted contains nothing more than the
terminal shanks and their connecting wires. This can be better
seen from Fig. 2.

LJ

I

/

Circuit Used in the Old Set

J

/
/

.

-

-'

/

/

r

---',-.

-

..

Fig. 3 shows the general assembly of the cornponents and the way in which they were wired,
which we eventually traced to the circuit indicated

.

::'

in.Fig..

.

..

'.-_

We at once decided to scrap the old receiver and.

,_J

Fig. 5 (below).-Components retrieved from the old set
for use in a new tbree-valver. There was another Igranic
sheostat in good condition, but this was not needel for
the new set

S.'

-

Fi;. 2.-How the terminals were arranged. There was
nothing in the box

,

I

/

T

r-

'photographs and circuit reproduced on this page.
Fig. i shows the general appearance of the set.
On the left is a variable condenser provided with
an extra single-plate vernier, while on the right is
an on-off push-pull switch. At the bottom there
are three knobs, those on the outside being rheostats for the two valves, and that in the centre a

i'

-

.

-.

.

:

_______
i

-

______________
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rebuild it into a modern three-valver, using as many of the
existing parts as possible. The next step, therefore, was to
pull the old set to pieces and pick out those components
which were in sufficiently good condition to be used again (for
the old set had seen at least three winters of service).

Old Components Suitable for Use in New Set
The parts which were eventually found to be in good con-

dition. and fit for use in another set are shown in Fig. 5. It will
be seen that there are two Burndept anti-microphonic valve
holders, a Lotus two-way coil holder, two T.C.C. i-microfarad
fixed condensers, one Lissen .0003-microfarad fixed condenser,
an Igranic filament rheostat, an Ormond .0005-nhicrofarad
variable condenser and a Fuller Iron1ii1

frinsfrmer

Q
.

-----

L

':

.._L.________

-

After a good deal of deliberation, it
was decided to adopt the circuit
indicated in Fig. 6. It will be seen
that this is a three-valver, comprising
a detector, one stage of resistancecoupled low-frequency amplification,
and a stage of transformer coupling
to the last valve.

--I,

Fig. 11 (above).-This is
the completed threevalver in a Pickett
Cab met

Special Reaction Method
-

ce-a

ce+

-

.

(

-

-

Fig. 8 (below).-ompleted set all ready for
use

-.

-

adopted

-

-°°

The

system

the new three-valver;
detector with two lowfrequency stages

-

Reaction is a combination of the
magnetic and capacity methods and
is controlled by moving the reaction

coil.

(left).-Circuit of

Fmg. 6

gives much

smoother

and more
stable con-

I

ordinar)

'

.

e

-

-

cmi
action.

Tlicad-

ditional

'

H

,--

-

\
I

-

'-

components

S

-

-w

Fig. 9 (below).Plan view of the

Fig. 7 (above).-Add.

-

--17

three-valver.

itional components
needed for the new

-

Note space on baseboari
for reaction coil

.

set. Notice how
few there

-

-

,

-j

-

-

are

and

the

cost.

estimate
centre j

s

tnic

T&
/

/

- -

Fig 10 (left) Another view
of the complete new set

r

-

necessitated by this change were very few in number and
are indicated in Fig. 7. The additional parts, besides a new
panel, baseboard, and terminal strip of course, are a Lissen
high-frequency choke, a Dubilier resistance-coupling unit
459
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Rebuilding That Old Set!
complete with valve holder, a new
Lissen grid leak and holder, and a
.00i-microfarad Magnum fixed condenser. It will be seen that one
rheostat is used for controlling all
three valves; in fact it is really used
only as an on-off switch.
Layout of

New

Set

The appearance of the rebuilt set
can be seen from a glance at Figs. 8,
9, and Io, which illustrate what is
really an efficient and up-to-date
three-valver. It may be supposed
that the baseboard components have
been packed closer to the panel than
is really necessary, but this is not
the case, for space has to be left for
the moving reaction coil when this
is in a position of minimum coupling.
Before going any further, I should
like to explain that this article is in
no way intended to describe the
construction of a new receiver, but
merely shows how, with a little
ingetìuity, the amateur with an old
and out-of-date set can use many of
his existing parts in an up-to-date
and efficient design. If you do not
know enough about wireless to work
out a new circuit for yourself any
experienced amateur will be only too
glad to co-operate with you.
However, to return to our set, the
valves used in the old receiver were
two of the first dull-emitters ever to

A New

be put on the market and were showing signs of age. It was, therefore,
agreed that three new valves should
be obtained and actually three
Mullard's (a PMiA, PMiHF, and
PM252) were used.
Used in the positions of detector,
first L.F. and power valve respectively, these valves gave extraordinarily good results and the set, which
is in use in a town just óver twenty
miles distant from London, is able to
pick up on the loud-speaker a surprisingly large number of Continental
transmissions, whereas the old twovalver could be relied upon only to
receive London and Daventry.
For the purpose of obtaining
increased selectivity a centre-tapped
coil was used in the aerial circuit,
while the reaction was an ordinary
plain coil, not tapped at all. Actually
those used were Atlas, but, of course,
in such a circuit as this any wellmade two-pin coils are quite satis-

factory.
Redesign Your Old Set!
If you have an old set which you
think is not giving the results that a

more modern receiver would, why not
try designing your own receiver in
this way? Really it is not at all
difficult and at the outlay of a pound
or two you will both provide yourself
with several evenings' work and also

Type

Ç1 OME time ago the Cardiff studio
L) broadcast a new thing in introducing the home atmosphere into a

concert. The concert went under the
name Cartref (home) and represented the gathering of a \Velsh
The
family on Sunday evening.
various members of the family
chatted about the day's events, and
being a Welsh home the events were
naturally those of the chapel.

How ft Was Arranged
There was Criticism of a hymn
from one member and then the hymn
was sung; a solo became the topic
of conversation and that was sung;
bits of gossip were thrown in between
the items and now and then the
mother would tell the children that
it was bed-time and they would

of.

(Continued)

reap a reward in the way of improved
reception of both English and Continental transmissions.
Another scheme which may appeal
to you if you feel that you are not
able to work out a circuit for yourself
is to make a list of your existing
components (making sure that all of
them are in good electrical condition
and really fit for use !), and compare
this with the list of components
required for new sets described in
the pages of the WIRELESS MAÇAZINE.

Many Sets
On an average five new sets are
described every month and if you
löok back through a few copies you
are sure to find a design that makes
use of a large number of the parts
you have on hand. In this way you
will be able to build a new set with
the minimum of trouble, of course,
but you will miss some of the fun of
designing your own circuit-which is
always an interesting job for those
who have sufficient knowledge and
experience to undertake it.
The point to realise, however, is
that nowadays there, is no need to
put up with poor results from an old
set when it is so simple to find a
modern and therefore more efficient
design of which you can take advantage at the minimum of expense.
Scrap that old set to-night
Choice of

Broadcast

plead to stay down to hear just
another hymn.
This method suggests immense
possibilities and would break the
monotony of the present system of
announcing each item in the orthodox way. rnstead of having a set
commentary or report of some pageant
why not have the results from a home.
The children who had seen the pageant
added to cross-talk and questions
would get at us more vividly. The
father or mother could be a person
who knew something about the affair.
lt would be interesting on Derby
Da" to have the gossip of home in addition to the official comments.
In that gossip the disappointment
and the triumphs would come to us.
as we feel them ourselves.
A Saturday evening in Cockney
460

::

Will It Be
Developed?

London vas sent over very successfully from London and whenever
something near this broadcast from
a home has been tried it has been
an unqualified success. There is so
much humour and wit latent in this
method that even the driest programme could be made lively.

Give Us

"Discussions"

The criticism of talks would be
lessened if two or three could discuss
the subject rather than one person
lecturing on it.
A Manchester home gossip on
Saturday night after a football match
would be interesting and the talk
of a few boys who had been to the
Oval. Why not broadcast a French
or Irish home scene on Sunday
nights?
E. B. R.

-
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panoramic view of Brisbane

miirPil I 11.1111
the b]azing tropical sun
UNDER
of North Queensland stands a
steel-constructed mast pointing upwards, as if in defiance to tise sun
overhead-a striking contrast to the
trees and their foliage, drooping in
the noon-day heat.
In a flat-roofed, bungalow-shaped
building, seated by an open window,
is a wireless operator wearing headphones, an open-necked shirt, light
trousers, rubber sandshoes, and
countless beads of perspiration.
He is the unfortunate officer of
the midday watch and the means
of warning the coastal vessels and
residents of the scattered coastal
towns of the approach of the
dreaded cyclone, with its alldevastating wind, followed by the
inevitable floods, adding further
discomfort to the homeless unfortunates who once resided in the
"track" of the cyclone.

.I1

Ii I1_Ai
I

notice-boards further information is
posted showing the location, speed,
and direction of travel, also the
intensity.
Behind the "scenes" of such information sits a perspiring, heatfatigued operator, modestly unconcerned in the value of his services
which to him is all in the daily
routine.
If you should hear a faint hut

-

.

.

.

It is evening, and the burning sun,
like a ball of fire, has finally dipped
below the western horizon, marking
the termination of another day. In
the cool of the evening a tired,
bronzed farmer sits eating his
evening meal, whilst his eyes, at

regular intervals, travel to the
clock on the shelf.

Broken Stillness

r

Presently he stirs, leaves the
unfinished meal, and goes to the
corner of the room, where he
connects up and tunes-in a fivevalve receiver. The stillness
is suddenly broken
"Hello
Station 4QG, Queensland Radio
Service, owned and controlled
by the Queensland Government.
Prices at the Roma Street
Market were as follows: Lucerne,
chaff, first quality, etc."
The farmer, after making final
adjustments, returns to his meal,
listening to the distant voice,
occasionaly pausing in his eating,
sometimes with his fork in midair, but never missing a quotation. At times one can hear him
murmur: "Too high; if only we
had some rain."
Soon the voice from the air
ceases, but the farmer does not
:

I,.

"Milestones"

h
t-]

iU'1

To give such warnings is one of
the duties of the wireless "mile-

stones' that circumvent this
island continent. Far out to sea,
on lonely Willis Island, is the
warning wireless statson, where,
by means of special instruments,
tropical disturbances are quickly
located and warnings issued to
coastal stations.
On receipt of this warning,
:and stations cause the Red
Pennant to be flown, as a signal
that information of a disturbance
On the
has been received.

r']

crisp signal in morse calling VIT
(Townsville), VIC (Cooktown), VII
(Thursday Island), VID (Darwin), or
VIB (Brisbane), you will know that
somewhere in our far-flung Empire
a wireless operator is doing his duty.

»

.

Radio

i:i

i'
i

(

I

1
i

I

Iii,

I

t

i
t

L

K

-

l,JJI

-

e-,','
7/us is tite aep ial of 4QG, owned and operated
by tue Queensland Government
-
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North Queensland
Radio (Continued)

Llapham&Uuiger

relax his attention; his attitude of IT has been said of Liddell and Scot
a fool and the other
expectancy arouses one's suspicion wasthat one was
not. So it is with Clapham and
of something important to follow.
Presently the voice continues: Dwyer
'Hello t Weather reports and fore- myEach time I listen to them, I try
hardest to discover which is
casts officially supplied by the GovClapham and which is not (or which
ernment Weather Bureau. Forecasts Is
Jiwyer ana wnicn is not).
for the following twenty-four hours
Last night my patience was reShowery and stormy weather, prewarded.
Dwyer (now, vas it Dwyer?
'ailing central and northern QueensYes-I think so) came on alone and
land."
said that Clapham would soon join
him. So that's one secret revealed.
An Item of Interest
However, it is of another secret
The farmer rises, switches off, and
retires to read a three-day-old news- that I am now thinking-the secret
paper. He scans various items, and of their success. It is, I think, this
presently a grim smile crosses his They generally give us only one
outstanding joke-and that a good
face, for here is an item of interest.
He reads that somewhere in Eng- one-per turn. Consequently, we
land the people are protesting against remember them (the jokes) afterbroadcasting, blaming such for the wards with ease.
There are other excellent wireless
continued rains, and have even gone
so far as to petition to the British humorists, and you would like to
Government to have broadcasting remember all their jokes, but probably fail to remember one, get
temporarily withheld.
annoyed with yourself, and conseFruits of Prophecy
quently, though subconsciously, with
'Poor devils t" murmurs the the comedian in question.
Now, with Clapham and Dwyer it
farmer, "Don't know when they are
well off." But it is an early start for is quite different. I'm sure you still
the "man on the land," so he retires
to bed to await the fruits of the
announcer's prophecy.
.

.

.

Somewhere in an elaborate suburban home, almost under the aerial of
4QG, and some 1,100 miles from the
farmer, a young fellow site amidst a
throng of young people, toying with
the dials of an eight-valve supertiet, waitmg for the daiice music to
be broadcast.

More Dance Music
In disgust he turns to his cornpanions and remarks: "Why can't
they cut out these markets and
weather reports, and give us more
(lance music? Even, then, I suppose
VIB would spoil it all with his
beastly morse. It's a pity they
aren't stopped."
The tropical moon looks down
and smiles on it all, whilst somewhere
in the scorching North we are

litening.
IF YOU DON'T KNOW ALL ABOUT
THE TOUCHSTONE YOU HA VE
MISSED SOMETHING GOOD!

A

E

6.00-Return

honie.

not.

:

Roses are red
Violets are blue
I can row a boat
But can'oo canoe.
Of course, I am not minimising

the delicious fooling leading up to
each joke, the time Clapham (?)
takes in 'getting it off his chest,"
and the pains taken to make it clear
-apparently to one another, but
incidentally to us.

Part of the Secret
Yet this is all a part of the same
secret. For thus do Clapham and
Dwyer help us to remember their jokes
with ease, and this is undoubtedly a
source of self satisfaction leading
inevitably to greater satisfaction with
the artistes themselves.
That, dont you think, is the grand
secret of Clapham and Dwyer?
Long may they flourish. VERITAS.

Recharging Diary

Wife

reports

that accumulator seems to be
running dow,,. She wanted to
listen to a talk ou "Fifty-seven
Ways of Serving Beef," and
she couldn't hear anything.
Lightly promise to take it to be
charged after dinner. Sit down
to meal and incidentally discover that wife knows at least
one new way of serving beef.
7 .00-After dinner, absently switch,
on. Strong signals. Ask wife,
What's the matter with
that? " Signals fade imrnediately.
7.02-Look out and decide that we're
going to have some fiore rain.
Perhaps it would be better ,,ot
to venture out to-night. Wife
disagrees forcibly. Frigidly re,,zjnd her t/uit water and acid
are bad compations.
7.05-Is accumidator really run
down? Five ini,,utes of fiddling proves that it is. Interrupted by wife's Voice, inquiring have ¡ forgotten accumulator? Assure her that

¡ have

remember the "con-diddle-um-oh..
about the strange creature that lives
in a stable and sees equally well by
night and day; and that one that
features a tree, an apple, and a bird.
I dare say you, too, remember that
masterly poem (?) of theirs

7.1 i-Half-hearted search for carrier. Has anybody seen it?

7.1 2-Wife suddenly remembers she
lent it to people next door.
Adds that she believes they're
out.
There's a nice large
piece of browiz paper in tue
.

.

.

cupboard under the stairs.
Removal of about a ton of
assorted lumber discloses a
small thin piece.
7.20-Look out again and reiterate
opinion that some rain is due.
Wife conies in with mac.
7.25-Start out.
7.30-A cidbegins to leak through paper
nie suspici7 .36-Policeman eyes
ously. Evidently thinks parcel
is infernal machine. Inclined
to agree with hin,. Accun,,,lator now weighs close oil a
hundredweight.
7.48-Arrive at charging station.
Closed. Feel a trjfie annoyed.
7.50-Have the melancholy pleasure
of knowing that my forecast
was correct. The rain stans.
8.io-Arrive home. Spend the rest
of the evening alternately resolving to buy an L.T. eliminator and another accumulator
Gargantuan proportions,
of
together with a motor lorry.
-

-

J.A.D.
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qA Cheap S et A Beginn
:

er

IT was the simplicity of the thing twenty volts through my i-volt myself and sarcasm
But my troubles
that attracted me-a few tools, valves. 18/6 gone west. Thank good
no soldering the necessary components and common sense. Knowing
absolutely nothing about wireless, I
gladly accepted advice and help
which friends were anxious to give.
The advice,which matched mypocket,
was that valves and components
could be obtained equally as good and
much cheaper than those specified for
the particular circuit.

Sold Me Some Parts

ness the family were not present.
Another set of valves was installed.
This time I macje nomistake with the
batteries. That sort of thing is only
done once. Again I pulled the switch,
and again not a murmur. My friend
the expert spent three solid hours
testing every part, and at long last
discovered that the grid of the power
valve was short-circuited. He assured
me that it very rarely happened and
that a reputable maker would be
very apologetic for such a thing.

from the family.
were not ended.
The valves certainly worked, but the
reception was negligible. To hear
anything at all it was necessary to be
perfectly quiet and to sit close up to
the loud-speaker. This went on for
three weeks while aerial, earth, and

every mortal thing except the right
one was examined for the cause, but
they stood the closest scrutiny.

Old Batteries and New

Then I got the BB.C. booklet on
the "Maintenance of Wireless Sets."
The friend whose advice I accepted
was kind enough to sell me some spare
I interviewed the retailer and told The only possible thing I struck was
parts which he had on hand, including him what I thought of his "consign- "Don't connect old batteries in
series with new ones." My
a 6o-volt battery which he
Protecting Valves from S hoth friend, the expert, had been
assured me had at least five
months life in it. Being a
Here is a method adopted i an invaluable for help and advice.
ingenious " Wireless A4aga rifle"
He had kindly sold me an
beginner I was not a little
reader for protecting his i 'alves H.T. battery cheap could it
elated at being able to save
bu
damage.
Each
from
be that the trouble was there
money.
covered with a coatin
I didn't like to hurt his
Plasticine!
Under his direction I
feelings, so I bought a soitbought
the components,
meter, and asked the man to
together with an additional
explain exactly how it worked.
6o-volt battery and three
I
went straight for the
cheap valves, "consignment
"cheap" battery. Every cell
just arrived, well recommenwas dead! Not a treir.or of
ded and equal to the best,
the needle from any one of
price i8/6 the three."
them.
Armed with a sketch of
new battery was at once
how to connect the batteries
placed in series with the other
in series, and confident that
Iand, cheers, the music boomed
I could not go wrong, I comout to the delight of the
pleted the construction according
family, but most of all to poor
to pIán, all excitement to get the
old father.
set going. Checking all connections,
I'm only a beginner, but I
carefully inserting the valves and ment just arriveu." He exchanged it know a thing or two and I'm now
coupling the batteries, the great without demur, merely remarking giving advice which has cost me
moment came.
that it was a rare occurrence and that more than I dare disclose to my
\Vife and family were ceremoniously I happened to be the unlucky one.
better half. It is this
assembled to hear the first concert.
Everything now being all right, I
A final look round, and the switch was hurried home and put in
the valve. Four Golden Rules
pulled out. Not a sound except the For the third time the pesky thing
i,-The cheapest way is to
irreverent comments which the wouldn't even purr. My feelings by use specified components
and no
family heaped upon poor old father. this time can be imagined. I took the others.
lot back and discovered that the plate
z,-Never buy spare parts from a
Silence and Seclusion
of the detector was shorted.
The friend. Friendship is too valuable
The friend was summoned. Pru- remedy was obvious. No more cheap, to risk on the difference between a
'just as good" ones for me. I "cheap' and a new article.
clence suggested that he should have
silence and seclusion to conduct the exchanged the whole of them for
3.-Read all the information you
post mortem. It was as well. His first those specified for the set. It cost can before beginning to build.
glance was sufficient. I had mixed another 15S. plus those I had blown
4-Avoid second-hand batteries
up H.T. and L.T. batteries and put out, and three days of fur with lik the plague.
N. CHESTER.
-

Tell Your Friends About the Inceptor

3-It's

Worth. It
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Th author's version of

the linendiaphragm loud-speaker

No doubt many readers constructed the linen-diaphragm
loud-speaker described in the September issue of the WIRELESS
MAGAZINE, and some may have been
troubled with "faults" which spoilt
an otherwise excellent loud-speaker.
A few notes on the elimination of the
latter may, therefore, prove acceptable.
A

Hissing Noise

______

_______

Hints on the Linendiaphragm Loud-speaker
A A AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAâAAAAAAAA

the linen not sticking perfectly to the
framework along the edges where
the cone proper begins. As collodion
solution forms but a poor gum this
trouble is quite likely to occur.
It may be detected as a local
vibration which can be heard by
placing the ear close to the edge of
the cone. The effect is much mare
marked with some instruments and
voices than with others, and although
slight at any one point, may, in the
aggregate, give rise to an unpleasant
resonant effect with some notes,
similar to that produced in case two.
After some experiments the writer
found the following simple and

These notes on the linen-

diaphragm loud-speaker,

The first likely trouble is a hissing
which was first described
noise on loud passages. This is
in the September issue of
caused by the vibration of the small
brass tubes used for spacing the loudthe "Wireless Magazine,"
speaker unit frcm the supporting
are contributed by a
cross-piece, and only occurs if they
reader; they are published
are at all loose. The remedy, of
here
in the belief that
course, is obvious.
others who have expeAnother annoying blemish that
may occur is a marked blasting
rienced "faults" in the
effect on certain notes; this is not
quality of reproduction
caused by overloading, but is due to
may benefit by them.
the reed of the electro-magnetic unit
reader's opinion
Another
not being quite central, and hence
subject to lateral vibrations. As a
appears on page 454.
result, the balance of the armature is
upset and the above defect is created. effective remedy Pieces of sheet
in. thick are cut into strips
rubber
Cent ralising the Reed
i in. wide and long enough to fit the
The. fault is obviously a construc- edges of the particular cone which
tional one, and it must be remedied is being treated.
They are then glued on so as to
by removing the screws attaching the
in. overhanging round the
framework of the small cone to the leave
larger one, and carefully centralising edges of the cones. This sticking
the reed. The two cones can then process must be performed very
be screwed together again; precaution thoroughly, particular care being
must be taken, however, to use fresh taken to ensure that the rubber is
holes for the screws, otherwise they stuck to the linen in all places. To
will slip back into the old position. effect this, one hand should be placed
Readers who are contemplating the behind the diaphragm to take the
construction of the loud-speaker strain, whilst the rubber strip is
would be well advised to take special firmly pressed on with the other.
The photograph shows the method
care to set the reed absolutely
central, relative to the two cones, in of attaching them to the square
cone, and they are fixed to the
the first instance.
A third trouble may arise owing to octagonal frame in the same way.
:

-

AAAAÀAAA&AAAAAAAAAAAAA

It should be specially pointed out
that the rubber "dampers" have no
harmful effects whatsoever on the
tone of the loud-speaker.
Having dealt with some possible
defects, a note about adjusting the
general tone may not be out of place.
Whilst realising that individual tastes
vary, the writer is of the opinion that
a mre pleasing tone is obtained by
rigidly mounting the loud-speaker on
a strong base than by hanging it on
a wall, as suggested by the designers.
Spread of Vibration

It will be found, however, that on
loud signals the vibrations of the
frame and sounding board will
spread to the table or other support.
The writer has even known the floor
to vibrate. In order to check this,
rubber feet can be attached to the
base; those sold for fitting to the
bases of wireless cabinets to prevent
microphonic noises-a re excellent for
the purpose.
The following suggestion for decorating the loud-speaker, which has a
rather bare appearance in its "raw"
state, may appeal to some Constructors. A piece of very light
material, such as artificial silk, of any
desirable pattern can be stretched
across the front of the large cone and
tacked along the back of the wooden
frame ith "upholstery" tacks. This
cover should not be attached to the
reed, but pulled moderately tight
to form a perfectly fiat face. If light
material is chosen there will be no
loss of volume or clarity.
s

A Good Set!
Finally, in order to fully appreciate
the possibilities of this type of loudspeaker, it is essential to have a welldesigned, up-to-date set, capable of
giving very high quality of reproduction. In particular, the use of a
low-impedance power valve, such as
those recently issued, is imperative if
one desires to obtain a close approach
to that full tone so beloved of
Use

all moving-coil loud-speaker
enthusiasts.

G. S. B.
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ving full range of "Atlas" Eliminators, from the makers:
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OMPARE Receivers costing ten, fifteen
and even twenty pounds. Does any one
of then offer the same wonderfulfeatures
as the New Cossor Melody Maker? llave they
/
the handsome all-metal cabinet 'with its
arnazing screening effect? Are they fitted with
the Cossor Screened Grid Valve which gives
/
knife-edge selectivity? Will they bring you
programmes from all Europe even when your
local station is working? Are they simple to
work-can a novice bring in distant stations?
If on the other band you are considering
building a Set-does the price include the
2
alves and the cabinet andall the parts? Look
.\
where you will you cannot find a Receiver at
j.
any price which offers you such amazing value
for your money as the wonderful ne Cossor
Melody Maker. And remember this remark.
able Cossor Melody Maker will cost you, not
twenty pounds, or even ten, but £7 15 0 com
piete. Nothing more to buy. Get full details...
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In this article is described the construction of a combined electric gramophone and threevalve broadcast set that can be built at low cost. The radio set is used as an amplifier when
gramophone records are being played, the reproduction being made through a loud-speaker.
If desired, all the necessary batteries can be accommodated ¿ri the case

The
-

..

:.

iii

I

I

I

I

ophoné ihre e

SPECIALLY DESIGNED, BUILT,' AND
TESTED BY THE "WIRELESS MAGAZINE" TECHNICAL STAFF

THE great interest displayed by right of the cabinet, so
readers in our special Gramo- that the handle is in the
.Radio Section (which this month most accessible position
appears on pages 425 to 432 and con- for winding. There is
tains articles by Capt. H. J. Round plenty of room underand W. James) leads us to believe neath to house all the
that there is need for a com- batteries, or even a
bined electric gramophone and radio mains supply unit, to
provide current fo,r the
set.

Three-valve Broadcast Set

valves.
Of especial interest is
the actual receiver portion of the combination.
This, as can be seen from
the photographs, is built
up on the American style
like any ordinary receiver. It is then placed ii

We have therefore produced this
Gramophone Three; it consists of a
three-valve broadcast set with allwave tuner, and comprising a detector
and two resistance-capacity coupled
low-frequency stages. As an electric
gramophone, the set is used with a
The complete Gramophone Three
nick-up and loud-speaker (external to the cabinet), 'the
can be used quite well as an
detector valve in this case
ordinary three-valver; in this
-:
being biassed to amplify instead
case it will appeal to those who
of rectify.
already have gramophones.
As can be seen from the photoThose who can read One are
graph at the right-hand top
recommended to glance at the
corner, the combined electric
circuit diagram, on page 468. It
gramophone-cum-radio set is
will be seen that the tuner is
neat in appearance and quite tapped for additional selectivity
good enough to take its place in
and that moving-coil reaction is
any scheme of furnishing.
employed. In the grid lead of the
Actually, the electro-magnetic
detector valve is a jack switch;
pick-up, turn-table and double- How the turn-table is arranged in the Gramophone in one position this puts the mag-.
spring motor are fixed at the Three. The pick-up and tone-arm used in the netic pick-up in circuit in place
original set were of B.T.H. manufacture. Other
suitable alternatives can, of course, be used, but of the aerial-tuning coil.
A volume control is autocare must be taktn to get the proper tracking
matically
brought into circuit when
as a complete ualt,
the panel being horizontal the set is used for gramophone work.
in use instead of vertical.
"Motor-boat" Stopper
applies also to the
valves, of course, but there
For coupling the first valve to the
This
is no possibility of their second a combined resistance-capacfalling out of the holders as ity coupling and "motor-boat" stop-.
normally the cabinet will not per is used; this makes the set suitable
be moved once it has been for running from a mains supply unit
if desired without any fear of unplaced in position.
First of all, then, let us welcome noises being heard.
discuss the radio receiver in
The second valve is coupled to the
detail for, housed in an last power valve by another resistordinary upright cabinet, it ance-capacity coupling, not arranged
This is the double-spring gramophone motor

/

-

-
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The Gramophàne Three (Continue
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indoor aerial. Moreover, once the voltages applied
-.

-

This view of the to the valves have been adjusted, the receiver is
G lam op hone extremely simple to operate.
Three clearly
The all-wave tuner used was found to be

__

the

shows

simple arrange- especially good in use. The tappings give extreme
meni of all the selectivity (with a short indoor aerial, tapped on
parts
to A2, it was difficult to tune in 2L0 at a distance
of less than 2 miles!) and the reaction is easily

-

-

:
-f

-

.-

as a complete unit,
because of expense.
The values here are
100,000 ohms for the
anode resistance (this

can be varied, of
J'

j'-

-.-,

controlled by the large dial:

1.Jf

Simple Wave-change Switch
A glance at the photographs will show that
there is a small extra knob in the centre of the
reaction dial (on the left of the receiver). This
is a push-pull switch for changing the wavelength range of the set: "in" for the long waves
(1,000 to 2,000 metres), and "out" for the short
waves (250 to 500 metres).
The- combined resistance-capapity coupling
unit and "motor-boat" stopper was utilised
because it is so convenient and saves the use of at
least five separate parts. In the model used, the

Note the all-wave tuner on the right
of the panel

wire-wound anode

1OtOA
r

resistance is 200,000
ohms, the coupling
condenser .008 microfarad, and the grid
leak i megohm.
Three values of

OHT+

-

9lM1

il

MF

OINFD.

I

course, to suit different valves), .01-micro-

--

farad coupling
condenser and

resistance can

--

obtained for the "antimoto" part of the
unit; these are 20,000

I

a

z-megohm grid leak.

Special Output Unit
In the anode circuit
last valve, a

of the

choke-capaôity out
put is arranged; it

ohms (RI), 30,000
ohms (R2), and 40,000
ohms (R3). The bypass condenser has a

01T

_oo
+

B+

Ge-i

lIT-

This is the circuit utilised in the Gramophone Three. The combinaton.
comprises an anode-bend d[etector followed by two stages of resistance-capacity coupled L.F. amplification
- ----------------------- ............ - -------------- -

-

----------------------

would be bad practice to allow the heavy current
that must flow in the anode circuit of the last
valve to pass through the loud-speaker windings.
It will be observed that the whole set is switched
on by inserting the loud-speaker plug in the set.
This makes it less likely for the operator to leave
the set switched on after using it for gramophone
work (as often occurs with ordinary amplifiers) as
the lid of the cabinet cannot be closed properly
until the loud-speaker lead has been withdrawn.
Vhen records are being played, the lid should be
closed as far as possible.

(Continued on page

470)

k

-

Range of the Ra4io Receiver..
It might be thought that this receiver does not
give sufficiently good results as a radio set
because it is so simple. Actually it was designed
with the object of getting both Daventrys at
reasonable loud-speaker within a range of loo
miles or so.
Under test in Kensington, not more than
2 miles from 2L0, both 5XX and 5GB can be
heard at good loud-speaker strength on a small

-

4,_.__

-

J

Here is another view of the Gramophone Three.
the large low-frequency choke

On the left is

468
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(Continued from tage 468)
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greater than . coo ohms. When
the set was tested, a Marconi
LS6A (which is equivalent to
three LS5A's in parallel) was
found to give excellent results
with a Mullard cone loud-speaker.
.

3L'

G
I.

:::
Firnc

,

I

1j\
\

I/
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Interesting Valve

.

The LS6A is a most interesting
new valve and has the following
characteristics Filament voltage,
6 volts; filament current, 1.6
ampere; maximum anode voltage,
400; impedance, 1,350 ohms; and
amplification factor, 25 (the last
two at ioo anode volts and zero
grid volts).
Such a valve as this cannot, of
course, be used if dry high-tension
batteries are employed, and actually in our tests an Atlas D.C.
unit was used on 200-volt mains.

L

-

-

,-,!«

8'

4

+O

=________
-

24'

I

Blueprint Available

This diagram shows how tise turn-table and motor, and pick-up and tone-arm, are
mounted in position

caacity

of z microfarads.
(See circuit diagram).
Another component of outstanding merit is the lowfrequency choke used as an output filter. This actually
has an inductance of 28/14 henries, the latter figure being
for a load current of loo milliamperes. The D.C. resistance of this model is only 260 ohms, so the amount the
high-tension voltage is reduced is negligible.

Volume Control
The volume control has a resistance
of o to 500,000 ohms and is in shunt
with the pick-up. When the combination is used for radio reception,
control of volume is obtained by
varying the reaction control.
In order to get the best results, it is
important to use only the most suitable valves. The detector should
have an impdince not exceeding
6o,006 ohms, although it may be as
low as zo,000 ohnis. A Cossor 6ioRC
valve was found to be quite satis-

factory.
With a ioo,000-ohm anode resistS
ance in the second coupling, a valve
with an impedance of 30,000 ohms is
best, and for this position a Marconi
or Osram HL6io (which has an
amplification factor of .30) will be
found excellent.

Choice of Power Valve
The choice of a last power valve
depends almost entirely upon the
type of loud-speaker us d, but it certtinly should not have an impedance

There is little that need be said

about the actual construction of
the receiver, which is quite straightforward, as a glance
at the photographs will reveal. Those who desire one can
obtain a full-size blueprint drilling guide, layout, and
wiring diagram for half-price (that is, 6d., post free) up
to December 31, if the coupon on page iii of the cover is
used before that date.
(Continued on page

472)

AERIAL-TUNING

POWER

GRAMOPHONE.

ALL-WAVE

CONDENSER..

VALVE

VOLUME

TuNER

.

CO/S

-.

-

I

I

-

HIGH

BYP5S
CONDENSER

t

.

-

4

IFREQUENCY
i CIiOIKE

7

-1

I

'

DETECTOR

VALVE

OUTPUT
CHOKE

00,000-OHM
ESI5TANCE

bî,L.F.

RC COUPLING UNIT

VALVE

wITH MOTOR- BOPT"

STOPPER
This plan view of the receiver portion of the Gramophone Three clearly shows the
arrangement of all the parts. It will be seen that the wiring is exceptionally
easy and will present no difliculty even to the beginner.
470
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Whether you make or buy your set, remember that good components make a good set.
When you choose your set, choose Lotus
Components. They are the best for any set.
Experts recommend Lotus Components.
They are ideal for all such circuits as the
MuiTlard Master. 3* and Cossor Melody
Maker. Accurately made and beautifully
finished, these components embrace. valve
holders, condensers, dials, jacks, switches,
plugs and coil holders as well as a range of
Lotus Remote Controls providing wireless
in every room for any kind of set.

From

all wireless dealers.

lOP

T1LJ

s

COMPóN

I,

(-lave You Had
The New Lotus

Booklet?
This little Booklet
comes free on receipt of a post card
to Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd. It
tells you all about

the new Lotus

Made by the makers of the new Lotus Sets.

GARNETT, WHITELEY .&

CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL.
471

Screened and Pentone valve sets. If
you do. not possess
a copy-send fo r it

to-day'
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The Gramophone Three

(Continued from page 470)
cord is used for connecting up. If the
batteries are to be housed in the
cabinet underneath the gramophone
turn-table, then the seven-way cord
specified can be replaced by seven
separate short leads.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED for the GRAMOPHONE THREE
i-Ebonite panel, i6 in. by 8 in. -ioo,000-ohm wire-wound resistance
(Becol, Trolite, or Parfait).
with holder (RI. and Varley, or
i-All-wave tuner (Wearite W.G.2).

.

Lissen).

I-.0005-microfarad variable condenser 2-2-microfarad fixed condcnrer (T.c.c.,
with vernier attachment (JackDubilier, or Lissen).
son Bros., Polar, or Gecophone). I-Low-frequency choke (R.I. and
i-o to 500,000-ohm potentiometer.
Varley, type EVo).
(Igranic, Megostat).
i-v-way battery cord (Lewcos).
3-Dial indicators (Bulgin).
i-z-megohm grid leak with holder

I-Jack switch (Lotus, No. 7).
i-Plug and jack (Lotus, No. 4).

.

Wiring Up the Set

In wiring up the set follow the
blueprint or reduced reproduction of
it on page 474. A glance at either
will show that each terminal point is
marked with a small letter; these
letters indicate which points should
be connected together, and in what
order. For instance, the points
marked a are first connected with one
wire or as few wires as possible; then
the points b are connected; and so on
through the alphabet.
When every connection has been
made, it is as well to test the set before
finally placing it in the cabinet with the batteries. The
pick-up is not connected to the volume-control unit until
the whole set is assembled.

(Lissen, Dubilier, or Mullard).
I-Terminal strip, 2 in. by i in.
(Becol, Trolite, or Parfait).
3-AfitimicrOphonc valveholders (Benjamin, Lotus, or W.B.).
2-Terminals, marked: Aerial, Earth
i-Combined resistance-coupling unit
(Belling-Lee).
and anti-moto" device (RI. I-Battery clip (Bulgin).
and Varley, type Z).
2-Wander plugs, red and black (Clix).
i-High-frequency choke (Wearite, Stiff wire for connecting (Glazite).
Lewcos, or Peto-Scott).
Short length of flex.
r-.0003-microfarad fixed condenser I-Double-spring motor and turn(T.C.C., Dubilier, or Trix).
table (Peto-Scott).
i-.ox-microfarad fixed mica condenser i-Pick-up and tone-arm (B.T.H.).
(T.C.C., Dubilier, or Graham- x-Cabinet with 9 in. baseboard (W. T.
Farish).
Lock).

I

.

I

J

Address your inquiry to Blueprint Dept., WIRELESS
Lane, E.C.4; and ask for No.
not essential, of course, for all
the necessary details are reproduced on a smaller scale
in these pages.
In obtaining the necessary parts, it is most desirable to
MAGAZINE, 58/61 Fetter
W.M.115. A blueprint is

Ii

Connecting Up for Preliminary Test
Normally it will be found all right to connect the aerial
to AI, for tuning is too sharp on a short aerial if connected to A2. The bias applied to the first low-frequency
valve will have to be about-3 volts, while that applied
to the detector (from a separate 4%-volt battery on the
"baseboard") will have to be i or -3, according
to the particular valve used.
If a valve of the LS6A type is used in the last stage, it is
desirable to use a separate anode lead if more than 200

-

-.

(Continued on page 474)

---...

r
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Details of cabinet for the Gramophone Three
I,

l,-

/
i

follow, as closely as possible, the recommendations made in the list of components that appears
at the top of this page.

Use of Unsuitable Components
The majority of complaints received by the
WIRELESS MAGAZINE lU respect of sets not working properly are due to the use of unsuitable, if
not of inefficient, apparatus for the particular

c1rtC0

in

laying out the parts that a battery

SEE THE GRAMO -RADIO SECTION

[
-

t

Another view of the Graznophone Three

..............ON PAGES
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THE VALVES

CornIleIe catalogue of the j'ull
range of Ediswan Valves free
on request to The Edison Swan
Electric Co., Ltd. (Publicity
Detbt.). 723/5.
Street.

Queen Victoria

Londoe, EC.4

The remarkable performance of the famous Ediswan
R.C. Threesome 1929 Circuits is due to the use of
EDISWAN NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY VALVES.
After all, it's what the valve does that counts!

EDISWAN-THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVE
473
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The Gramophone Three (Continued From page 472)
the long waves simply push in the
knob on the tuner dial.
As soon as the constructor is
satisfied that the purely radio part of
the combination is working all right
the set and batteries can be placed in
position in the cabinet. It will be
necessary to mike two small holes in
the back for the aerial and earth leads,
and a hole will also be needed for the
seven-way battery cord if the batteries are used externally.
Before the set is placed in position,
of course, it will be necessary to
mount the gramophone and pick-up
tone arm. The motor recommended
is a double-spring model and the
method of fixing it vill be clear from
the diagram on page 470.

Needle-frack Alignment
In our original receiver we used a
B.T.H. tone-arm and pick-up. This
is particularly efficient (see the
article in the Gramo-Radio Section by
W. James entitled "Pick-ups from
A New Angle"), but other makes are,
of course, available. The position for
fixing a B.T.H. tone-arm is indicated
in the diagram mentioned above, but
this will not necessarily be correct
for other models, as the needle-track
alignment may then be wrong.
This layout and wiring diagram can he obtained for half-price (that is, 6d.,
Readers who require further inforpost free, if the coupon on page iii of the cover is used by December 31.
on this point are referred to
Ination
Ask for No. W.M.115
----------- ---- the following articles that have
_________
volts high tension is available. If not more than 200 appeared in recent issues of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE:
volts is available, however, this voltage can be applied to
"Pick-up Angle and Weight," by Capt. H. T. Barnett,
.»
all the anodes.
M.I.E.E., page 48, August, 1928; and "Getting the Best
from Your Records," by the same contributor, on page
Applying Proper Bias to Valves
460, June, 1928.
The bias required by the last valve may vary
from
to -50 or even more, and in this respect.
the makers' instructions should be carefully carried
Another view of
the Gramophone
out. By the way, a complete list of valves appears
I
Three
on pages 404 to 405 of this issue.
When all the batteries have been connected,
push the loud-speaker plug into the jack, making
sure that the knob of the jack-switch for the pickO

-

----
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.

.

,

O

O

.

'
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For reception on the lower broadcast band pull out
the knob on the tuner dial and adjust the reaction
dial until the slight rustling or hissing sound is
heard, which indicates that the set is on the verge
of o&illation and, therefore, in its most sensitive
condition for reception.

-

ríi
-

.

.

O

'

O,

I

Readjusting for Best Possible Results
Now turn the knob of the variable condenser, on
the right of the panel, until a station is picked up,
when readjustments should be made until the best
possible results have been obtained. To receive on
-,

'

-

iß4i
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LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
I have acted as father and adviser to
thousands of others. I give advice
free, and when I do so I feel the responsibility of a father, either in
advising a career or in guiding
students to success.
Having been the self-

J

Idd Blue SpoiC
Speakers are sold
und es ful! protection
of tIk pknts owned

¿u SIw,drd

Tde-

phones
and Cables
ond he Hopkins and

Ldtop1io, Corporations,"

prour

ticularly to Clerks, Book keepers, Engineers, Electricians, Builders, Joiners, etc. They do not realise that
in these particular departments the demand for the well
trained exceeds the suppiy. In Technical trades and in the
professions employers are frequently asking us if we can put
them in touch with well-trained men, Of couwse, we never act as an
employment agency, but it shows us where the shortage is. In nearly
every tracte or profession there is some qualifying examination, some
hall-mark of efficiency. If you have any desire to make progress, to
make a success of your career, my advice is free; simpiy tell me
your age, your employment, and what you are interested in, and
1f you do not wish to take that
I will advise ou free of charge.
advice, you are under no obligation whatever. We teach all the
professions and trades by post in all parts of the world, and specialise
in preparation for the examinations. Our fees are payable nionthly.
'Write to me privately at this address, The Bennett College,
Dept. 173, Sheffield.
Note Address

:

The
Gift of.
Interpretation

Dept. 173,

The BENNETT COLLEGE, Ltd., SHEFFIELD.

To your own home-to the home of your friendsthe Blue Spot one-o-one will bring the priceless
gift of interpretation.
All through the season of song, of dance, of fireside revelry; this remarkable speaker will link you
to the life of the world.
As no other speaker at the price and as few
speakers at any price, the Blue Spot one-o-one
puts realism into every programme-transmits the.
tone of the speaker, the feeling of the singer, the
verve of the dance band. You must have a one-oone in your home this Christmas. It gives you
broadcasting at its best-not on a few selected
items, but on any item of any
programme. And it costs only
If you prefer an enclosed cabinet model to the
open cone, ask your dealer to let you hear the
Blue Spot 59. Price, 4 4s.

1
iiJ

r'

-

#

:._-

-

TIGET

A'
'

'Z.eB
A real winner
Made and guaranteed 'by a
firm of wide experience in Radio Manufacture;

tested and recommended by the leading designers; approved by experts'and public alike.'
Guaranteed pure distortionless reception.'. -'
For the sakeof better
(1
reception fit a British.
General Super ShroudQ
ed Transformer.

I

,

,

18/6 Two ratios

5:1

and

3:1

'

ßR1T1SH
MANIJVACTURING.

C.

'

1-'-Jj)j

L UE

POi

t h e remarkable
performance o f
this Speaker is the

new Blue Spot 66K

driving unit, adjUstable pattern.
Constructors can
obtain it complete
with instructions
for building a cone
speaker at home.
Price 25/-

CONE SPEAKER
F.. A.. HUGHES & CO.. LIMITED

I.

204-6, Gt. Portland Street,

GENERAL

LTD.. B?OCXLEY WORKS, LONDON, S.E.

01

The secret behind

MANCHESTER:

W.!

185, Princéss Street

4
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William

-

4rtkur-

Mack,
hwnourist

Mackness,

-

vocalist7

,

.-í

\

\\vocalist

N

-

ivca1jst

B roac castMusic gf theMonik
B.B.C. may be said to have

THE
stepped in where mány managers
have feared to tread in the way of
orchestral concerts. Taking the British public as a whole, the only series
of orchestral concerts that can be
said to really succeed is that of the
summer-time "Proms," at Queen's
Hall, and how far this is due to
custom, rather than the intrinsic
value of the actual works, is difficult
to say.

r

Two Famous Conductors
Two famous' conductors may be
said to have "opened" November,
Sir Hamilton Harty with the Halle
Orchestra at 1ianchester, and Sir Dan
Godfrey with the fourth of his
Municipal Orchestral Concerts at the
Winter Gardens,
Bournemouth.
Included in the Halle programme was
Berlioz' The Trojans of Carthage, a
work which has not been heard since
1897, and was hardly worth the
.

Ben
Williams

-

.........................-.....................................

STUDIUS

entertainment is tinged with this

composer's influence. A novel idea
was the arrangement of some of his
immense amount of time which Sir works for military band performance,
made by a well-known musician,
Hamilton Harty has devoted to it.
Sir Henry Wood's announced visit Gerrard Williams, and performed by
to Belfast for a special concert by the the Wireless Military Band under the
Belfast Symphony Orchestra in- baton of Mr. Walton O'Donnell.
cludd Mozart's Concerto in D with
the Hungarian violinist, Miss Jelly Vocal Music Predominates
D'Aranyi as soloist, Miss Marjorie
Vocal music occupies the greater
Sinclair (soprano) and Charles J. part of the programmes, with more
or less success. Apart from the relays
Brennan (organ).
Sir Hamilton also conducted for of the British National Opera Comthe second of the B.B.C. National pany, in which we have some of the
Symphony Concerts at Queen's Hall, finest singers in the kingdom, there
when Brahms' Symphony No. in E have been few outstanding prominor was broadcast via 5GB. Two grammes.
One, however, calls for comment,
other famous conductors include the
Swiss, Ernest Ansermet, and Sir namely that of the Newport Choral
Edward German in a special concert Society which commenced its thirtyperformance of his own inimitable first season on the 13th with scenes
from The Song of Hiawatha, the
Tom Jones.
This being the Schubert Centenary soloists being Miss Miriam Licette and
(Continued on page 478)
year, nearly every phase of musical

Reviewed by

-

..... .....................................

-

Leonard
Hirsch

.

-

-

:

-

r

''
-

Mary

I,

.

Lohden

j

.

t;
.

.

Sir

f

'

Henry
Wood

/

/

/

-,

.

-
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Clix "-The Pioneers of Perfect Contact
WHICH SET ARE YOU BUILDING ?

Cossors New Melody Maker. Mullords Master Three *
Ediswans 1929 RC. Threesome

ßec&
ë
Th

.

,

World-wide Patents Look for juts
Skowcase on your Dealer's counter.
,at-:j
.

S

.

'erminals.
PRICE 2d. EACH.
Red or Black Insulators.

.

.

i'

.

CLIX
PANEL TERMINALS

J.1I
-

-

.

:

(Prov
Pat.)

254

For quick and efficient contact,
and also for finn appearance, you
will find these terminals are better
for Spade, Pin or Wire connec-

j,

.

:

j

j

)Iit
=.

tions.

-

PRICE 4d. EACH.
Indicating Discs ¿d. Eah.

.LINX LTD.,
LECTRO
Vauxhall Bridge. Road, London,

S.W.1.

WHITELEYBONEHAM
LOUD SPEAKER.

476.:.

...

and.

COMpOAfEií7-S,

:.

.

Touchstone
Aerial Coil
H.F. Coil

H.F.

Litz
Wire

4

30 I

pair

CHOKE

6/6

)

I..

.

.

,

,wr

-#

)c

.

B

\i.:

as used In most popular
Sets including the New

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Mullard Master 3 Star Coil

:

ANTIPHONIC HOLDU

15/-

i

t

e

:idk:

.

iìh

I

:

t:

COILS
.

:

Aerial Coil

-

4f!iI!

Di

ïri

15/-

ç..

\'\_____

hU
t

RemartzCm121:

t

.

,

ïh1

WRIGHT & WEA1RELTD..
740 HIGH ROAD,
TOTTENHAM,

Telephone

:

N.17

te-

A Loud

Speaker which delights the ear
and eye and costs only 47/6, and a valve
hplder which Is a household word, hayingbeen specified for some of the most
famous circuits In the history of Radio.
This impsing list includes the Cossor
Melody Maker
and the Six-Sixty
Mystery Receiver The price of the
B
holder is 1/6 complete with terminals.

W

Say Whiteley-Boneham and be 8ure ofihe best.

WHITELEY, BONEHAM &
i!b

CO., LTD.,

Nbttingham-Ro-adMansfield,

Tottenbam 3847 and 3848.
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(Continued from page 476)

V

Stanley
Riley,
vocalist

Lucia

-

Rogei-

V

(Lefs)-Marie

V

Sutherland,
pianist

-

V

/
V

V
V

V

V

A

V

V

\V
V

(Right)-

V

/
/

V

'

V

V
V

Harold Williams of the B.N.O.C., and
Mr. Hubert Eisdell.

All- Welsh Programme

I

)

V

,

/

to the B.N.O.C. for their performance
of Lohengrin, a very fine one was that
given by the Carl Rosa Opera Company in Faust with two famous
artists, Mr. Ben Williams and Helen
Enoch as Faust and Marguerite. In
the studio, also, was heard Debussy's
opera, Pelleas and Melisande.
Variety has been well handled
lately. Early appearances were made
by The Roosters last month, one
of the best known of concert parties,
while famous variety stars have
made their bow before "the mike."
Jack Hulbert, Clarice Mayne, Gracie
Fields (who gave a special Lancashire
programme from Newcastle as well as
two London programmes), and Arthur
Prince have all been heard, while
familiar and special wireless artists
have been Norman Long, touring the
stations, John Henry and Blossom,
and Miss Vivian Worth.

presented at 5GB, and based on old
mottoes such as "What is Home
Without a Mother." Some velIknown broadcast and operatic artists
were included in the cast, amongst
them being Wortley Allen, Harry
Sexton, Mabel France of "Aunt
Maria" fame, and Helen Enoch of the
Carl Rosa Opera Company.
-

Plays of the heavy Order
Plays have been distinctly of the
heavy order, including Ibsen's dull
play The Pretenders, and some

attempts at "thrillers "-notably an
air-raid incident In the Cellar, and a
Hyde Park incident, entitled In the

Forests of the Night. Miss Muriel
Levy, who is noted for her many
radio sketches, gave something more
ambitious in a setting of De Maupassant's short story The Diamond
Necklace.
A very wide range' of instrumentalists has been broadcast, and
it is good to note that some of the
finest exponents have been heard.

(Left)-

Hazel
Gray,

Muriel A.
Levy

Septi7nus

vocalist

Hunt.
vocalist

V»p.
'

-

Olive

Kavann

/

The all-Welsh programme, relayed
from Cardiff to 5GB, was carried out
with the aid of the National Orchestra
of Wales, and famous Welsh artists,
including Leila Megane, J. Eddie
Parry, and Alwyn Jones, the latter
one of few singers who play their
own harp accompaniments.
In the studio concerts, some highly
trained and familiar voices have been
heard. Miss Olive Kavann has been.
heard both in classical and lighter
songs. Gaby Valle is a pleasant
soprano singer. Mary Lohden has
been heard both from 2L0 and the
provinces. Lucia Rogers hails from
Manchester and is often heard, while
Miss Hazel Gray, a Bristol contralto,
has figured in more than one programme.
Operatic performances have played Outstanding Sketch
a great part in the music of the
A sketch that was entirely "somemonth, and though the palm must go thing out of the ordinary" was that

-

/

.

,

I

-

-

r

j1

/

.

f

-

1

(

(Right)-

Frank
\Laffitte

'

\.
-
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Gramophone Pick-up
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ON RECTIFIÇATION

OUÑG- Amp crept timidly into

the Professor's laboratory with a
large parcel under his arm. He found
the Professor -regarding two singleturn coils housed in splendid isolation
in the middle of a bench. Megohm
looked round as the boy entered.
"Oh, bullo, Amp," he exclaimed,
"I haven't seen you for some time."
"Erno," repliedthe boy, hesitatingly." 'S'niattero' fac', I've been
building a set--" He st6pped short,
torn between a natural pride in his
set and a certain disappointment with
the results, for in truth he had the set
under his arm as he spoke:
Mutual Inductances
Megohm waited for the boy to
resume, but Amp only stared at the
two coils in which the Professor
seemed interested, seeing which the

thought I would like to try and see fore, is distinctly less. The fact is you
what it is like. It doesn't seem to be will find that with the circuit which
.
you have, about 3 volts is sufficient to
much 'good."
" Oh, what makes you say that?" give you satisfactory rectification."
"I tried smaller values," said the
"Well," answered Amp, "it doesn't
seem to work. For anode bend," he boy, "but although it seems to give
went on, "you want to put on suffic- me slightly better results, I still could
ient negative grid bias to work down not get the circuit to work. It
at the bottom of the Curve, don't wouldn't oscillate anyhow."
you?" he asked.
That is correct," agreed Megohm. Quite Another Story
Ah," broke in Megohm, "that is
"Well," continued Amp, producing
from his pocket a somewhat tattered quite possible, but that is quite
leaflet showing a characteristic curve, another story. You must remember
"according to this characteristic I one thing about anode-bend rectificaought to put on about 5 or 6 volts On tion and that is that the characterthe grid in order to work on the istic of your valve is quite different
from its rated value."
bottom bend of the characteristic."
-

"Why?"

I
savant chuckled and eventually said:
"Those are only two mutual
inductances; Amp. I am trying out a
new method of measuring amplificaF..QtJIVPLtMT
tion, but let us leave that and hear all VALVE. ÇPJD FILAMUIT
RFITJ1cEIra
about your set."
Realising that the Professor was in
a favourable mood, Amp seized his
Fig. 1.-Circuit of Lealcy-gnd detector
opportunity. "It seems a shame to
bother you with it, Professor," he
"But that does not work,I take it,"
said. "I get it to work after a fashion,
but I can't quite get what I want out interposed Megohin.
of it."
Amp shook his head. "No," he
said, "it doesn't work at all."
Amp's Three-valver
"I'm not surprised," was the
He unpacked the set as he spoke answer. "You have entirely overand finally hoisted it on the bench. looked one factor. The curve you
It was a little three-valve receiver have chosen is the one with zoo volts
incorporating a detector, one resist- H.T."
"Yes," interrupted Amp, "that's
ance-coupled, and one transformercoupled low-frequency stage. Megohm 'what I'm using."
"Maybe," agreed the other, "but
looked over the connections rapidly
it is not the voltage which you have
in order to size up the circuit.
Using anoth bend, I see" he on your anode, because you have a
resistance in circuit and your actual
remarkd.
Yes," replied the other. "I voltage applied to your anode, there-

/

D

"The fact that you are placing a
large negative bias on the grid
increases the internal resistance of the
valve several times, while the ampliflcation factor only increases by a

c1,gs:ots, factorof the

valve becomes very poor. I will show
you this effect in a minute or two,
but you will see that your circuit
conditions have been altered.

Two Effects Taking Place
"You are using an R.C. valve,
followed by a resistance stage. The
R.C. valve itself normally has a high
internal resistance and you have
increased this to several times its
proper value. In the circumstances,
two effects will take place. The first
of these is that the. external circuit
has very low resistance compared
with that of the valve so that the
'arrangement is not an efficient one
and, secondly, due to the high total
impedance of the circuit the anode
current flowing will be very small. In
such circumstances as this, it is
(Continued on page 483)

Not Overlook J. H. Reyner'sFurzehill Four on Page 416
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3
Condensers
Price
..
2-0005 mfd.
..
10/6
I-0003 mfd.
..
9/6
2 Indigraph Slow-motion
Dials
6/i Indigraph 2 in. dial
1/6

Price
I

50 - ohm

Rheostat

.....

(Igranic-Pacent)
i Neutralising Condenser
(baseboard mounting) ..

.......

i

2/6
4/..

Single Filament

Lighting Jack

-.

..

3/9

Rlc

The Indigraph Slow - motion Dial,
here shown, is the one dial that
guarantees the highly accurate selectivity
demanded by Radio to-day.

(IGRANIC)
IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co., Ltd. (Dept. J6S3),
149 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4
Works

BEDFORD

SELECTIVE- SIMPLE
AND SELF - CONTAINED
lila
£8:17:O.
cpi

i

H

Including

Royalties

extremely selective set,
with battery compartments
in oak case
SPECIALLY SUITED FOR REGIONAL
STATIONS where selectivity is so essential
to good results.
An

trri

i

Wingrove & Rogers
ARUNDEL CHAMBERS

188/9

-

Ltd

STRAND LONDON W.C.2
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The wonderful new Mullard Master 3* is proving
itself Britain's favourite receiver. It is the ideal
domestic receiver. It fulfils every condition for
popularity.
lt is the most powerful three-valve receiver ever
designed. It gives an amazing choice of the Worlds'
best radio programmes at full loud.speaker volume.
Its tone is rich and realistic. Its selectivity is of
the highest consistent with purity of reproduction.
And yet its operation is of the simplest -one dial
tuning! Simply revolve one dial and station after
station is tuned in; turn the other dial to increase
volume and selectivity.
A still further advantage-there is no coil changing!
A simple push-pull switch changes from lower to
upper wavelength range, and gives equal efficiency

'.-.-

Every -listener should read
"Radio for the Million
the listeners' quarterly
magazine. Send coupon now
and a copy will be sent you
absolutely free.

"-

onboth!

BUILD THE NEW MULLARD MASTER

3*.

You can build this wonderful receiver yourself; though you

know nothing whatever about radio you can build the
Mollard Master 3* with complete success. And, by building
it yourself, you obtain a receiver of the highest efficiency at
the lowest possible cost. Learn more about this wonderful
receiver-post the coupon now.

/

1'7

Ills

Dept.

8

.

i'\

Pleas, send me Sirnpl fled
Plan of Assembly of the new
Mullard Master 3*
and
Free copy of" RADIO FOR THE
MILLION" Vol.2 No, 4.

ç

-

P'f

aste jm
Use Mu Hard P.M. Valves
in every receiver you build.
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-.

-.
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.
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per) ect.
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Half Hours \Vith the Professor
difficult to get satisfactory oscillation
whatever method is used.
"You will do better to employ an
HF. valve for your rectifier so that
when you place your negative bias
on it its resistance rises to something
of the order of an ordinary RC.
valve. You then have your circuit
conditions correctly adjusted, and you
will obtain not only satisfactory
rectification efficiency, but you will
obtain smooth reaction. Let us try
that and you will see the efiect."

Behaving Properly
So saying the Professor fished out
some wires and batteries and between
them they connected up young Amp's
set. As the boy had stated, it would
not oscillate and did not seem to have

on a strong signal. The rectification
obtained from the grid detector on
different strengths of signal is a very
variable quantity. For weak signals,
up to about a 1/4 volt input, the grid
detector is very efficient and actually
reaches a maximum at about the
value I have just stated. Then we get
a period where the efficiency remains
about the same, but after this the
efficiency definitely falls off and if we
increase the input we actually obtain
less current output. Under such
conditions, it is clear that distortion is
going to be obtained.

No Reaction Effect
"You may have noticed that on a
strong signal like London, with the
ordinary set, if you increase the
reaction it seems to have no effect on
the signal strength, but only introduces distortion. It does not cause a
building up of the signals as is the
case with a distant station."
-

any satisfactory performance, but the
insertion of an H.F. valve in the
detector stage completely altered
the conditions, and following a readjustment of the grid bias to -3
volts the circuit began to behave
properly.
"That certainly seems to be working better, Professor," said the boy,
"but the strength does not seem to
be very great."
TER TO WOPJÇ
"No," agreed Megohm, "you will
WJE OW)IIÇT.
find that it is not by any means as
NCRLArIEII]1UTUAL
COTIUUCINICI.
great as you would obtain with a
grid detector. The reason for this is
that the signal which you are applying
Fig, 2-Position of anode-bend point
on valve characteristic
is only comparatively small.
The
efficiency of the anode-bend detector
is very poor for weak signals, but it
"Yes, Professor," exclaimed the
becomes better as the signal strength
Amp
excitedly, "I have noticed that
is increased.
several times and wondered why it
was. I thought the set was wrong."
Getting the Best Results
"No, it is simply due to the grid
"In order to obtain the best results detector, for as you increase the
from an anode-bend arrangement. strength beyond a certain point-a
therefore, it is necessary to have at little over
a volt-the efficiency
least one stage of high-frequency falls off very badly and o-erloading
amplification in front of the detector. occurs.
Provided you do this, you will find
that there is not the same discrepancy Will Not Overload
between the performance of the two
"An anode-bend detector, on the
types and, from many points of view, other hand, will not overload in this
the anode-bend arrangement is con. manner, but will give a steady
siderably superior."
increase in the output as the input
"What are those points, then, is increased, so that where any strong
Professor?" asked Amp. "Most signals are to be employed, the anodepeople seem to think that it is the bend method is very much preferproper thing to use, but I should like able."
to know exactly why."
"By Jove!" exclaimed the boy,
"One of the most important points "that is very interesting. Then are
is that the detector will not overload there any other good points?"

J
1/2
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(Continue

Detector Damping
"There is one further very important aspect of the question, and that is
the damping imposed by the detector.
The grid detector works by virtue of
the fact that a small amount of grid
current flows at each oscillation and
because of this the grid-to-filament
path of the valve has a relatively low
resistance, instead of being infinitely
high as it should be. This resistance
is shunted across the tuned circuit
and you will readily see-(here the
Professor drew the diagram shown in
Fig. i ori a piece of paper) -the
damping effect across the tuned
circuit.
"The result is," he resumed, "that
the tuning of the circuit is made more
flat and the arrangement is not so
selective as it would be. If we use an
anode-bend detector, however, the
grid is always maintained at a negative potential and, provided that this
potential is high enough, we never
obtain any grid current, so that there
is no damping introduced into the
This is one of the principal
advantages of the method, for we
can obtain, with the same arrangements, a much better selectivity
with the anode-bend detector than
with a cumulative grid arrangement."
"Well," said Amp, "I certainly
did notice the tuning on this little
set was very much sharper than
before.'

.circuit.

Losing Efficiency

"You would find that," agreed
Megohm, "but, as I pointed out, you
are losing efficiency because the input
to your detector is not strong enough.
Let me show you the effect I mentioned regarding the increase in the
internal resistance."
So saying he walked over to a valve
case and picked out an ordinary highfrequency valve, which he inserted in
the valve tester in the corner.
"Now," he resumed, "we will
measure this under normal conditions
-that is to say, with the grid connected to the negative of the filament." He made a rapid test and,
after working out a few figures, said
"Well, that has an internal resistance
of 22,000 ohms and an amplification
factor of 17.5."
(Continued on page

484)
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Half Hours VTith the Professoi
"Now," he continued, "we will
increase the grid bias ur?til the anode

current is nearly zero."
Megohm did this and again took the
characteristics, substituting a more
sensitive meter in the anode circuit
for that previously used. After the
calculations had again been carried
out, he turned to Amp and said:

Difference in Valves
"There, my boy, you see the difference. The internal resistance is now
iso,000 ohms, yet the amplification
factor is only 22. The mutual conductance was .75 in the first case and
is only .2 in the second."
Amp was enthusiastic. "That,, is
jolly good, Professor. I begin to
understand the reason for my
failure."
"Good," smiled the Professor, "it
follows from the results we have just
obtained that the best working

About Gramophone
Records

(Contd. from
y vage 427 ,

There is no doubt that changing a
needle for every record is essential
unless a tungsten needle is used, the
principle involved on this type of
needle being to employ a wire of the
exact diameter of the groove so that
even if the wire does wear it
remains the same size.
Mixed up with this question of
the imperfect reproduction of
higher tones is that of incorrect
tracking. Nearly every gramophone
up to last year had the sound-box
incorrectly placed for best results.
Needle Tracking

It is fairly obvious that if the
needle wears as in Fig. 6, if the
angle to the track is varied (not the
up-and-dcwn angle, but the sideways one) during the playing, then
the chisel-shaped point is continuously being ground in a different
direction, resulting in more recordwear and also the needle never
settles down to a fixed shape.
The first and obvious rule
obtained from this consideration is
that the needle shall always presen
the same angle to the groove
throughout the record-playing, and
also obviously for many reasons,

position for the valve is not necessarily right down on the bottom bend
of the characteristic. At first sight the
best rectifying point would appear to
be at about hera on the curve."
Here the Professor drew the sketch
shown in Fig. 2.
"Actually, however, á.t this point,
the mutual conductance is very low
and we find it better to work a little
higher up the curve. Here the actual
curvature is less, but the mutual
conductance of the valve is greater,
so that the net rectified output is
somewhat better.
Smooth Reaction Control

(cóntinaed)

reduce the value slightly as we have
just seen." ..
"Then you don't think the method
is awash-out? "asked the boy.
-

Method of Great Value
"Not by any means," was the
reply. "The method is of great
value, particularly if we can arrange a
high4requency circuit in front of the
detector to ensure adequate voltage,
even after comparatively weak
signals."
"Then you think I had better add
an H.F. stage to this set, do you,

Professor?"

"If you d. I think you will turn it
"This is particularly the case where into a very good receiver and one
you have a reaction control and you which will give you a great deal of
wish to obtain smooth reaction. With enjoyment "
sufficient grid bias to bring you right
down on the characteristic you will
Meet the Professor and
probably find that the circuit will not
Amp Again Next Month
oscillate, and it will be necessary to
this angle will be best at zero. The
chief of these reasons are strength
and better reproduction of the
higher frequencies.
To make quite clear, I have
drawn in plan, the track and the
needle in Figs. 8 A and B, A being
the case where the needle is at an
angle to the track and (B) the best
pòsition of all when the angle is zero.
Now in the ordinary gramophone
the swinging tone-arm has the
sound-box or pick-up at the end of
it. A little geometry on paper will
soon convince you that if the soundbox is arranged as in Fig. 9, which
is the way used in old gramophones,
then the angle of the needle with
the track varies very considerably.
over the whole record.
But, if the sound-box is placed
as in Fig. io, then a nearly zero
angle can be maintained from a i-in.
to a 6-in, radius record. All the
recent machines used by Columbia,
FIM.V., and some other makers
have correct tracking from about
ô-in, radius, the
2-In, radius to
error being only slight.

The Super-power.
Unit
IN

response to requests from
interested readers-and apparently there are many of themwe publish here details of the
simple wooden cover fo r t h e
Super-power Unit described on

SLOT

Iti

SACk

Details of Wooden cover

page 364 of the previous issue

the WIRELESS

.,f

MAGAZINE.

It will be remembered that the
Super-power Unit is a two-stage
amplifie for radio or gramophone
work.

SO GREAT HAS BEEN THE DEMAND FOR THE "WIRELESS
MAGAZINE" DURING RECENT MONTHS THAT IT HAS SOLD
OUT RAPiDLY iN MANY DISTRICTS. ¡N ORDER TO AVOID DIS.
APPOINTMENT IT IS THEREFORE ADVISABLE TO ORDER YOUR
COPY BEFOREHAND--THEN WE CAN MAKE SURE' THAT EACH
NEWSAGENT HAS SUPPLIES FOR ALL HIS CUSTOMERS!
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not oxidise or finger-mark.
Trolite is supplied by wireless dealers in panels of any
size, in two thicknesses, and in black, mahogany, or
walnut patterns. Trolite strips, readily affixed by
acetone without screws, are also supplied to any length
and put the neatest possible finish to the panel.

-

The panels illustrated are the new "Trolite Morocco
and the "Walnut Grained." Trolite panels are also
available in black, walnut or mahogany grained, and in
wavy or cut etched patterns, and are sold dt competitive
prices. Beadings are made in three colours and two
patterns at ninepence a foot.
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Panel

This is the busy season for constructors. Whether for
home use or for presentation, you can be sure that
Trolite-in any one of its six distinctive finishes-will
provide a panel worthy of the new set.
Trolite, apart from its distinctive appearance, has these
important advantages It is easy to handle and safe to
machine; it does not collect moisture and reduces surface
leaks to a minimum; it keeps its good finish and does

IrÉcL
I!,

with a
Trolite

you have electric light you are
wastins money every time you
buy an H.T. Battery. Start saving
money-build an Eliminator and
get your current from the mains.
This free T.C.C. Book shows you
how to do it. Shows you how
to build H.T. and L.T. Eliminators.
Its clear,concise instructions, aided
by diagrans and photographs, are
easily followed by anyone.
Send for it today. You will be
amazed to find how easy it is to
build your own EliminatorH.T. or LT.

URETO,

it

RADIO PANELS

peC.

F. A.

HUGHES &

CO., LTD.

(DEPT.)

204-6, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.1.

MANCHESTER: r8 PRINCESS STREET
6o43J
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GRAMO-RADIO SECTION

A New

Pck-ups from

Angle

(Continued from page 432)

response indicated by curve n a the effet to be practically negligible fies seventy or eighty times and,
magnification for the stage of about with a 2 oo,000-ohm potentiOmeter, therefore, the power valve will óverseventy is obtained at middle but tests showed that a high- load before the amplifying valve,
provided, of course, that the volume
control is adjusted.
TEST RESULTS WITH B.T.H. PICK-UP
The arrangement has in practice
Type

Record

...

volt

i

.6

Do.

C15o2

D6. D1428
Do.

C1329

Needle

proved to be very satisfactory, the
tone being good and not marred by
too prominent scratching. At the
same time the higher notes are not
eliminated in the amplifier as they
are with many arrangements which
employ a filter.

Remarks

Loud
H.M.V. B5525

of

...

.. .1

.35
.8

,,

.75
.3

,,

I

j

,,

Medium
.75

volt

.4.,,
.6

.25
.65
.3
.5
.2

Soft

volt

.4
.2

.25

,,

25

,,
,,
,,
,,

,,

.1

,,

,,

.1

,,

.3
.2

Maximum values
Average values
Maximum values
Average values
Maximum values
Average values
Maximum values
Average values

Sufficient Volume

_______________ __________________
The volume is sufficient for an
______
frequencies and with the valve of resistance potentiometer of one ordinary room, but does not, of
course, approach that given by a
higher impedance used to provide megohm was unsuitable.
gramophone. However, as a power
the response shown by curve c, the
The relative strength of the
total magnification is about ninety. higher frequencies varied according valve of the size described when
Our next step is to provide a to the setting of the potentiometer; fully loaded provides sufficient
suitable volume control. Various they were weakened as the resist- volume for ordinary purposes from
schemes were tried, but the simplest ance included between points A and wireless signals, the volume should
be equally satisfactory when playand best consisted in connecting a B was increased.
ing gramophone records.
zoo,000-ohm potentiometer across
When considerable volume is
the input of the amplifier.
desired, a much larger power stage
must be used with a friains unit in
Input Connections
The connections of the input to
thegramophone amplifier are given
in Fig. 6, from which it will be seen
that the pick-up is connected to the
ends of the potentiometer and the
grid of the first valve vi to the
sliding contact.
If the resistance of the potentiometer is too high the quality may
chanee as the resistance is varied.
This will be understood by refening
to Fig. 7, where the condensers ci
and C2 represent the working gridto-filament and grid-to-anode (and
earth) capacities.

Reduction of High Notes
With the potentiometer half on.

order to supply it with adequate

pcwr.

Suitable for Dry Batteries

Fig. 9.-Complete amplifier connections

Our complete amplifier is, therefore, connected as in Fig. 9, and
when valve vi has an anode
impedance of approximately 20,000
ohms the amplification frequency
curve is that of Fig. 4 B.
When valve vi has a higher
impedance such as 28,000 ohms the

for example, a resistance of ioo,000
ohms is in series with the grid of the

valve and these capacities. Therefore, there will be a slight reduction
in the higher musical frequencies
owing to the resistance and capacity
in series, and as the potentiometer
is varied, so altering the amount of
the resistance included between
points A and B, the relative strengths
of the upper frequencies. will be
varied.
Tests.were made to determine a
suitablevalue for the potentiometer.
Thé curves given in Fig. 8 indicate

The little amplifier described
should satisfy those who have to
employ dry batteries for high-tension. It is an easy matter to work
out what further amplification it
will be necessary to provide in order
to load up a large power stage. A
further valve will have to be used
in the amplifier and it may be
resistance coupled. Additional complications will be introduced, however, and the consideration of a
really powerful amplifier will be left
for the time being.

TEST RESULTS WITH CELESTION-WOODROFFE PICK-UP

Type of Needle

-

Remarks

Record

Loud
H.M.V. B5525
Do. Cioz
Do.
Do.

Dr4s8
C1329

3

volt

...25,,

.25,,

Medium

Soft

.25 volt

.1

.2

,,

.1

.15
.15

,,

amplification-frequency curve is
like that of Fig. 4 C.
Valve vi should be given a grid
bias of negative 1.5 volts. This is
adequate because the stage magni-

,,

volt

-

-

Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum

alues
values
values
values

DO NOT OVERLOOK THE
ELECTRIC
COMBINED

GRAMOPHONE AND

RADIO SET DESCRIBED
ON PAGE 467
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-AND THE CHEAPEST

and

WAY, TOO,
guaranteeing utmost satisfaction.
Just look at the prices below, prices
made possible by reason of the
biggest valve output in the world.
Radio without Dario can never be
radio at its best.
V

¿

R.O.C.,

.O6mp.

Super-Power,
T

.18 amp.

..

V

516

Type "B "-cornpletely insulated
model, 6d. each.
Type "R "-small
model with insulated
head only, 3d. each.
Each type available
with 36 different
letterings.

General Purpose,
.05 amp.
.. 5/6
.° amp. &/6
Super.Power,

R..

4

7/6

i imp...

I

be.

SAFE!

SUPERLATIVE FINISH-LOWEST CONSUMPTION
General Purpose,
.05 smp.
.. 6f6

BELLINGLEE
::*:J
¿
'(

-

'

J
-

"

J'

'.

Paten*

Fr»n your dealer or direci:
IMPEX

5 1G

538

ELECTRICAL
Dept. K

LTD.,

High Rd., Leytonstone,
E.0

1BELLING-LEE
i1TRMI.NAL5 j

71G

Irish Free State Agent:
Burwoods, of Cork.
=

LEE,LTD.,
BELLING
Queenway Works, Ponders End. Middlesex.
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THE NEUTRO VERNIA
in

these days a! Screened Grid Valses the
at the modern circuits cannot
always be used to the toit owing Io the local
station or the neatest high power station
causing interference.

sensitivity

1H
'Il

By connecting the Neutrovernia in series
at your
receiver can be adjusted exactiy ta suit the
prevailing conditions
The Neutraversda can also be used as either
a Balancing or Neutraiising Condenser or
(inpacity Reaction Control.

ib

with your aerial the seiectivsty

Pnce 5/6

THE
VOLUVERNIA
Here is a

trot volume

control, sae which does
not create distortion. It
gives you just the valuers you desire and keeps

your reproduction pulo
ut all timeo.

The "Vol,sveesoia" gives
perfectly smooth control
from maximum to suIni'
mum. For Gramophone
Amplifier
or
Radio
Receiver.

.Psoso sii Drsire. Write
for Co
SonO, FoIdcr 'A

GAMBRELL RADIO Ltd.
6, Buckingham St., Strand, London,

%V.C.2

The "RADIOLA"1
Modernises

-

Costs
No
More
than a
Loud
Sp coker

your
Set

-

-

.-

Moving

'Coil
L.S

t'i

and
Batteries

A,

I$

-.-

i,mflY
Frani
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-

"RADIOLA"de

£5-5O

'uxe

TAKES THE

"TOUCHSTONE"
OR THE

"INCEPTOR THREE"
3ft.high. Rich Solid Oak or Mahogany
WINS Highest Approval from Radio Press
Leading Experts
delighted clients who have
bought Pickett's Cabinets through the
post Every Cabinet has been sent at
our entire risk in transit-on approval
with complete satisfaction.
And over

,000

LET US HELP YOU. Suggestions and
LIST FREE.

KtTTTIj

-

MG. WORKS

CABINETS
:

JAY COOTE

FROM time to time you must have
had your reception of a distant
and even a near-by transmitter spoilt
through interference due to atmospheric disturbances, trains, trams, or
other electrical causes.
Towards the end of the summer,
during a short stay at Wiesbaden
(Germany) in common with many
thousands of other listeners to the
Frankfurt station, I suffered from
disagreeable noises such as a sharp
crackling in the loud-speaker, miniature explosions, deep rumblings, and
other disturbing sounds which made
listening to foreign broadcasts an
excruciating torture.

Tramway Interference?

6/9

Price

By

)

BENLEYHEATH

-

KENT

At first, I felt inclined to attribute
these interferences to the electric
trams with which the famous watering resort of Wiesbaden is crisscrossed in every direction, especially
as the disturbances greatly increased
from dusk onwards when the Mun.i
cipal
"Strassenbahnen" (trams)
switched on their lights.
The number of complaints, however, received from radio fans by the
tramway authorities became so great
that the engineers were induced to
study the question thoroughly, and
in conjunction with local scientists, a
new theory was evolved.
Wiesbaden, as you no doubt know,
is celebrated for its curative waters,
which are pumped up from the bowels
f the earth. Statistics prove that
these underground streams for centunes have flown at the same speed,
and that their temperature has
remained constant. It would appear
that the district contains separate
subterranean water courses of widely
different chemical properties, which,
mixing in definite proportions, produce the curative blend.

Chemical Reactions
This combination, however, of
different chemical bases increases the
temperature of the waters, and it is
assumed that the meeting of the
individual streams which apparently
takes place beneath Wiesbaden causes
electrical discharges due to ehemical
reactions.
I was assured that the electrical

interferences from which radio
listeners suffered were in effect
picked up through the earth and that
they were peculiarly active after the
setting of the sun. Whether the
theory holds good or not I do not
know, but it is a curious fact that a
mineral water spring, on the Island of
Nonnenwerth, in mid Rhine, gushes
to a great height periodically at
certain hours of the day; during the
rest of the twenty-four hours there
exists a small, but steady flow of
water.
.

Reception Marred
Be it as it may, listeners in these
districts are not hopeful of any
improvement in their reception of
distant programmes; the strength of
the local transmitter (Frankfurt)
fortunately for them, drowns the
greater part of these underground
statics, but loud-speaker reception is
frequently marred by these extraneous noises.
I wonder whether the same disturbances have been noticed in any
of the active spas of the United

Kingdom.
.

.

.

To-day we accept the mike as a
matter-of-fact instrument, but there
appears little doubt that from time
to time it is likely to give us both
unexpected and unrehearsed effects
and, by its presence, may bring to the
ears of listeners tragic events not
contemplated by the studio programme Organisers.

Ill-fated Theatre
I am prompted to mention this
fact for the reason that when recently
looking through some old programmes, I was reminded that Madrid
(EAJ7) on more than one occasion
relayed a performance from the illfated Novedades Theatre, which was
burnt down, and caused great loss of
life in September last.
The Novedades was a wooden construction of great size, of some age,
and capable of seating about three
thousand spectators. Its speciality
was the production of spectacular
plays, either drama or revues, and it
enjoyed considerable popularity in
the older and overcrowded portion of
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the Spanish capital in which it was
situated.
The night to which I refer the
Union Radio studio gave us Jules
Verne's Russian play Michael Strogoff,
as performed at that theatre. Now,
there was just the chance that on
Sunday, September 23, when the fire
took place, the date might have been
chosen by the broadcasting authorities for a glimpse of the Novedades
programme.
Basis of

A

Thriller

I wonder what would have hap-

pened. Would distant listeners have
heard the cry of fuego (fire), and
would they have realised that a
tragedy was taking place, and at
which, in a sense, they were assisting?
The mike would remain alive, until
switched off by the engineer in charge
or until a cable fused in the flames.
Here, in my oçiinion, you have the
basis of a grand guignol thriller.
Curiously enough, on the same
Sunday, Langenberg and the Rhineland stations relayed the motor-cycling championship contests taking
place at Hamborn.
For some time I listened to this
transmission, which was an interesting one, and in the course of which I
picked up at one moment a huge outcry and shouts from spectators.
Later in the evening when listening
to the news bulletin, I was informed
that a tragic accident had occurred
on the track and that a German rider
hr.d been thrown and instantly
killed. Did the agonised shout I
heard coincide with this dramatic
event? I wonder.
Just think for a moment how
numerous are the relays which are
nightly taken by both home and
foreign stations of theatrical or other
performances in the innumerable
cities and towns to which, by means
of our multi-valve receivers, we are in
constant touch.

stations erected in the more distant
parts of Russia, although possibly on
one or two occasions you may have
heard a transmission from Kharkov
or Homel. If, however, the more
powerful transmitters at Leningrad
and Moscow are within your reach,
on some nights, through their medium,
you will be given an opportunity of
capturing excerpts from the programmes of other Russian studios,
for during the autumn and winter
months the authorities are carrying
out a regular service of relays.
Touch
In Soviet Russia no stone is left

Keeping

in

unturned to foster amongst the
people a desire to listen to broadcast
transmissions. Russia is a huge
country possessing a large ignorant
and uncultured peasant population,
and the Soviet chiefs are anxious to
keep in touch, by means of radio,
with even the most distant corners of
this lard.
At the same time, for the development of the broadcasting habit, it is
essential that Russian amateurs
should also know what other European countries are doing. To facilitate the "tapping" of foreign
programmes, the authorities have
equipped the Technical High School
at Leningrad with a full range of
wireless receivers capable of picking
up transmissions on long, medium,
and short waves. Practical demonstrations are given on certain weekdays to students attending this
school and in cases where the reception of foreign programmes is a
successful one, the school is connected to the high-power transmitter
in order that a broadcast may be
made for the benefit of the general
public.

Do Not Express Surprise
For this reason you must not
express surprise if on one evening you
hear through Moscow or Leningrad
Spontaneous Effects
portions of the Berlin, Copenhagen,
Many interesting stunts have been \\rarsav, or London entertainments.
staged for us by the broadcasting
.
.
.
studios, but in view of the ubiquity of
Brussels, by the end of this year,
the mike, I feel sure that now and
of a highagain we shall pick up unexpected may be in full possession
giving good
capable
of
power
station
and entirely spontaneous effects not
meant for our ears. As the French service to the entire country. For
times,
proverb says "Tout vient à point some few weeks, now, at odd
will have heard on the Radio
you
attendre"
("All
things
come
à qui sait
Belgique wavelength of 508.5 metres
to him who knows how to wait").
short tests in speech, gramophone
+
.
.
records, followed by an announceIt is highly improbable that you ment to the effect that the trans(Continued on page 499)
will have picked up broadcasts from
:

DELiGHTFUL

G}IIFTS

famous Celestion group
Pf loud-speakers, consists of

four modéls in oak or mahogany,
as shown, with prices varying
from
5 ios. to £25. There
is also the Celestion-Woodroffe

Gramophone Pick-up at
4s.
Insist on your dealer denionstrating, or visit our new showrooms,
one minute from Victoria Station.
.

BRITISH THROUGHOUT
Made under licence

CE.:

'N

The Very Soulofc5'(Cusic
Write to Dept. K.

THE CELESTION RADIO CO.,
London Road, Kingston-on-Thames
SHOWROOMS:
106,

VICTORIA

STREET,

LONDON, S.W.l

'Phone: VictoTia 9530
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Buqing h11 DefèrredPal?Jments
SUCH a large quantity of radio
goods, both components and
complete sets, are bought on the
instalment plan nowad.ys that it is
advisable to know how most large
concerns arrange for buying in this
way, and the various aspects as they
affect the law.
The instalment plan is, one might
say, of American origin. At least, it
-first became popular in the States.
And despite the huge activities of
many London stores, particularly the
furnishing departments, the practice
of buying on instalments has not yet
gained the same footing as it now has
in America.

venience, and one which, more than
anything else, brings an excellent
arrangement into bad repute, both
with dealers and customers.
No system of instalment-paying
can possibly give "something for
nothing !" Nor can it make things
cheaper. As a matter of fact, the
actual total price musi always be the
same as the cash price, while the
general rule is that deferred terms
cost more in the long run owing to
added interest on what really amounts
to a loan.
So far the terms "instalment
buying," "deferred terms" and "hire
purchase" have been used indiscriminately, but they are by no means
synonymous. That is what quite a
number of buyers do not trouble to
unthrstand.
Most radio goods are sold on the
deferred-payment plan, and not under
the hire-purchase arrangement.

Not Derogatory
What is not yet generally realised in
this country is that there is nothing
derogatory to one's social pride in
buying goods and paying for them
month b' month. In certain conditions, and when markets reach the
same stage as they have done in the "Hired" to the Customer
U.S., instalment purchasing is an
When a dealer offers, say, a comeconomic necessity for most people. plete receiver on hire-purchase terms,
It would not be an exaggeration to the state of affairs obtaining is just
say that probably 75 per cent. of inter- what is literlly implied. The set is
American business is done in this way. "hired" to the customer, who pays
All this is by way of emphasising the cost in instalments. The usual
the fact that modern deferred pay. agreement is made out, and if the
ments is a; system quite different from customer fails to keep his part of the
that typified by the old notice still bargain, the vendor has the option of
seen in provincial stores, "Weekly demanding the return of the set.
Payments Taken."
When the last instalment is paid, the
set becomes the property of the hirer.
Undisturbed Accounts
An important thing to note is that,
Doubtless, quite a number of provided the instalments are paid up to
\VIRELESS MAGAZINE readers would dale, the customer can return the set at
take still further advantage of pre- any time if he wants to do so, and there
sent-day improvements in the way of is no obligation for him to pay any
better loud-speakers and so on, if further instalments.
purchasing them did not mean
This may sound like a strong point
making a noticeable hole in a small in the purchaser's favour. This is so
banking account. A matter of a in theory. But in practice few people
ppund or two is usually of no import, take advantage of a test of radio
for it disturbs practically no domestic parts on the payment of a single
accounts. But the purchase of, say, month's instalment.
twenty-pounds' worth of new comWhen radio apparatus is sold on
ponents, or of a ready-made set, deferred terms, the goods become at
necéssitates much more consideration. once the property of the buyer, who
In no circumstance should the has to sign an agreement similar to
option of buying on deferred terms that necessary in the case of hireinduce an enthusiast to purchase purchase. He cannot return his
something which he could not pos- purchase to the dealer after, say, one
sibly afford had he to pay "cash with month, and expect to "get away with
order." This is, of course, a mis- it" on the payment of one instalment.
appliance of deferred-term con- If the purchaser neglects to keep up

his monthly payments, the dealer is
compelled to sue for his money. An
unpleasant state of affairs which,
fortunately for all concerned, seldom
arises.
If instalment-plan business is to be
done on a large scale, obviously
someone must be prepared to finance
the loans. Many radio dealers conduct
their own deferred-term sales, for
they realise that something of the
kind is a necessity nowadays. In such
cases the interest on the sums concerned is inconsithrable, and may
not even be charged. This means that
the total deferred-payment price is
the same as that of the cash sale.

Reasonable Percentage
More often, however, a small
additional charge is made when the
sale is not strictly cash. This charge
should be a reasonably percentage on
Ehe

value

of Ehe

goods noi paid for.

Usually a quarter-value deposit has
to be paid, and the deferred-payments charge should, therefore, represent about 5 or 7 per cent. of the
remaining three-quarter value, plus,
perhaps, a small clerking charge
covering the cost of applying for the
monthly payments, stamps and so on.
A novel trade development is that
in many instances manufacturers
themselves are willing to help a
dealer to effect a deferred-payment
sale. This is of benefit to WIRELESS
MAGAZINE readers, because manufacturers have usually a larger working capital for matters of this kind
than local dealers, and deferredpayment business can often be
effected in a more private and satisfactory manner.

Question of Insurance
In certain other classes of deferred.
payment business-the motor trade,
for example-insurance is inevitably
bound up with the goods sold on
instalments, for with cars which are
not fully paid for, there is a risk
attached which it is unfair shoüld be
borne alone by either vendor or
purchaser. Except in rare instances,
or when the apparatus concerned is of
a very expensive nature, it is unusual
to insure radio apparatus sold on the
instalment plan.
KENNETH ULLYETT.
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is universally admitted that an R.K. Repro.
ducer is essential for perfect sound reproduction.
It will be welcome news to many to learn that
this wonderful instrument can now be obtained
in new and cheaper forms.
The illustrations show the new models-the
"Table Grand" and "De Luxe." The equipment
consists in each case of the complete mains.driven
amplifier and moving-coil unit contained in a
well-finished cabinet.
The wonderful atmosohere of reality which
characterises the performance of the original
R.K. Reproducer is pr.sent in these new instruments. Arranged for reprosuction from either
a radio set or from a gramophone record using
an electrical pick-up.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate the capabilities
of these instruments.

It

Prices:
Table Grand Model
AC. £34150

D.C.f30 50
De Luxe Model

AAL
D.C.

£40 0 0
£36 O O

-

io tite RJ(. tlnit-tlte octuof
oound yeorothwng tx,i-tion of the RK.

¡fee

Speakei-. Supltedcoms,Iete with sItectal
output toa nsfo-roter & cone diaphragm

Price

Filter Unit

ecIucecZ prices

£850extre

I

I

£1 5 0

MADE IN BRITAIN BY BRITISH LABOUR

D

The British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd.

DAMÓ

i!IÎiI

COLD
GRAMAMOhmi
will

not harm.

FARISH

ANODE RESISTANCES The Worith Best Battery
An ObmitE can be boiled or frozen without

affecting its performance; but what is more important it is guaranteed to carrz io milliamperes
on voltages up to oo volts D.0 They are

'&i1c'

The new 10/6 fO-volt Columbia brings the world's
most famous battery into your home.
Columbia ia definitely the world's best H.T. Battery
and every discriminating Radio enthusiast uses them.

-

Co1umbia
RADIO BATTERIES

2'3

CRAHAM-FARISH OF I3ROMLEV KENT

J. R. MORRIS, Impei-ial House, Kin gswa', London W.C.z
SCOTLAND: J. T. Cartwright, 3, Cadogan Street, (,Iusgow.

-
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near Hurdham.
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RADIO METERS
This enterprising innovation marks a new dep forward In after-sales
meter service, Now loa con bu, Stiess, the ssachallenged leader In
popular Priced Radio Meters lud at the same time be assured of a fienIClaSs meter repair service. Repairs are carried out lu our Own works
by i slaP of eoperls.
In pneu arid guaranteed accuracy Simm meten are all that you need.
Use them for detecting and rectifying distortion, acoidsar rssn-dowo
batteries aad burnt-oat salves and regulating plate and filament supply.
Ask loar dealer lo show yea the complete range, and aend for free
leaflet, "What simple meters van show you" from Dept. W.M.

THE SWAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
lfladisnneles- Headqvarterv, Buab House , Aidwych, W.C.2
Moving Coil Insten-
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all

Solve

BATTERIES

H.T. Troubles

SELF.CHARUING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
Z 1j, sq. 1/3 doe,
JARS (waxed)
ZiNCS. new lips
doe. SACS 1/2 do,.
Samplo dos. (18 Volta). Completa seiCh
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p
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bonds and eleetrolyt.e,
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DEAR MR. EDITOR,
I do not apologise in the least for
writing you again after all this time,
for your replies have given me the
impression that we are quite ol
friends and that you did not mind my
ea.rnest if artless suggestions about
wireless. I admire your magazine so
very much, too, its covers are so
decorative. I see it quite frequently
at the bookstall here whilst waiting
for the train. A most edifying production, reflecting considerable credit
on your technical and artistic abilities.
What leads me to renew our correspondence is a trivial matter upon
which I feel that I need some of your
good advice. I think I told you that
when my nephew was staying with
me last year he made me a most
handsome wireless set, which he left
with me and which has provided me
with a great deal of pleasure.
True, he used the cover of my
sewing machine in which to construct
it, and this is a little awkward at
times, but I am amply compensated
by the wonderful results which I am
able to obtain so often as to be very
nearly almost always.
Only yesterday I heard a delightful lecture on life in Gorgonzola, or
some such antipodial spot, and I
realised anew how entirely this epochmaking discovery brings one into

contact with the real activities of
the outside world.
Well, my nephew came back to
me for the holidays this summer, in
fact, he is still here. Upon seeing how
much enjoyment I was still deriving
from his apparatus, he almost scoffed,
declaring that science had made such
strides since his last visit that he
absolutely must be permitted to
rebuild the instrument and embody
in it all the latest improvements.
He launched into a long divagation
interspersed with technical expressions of which the sense escaped me
and his explanations of which left
me only further befogged, and in the
upshot he demanded five pounds of
me for components the very names
of which made me suspicious.
-

nh

I hope

grudge him. He is a dear boy, only
seventeen and most strictly brought
up, but I hesitate to entrust him
with this large sum for a purpose
which is not clear to me and which
might, after all, prove an unworthy
one. Among other explanations, he
said that one could really escape
from the nursery stage of radio only
by having a bias against the "grid."
Now I do not profess to know
which part of the broadcasting
organisation the grid may be, but I
am fair and British enough, I hope,
to entertain no unjust prejudice
against anyone, even for my personal
advantage. He also wants me to
purchase a screen and is positively
ribald when I point out, as I did, that
we already have a handsome one,
set in a mahogany frame, which he
is welcome to use, provided he
promises not to tear it.
My nephew, though a dear boy,
is just a little lacking in patience
with my, perhaps, old-fashioned
ways and my reasonable plea that,
after all, you cannot listen to more
than one lecture at a time. Yet I
understand that the scheme underlying all this persuasiveness aims at
capturing a large number of small
waves which have been slipping
unnoticed through my set up to
nc w.
'Well, to capture these

little waves
will cost five pounds, it seems, and
what I really want to ask you is
whether you conscíentiol4sly think
the investment to be a wise one. I
have been deriving great enjoyment
from the large ones-quite an economical pleasure, it would appear,
since naturally one needs far fewer
of them.
Is it not a fact that if I let my
nephew alter the set in order to
catch the little waves (whether by
bringing the meshes closer together
or what not) I shall, apart from the
initial expense, have to make use of
a far larger number?
Can you tell me the approximate
additional recurring expense and
whether you think my licence will
include this extra consumption?
Unversed though I may be in these
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sets described
in
subtleties, my own plain Common- in which, at various intervals, he
this issue I
sense hints that my nephew's enthu- said And that's my weakness now,
siasm may not be free from some and I should so much like to know
TRIX
taint of a baser aim. One small where the words come from, for I
R.C.
thing he said made me prick up my once overheard my dear father-he
used in the ECONOMY
ears at once. He was recounting a was a J.P. you know and has been
SCREENED-GRID FOUR
visit which he had paid to the West- dead many years-use the same
highly recommended tor portable et..
It
cannot vary or develop noise,. The
broadcasting
station
and
in
expression as he took a decanter and
chester
¡atenta! resistance elemento and coupling
conienaer, with first.grade ruby mica Insuorder, no doubt, to impress me he tumbler out of the tantalus.
lation give higheot ompilgeation con.,,ioteot
wrtb high quality. Hermetically sealed in
referred to the proceedings taking
I might mention one more coincihlghiy'finiahed brusio moalded care. Prlc
5)6. Got yoac, to'day
place with the aid of a red lamp
dence; about twenty years ago, a
Now I do know enough to feel Miss Ada
. I cannot recall her
THE TRIX
sure that one does not use a red light full name-who was staying at the
FIXED CONDENSER
to develop music in the same way Hall, about five miles from my
used in the METEOR TWO
that one illuminates a dark room in cottage, sang a very pretty song, in
with rca! ruby mica brialatlon and coppec
foil, mildly built toto a highly.ñniohvd
the case of photographs, but on the the church rooms at a concert
T,inite moaldiog, eepeenento the realty bait.
ieo condenoer. When tooted by Faraday
other hand red lights are used at all organised by our dear Vicar. She
Boum tor Capacity, Jooalatinu Resiotance
and Premure, the THu Fiori! Corsdeo,er
the spiritualistic séances one reads was the god-daughter, I understand,
pemed Out witis full isonoars. Copy
report lo each boa. Peleo,
so much about nowadays, and I of Patti, or some other well-known
.0001 mId opto .002 std... 1/- each
.002 mid, opto
mid... 1/6
have a horrid suspicion that Philip singer, I believe-I cannot quite
mid opto .01 mId.., 1/9
.0003'mfd. model, oappfled with lev, pale of
is tampering with occult matters remember, but that does not really
grid
Fall partenlare nl the complete TItIX
and that perhaps he has some matter, does it?
rang, nf Toterl Components on opplimtlon
to the manabactacecs:
blasphemous idea of making my set
Curiously enough, I heard the same
ERIC J. LEVER (TRIX) LTD.
into a kind of Ouija board and me song last night; I cannot recall the
8/9. Clerkenwell Green, E.C.I
intomedium!
title, but I could hum it to you if you I
'Phone: Clerkenwell 3014/5
Quite clearly the reference to the wished me to do so. I never thought
red light slipped out unintentionally, I should hear this melody again, so
but it was the cloven hoof which many years later, and in such a
SOLVES EfrERY RESISTAW(E POBLEI4
showed me which way the wind blew. miraculous manner.
You see, dear Mr. Editor, that the
It stirred up memories of that
issue is a vital one and that there is evening at the Vicar's concert, for I
more dependent upon your advice remember how I had provided a
than the mere question of money. dainty supper for some guests, kept
This emboldens me to make a my maid up and no one ate anything!
Perhaps you could tell me the title
further timid suggestion.
8/6
Volume Control Type
If you think my fears are justified of the song, as I feel sure that so
Table-Type (distant control
and that I should on no account much information must reach you
of volume and/or "tone ") 13/6
permit these iconoclastic experiments, in your daily post bag.
Standard (zo watts), for
Eliminators, etc ....... 10/6
.
.
.
then would you perhaps write to
my nephew yourself and exhort him
Stewcombe Manor,
Standard (stripped type)
9/to desist.
Little Bodley,
Power Type (40 watts), for
super-power eliminators
Should you, on the other hand,
15/Near Hurdham.
consider the matter grave enough
15th November, 1928.
12/6
Power Type (stripped)
for personal intervention and you DVSR MR. EDITOR,
Duplex ClarOstat (two 20would care to speak with him about
watt ClarOstats in one)
I never dreamed when writing to
13/6
it, then I need hardly say how great- you some time ago on, to me, an
Variable Grid-Leak Type
(1/10th io io megohms)
8/6
ful I shall be, or how pleased, to important subject and' asking for
welcome you, to Little Hurdham your advice, that you would use my
Our unique 8-page "POWER" PAMPHLET,
on any afternocin to tea.
together with a new 20-page booklet with
letters as material for your magazine.
numerous new and Interesting circuits, sent
My womanly instinct tells me that I hardly know whether to be upset
on receipt of 3d. stamps to cover cost of
mailing.
all is not as it should be, and that at this breach of my confidence or
Order these st yot,' Deskre.
seldom fails me.
complimented by the interest which,
Where not poi represented we
J
n'itt
pisseed to coppie post
Believe me.
apparently, my perplexities have for
free et the shone list pries.
'
Very sincerely yours,
your readers.
PRISCILLA PLAYNE-SMYTHE.
Still, I thought that we were both
CLAUDE LYoNs L
people of the world so faras Jam con76.OLDHALL ST.
P.S.-When I pulled down the cerned and I really do not think you
little lever on my wireless set last should have done it or having done
LIVERPOOL
night, I heard a man singing a song
(Gonhinued on next page)
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Further Letters from Priscilla Playne-Smythe
it you really should have answered
me. Were my questions beyond your
power to reply to or did you perhaps
not consider them worthy of an
answer?
In case the latter alternative should
apply, I am sure you will be interested to hear that many people do
not share your opinion and that your
printing of my letters has resulted
in my receiving quite a number of
them from perfect strangers, all eager
for my opinion in regard to some
wireless problem which is vexing
them.
This was a surprise to me, since
I do not really consider myself to
be an expert by any means and admit
in all modesty that there may be
several of the more abstruse aspects
of the science on which I am not an

authority.
Since your may I say, indiscretion
caused these queries to be addressed
to me, I do really think that the
least you can now dois to assist me in
replying to such of them as baffle me.
Here are a few of them
Father of Five of Evesham enquires whether it is possible, by using
a double aerial and cutting out one or
the other, to separate a song from its
accompaniment or (and this really
does seem to have a great deal in it),
whether one could not be used for
almospherics and all parasitic noises,
leaving the other for purer reception.
Fie sends me a diagram but I think he
must, perhaps, have made a mistake,
as I find that it is a printed plan
torn from a newspaper and labelled
Beachcomber." Still the questions
are quite extraordinarily interesting
and show that spirit of independent

research which inspires the root of
so many useful discoveries.
Then there is
Ether Pusher, of Burnley, whose
handwriting is really shocking, but
who desires to kiov whether the
statement that my set was built in
the lid of a sewing m tchine is "iodic
(or it may be "jonic)" and if so,
whether his dog-kennel could be
transformed into an automatic loudspeaker and made to bark when the
tally-man calls
Of course, I can reply truthfully

Look Out in the Next
Issue for Details of A
Fine New Set Designed
by W. James, Our Re-

search

-

Consultant,

who3e "Touchstone"
Has Met With Tremendous Success Throughout the Country

"yes" to thefirst part of his enquiry
and shall do so, but the second, the
constructive portion, is quite beyond
me. The reply would depend to a
great extent upon the kind of dog
he keeps, would it not?
An "Earnest Enquirer" of Southend-on-Sea has written me a letter
which niskes nie seriously doubt
whether he can be quite right in his
It is a rigmarole in the
mind.
blottésqie school of handwriting and
is compounded of such terms as
"shunting resistances," "2,000,000
microhenries" and reuption-cack.
ling."

(Continued)

I have taken the trouble to look
these up in the books of reference at
my disposal, such as the "Complete
Handyman" and Webster's Dictionary, but with very little result.
"Micro" of course, is Hebrew for
"small" and my correspondent would
therefore seem to be troubled with
two million little Henries, whatever
these may be apart from vermin.
Could "Reuption-Cackling" possibly
be a slip of the tongue for "reuction
cappling"? which latter term I seem
to remember hearing my nephew use.
If so, what is it?
All these inquiries, though somewhat technical, have been in perfectly good taste, but what am I to
say to or of a person at Leyton who
enquires whether it is advisable to
"treat the leads with gut-reviver,
like what the tennis players use," in
order to stop losses? This reference
to a medicine said to be used by our
tennis stars seems to me to be most
indelicate and un-nice, to say the
least of it. and I do not propose to
reply at all.
Mr. Broadsmith, our veterinary
surgeon, to whom I have shown the
letters, has advised me to take no
notice of them and hints that they
may not have been meant earnestly..
Is it possible, do you think, that
there may be people so irreverent as
to wish to make me appear ridiculeus
and, in the horrible slang so rampant
nowadays, to pull my leg?
In any case, I shall expect a helpful reply from you this time, for it all
happened through your fault.
Yours very truly,
PRISCILLA PLAYNE-SMYTHE.

WIÁELESSCABINETS inSOUND QUALITY of WOOD
Highly Polished First-class Cabinet Work
-

MAKERS OF ALL. DESIGNS FOR OLD AND NEW WIRELESS
SETS AS PERIODICALLY ANNOUNCED iN THIS JOURNAL
Special line of closed cabinets totally enclosing Batteries and Accessories

Thousands of satisfied users.

Send

for Illustrated Price List

Money returned if quality and workmanship not equal to our guarantee

CAXTON WOOD TURNEDY CO., MARKET HARBOROUGH
-
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& C )ELECTRICAL
For Xmas Gifts

EVERYTHING1

Profit by

Public Experieñce!

Two suggestions from the
wide range ol GEC0PH ONE
Receivers & Loud Speakers

READ THESE EXTRACTS FROM UNSOLICITED
LETTERS WHICH WE HAVE RECEIVED

:-

F.P. of Cardiff, writes
"I feel I must write and teli you how very satisfied I am with the
results obtained with one of your 99-volt HT. Batteries. Previous
to using your battery I experienced a great deal of trouble with other
firms' batteries that are sold at a much higher cost than yours. I
have liad your battery in use, pretty constant, too, for 6 months and
when it gives out shall certainly invest in another, and am advising
all my wireless friends to put their trust in Ripaults, too."

REG&SThREI) TRADE MARK

writes:-

E.G.B. of Kensington, London,
"1 am so pleased with the improvement in the tone and volume
of my set since I tried one of your Self-regenerative Batteries that I
would like you to know of it,
- Not really knowing what the set
was capable of, I have been guite content with its performance. A
friend of mine, however, who has made a special study of Wireless
Batteries, strongly recommended me to use one of yours. - . . Since
I installed your Battery I realise what an enormous difference a good
battery can make to a set, both the tone and volume being improved
to a truly amazing extent."
-

E.S, of

19281

VICTOR 3

-

(Made

in England)
SJd

iw

,,'i

iVi,ds,

Penzance, writes

"The writer would like you to send three more 60-volt Ripaults
dry batteries as two previously supplied. He has tested your bat'

-''j

teries under identical working conditions with "xxxx-xxxxx" dry
batteries and find that those supplied by you bave gven 80 per Cent.
additional running hours."

H.M.F.

of

York, writes on May 24th, and says

-

:-

I bought one of your Standard (Model CM.) Chocolate Label HT.
batteries last Novneber It is still going strong. This is surely splendid
service."

RIPAULTS'.

PRiCE

SELF-REGENERATIVE H.T. DRY BATTERIES
GIVE 50% LONGER LIFE,
-

f VALVES

b

I I

I

I
"M

booklet specially written for us by an author who is
recognised as an expert on H.T. Batteries; chock full of real
interesting and valuable tips on the correct choice of batteries for
every type of receiver. Published at 6d. but sent Post Free for 2d.
stamp if you mention Wireless Magazine.
A 24-gage

,

this
popular
GECoPHONE
Cabinet Cone
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PRICE

Obtainable from
a/f Dealers.
For i/lu sfra/el
leaflets nei/e fe
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(Solid mahogany).

B.C.1692
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The I.oud Speakef that
sets a standard-a beautiful instrument whose
handsome appearance is
befitting toits purity and
refinement of reproducsion. Cat. Nos. B.C.ibgo

/

10/6

at

-

LOUD

/

PRICES

4/6

is sold

the truly amazing price, for a 3-valve set, of £6 17s.6d.,
including. ROYALTY and OSRAM VALVES.

-or

(as illustraled)

Standard 4-lñ

What better gift Could you
choose than the "VICTOR 3"
-the wonderful set which in
so short a time has sold in
thousands and has become
the talk
world of

It is an attractive, strong, compact set and

This new improved model of the famous Ripaults' Lateral
Action Condenser Is a great advance In variable
condenser design.
The die-cast frame-work and
runner plates give absolute
rigidity, while the cam and
spring method of movement
entirely eliminates ali signs
'V
of jerkiness and back-lash.
Tuning with the
condenser is a delight.

-

wireless!

RIPAULTS' LATERAL ACTION CONDENSER.

Motion
Dial

.

' ,,

J

"LIGHT ON THE H.T. BATTERY"

-

OSRAM

II

.

RIPAULTS Chosen for the New Cossor Melody
Maker.

i,t.

'

--'
--Ç,

and

Ii

.

k

ROYALTY

Standard Capacity.
Double Capacity.
Treble Capacity
60 volts .,. 10/6
60 volts ... 15/6
60 volts ... 19/6
99 volts ... 16/6
90 volts ... 22/6
90 volts
29/6
9-volt Grid Bias -- 1/9 18-volt Grid Blas ... 3/6

Slow

[t':

including

-

o,, req,,00i.

I

Adv/.

of

The Ge,ieral E/caríe Co., Lid.,

MageI House,Kigsway Londo,i ,W.C.2.
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Tested by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E., in the Furzeh ill Laboratories

Novelties

ew. ppüratus estcd

inspection of this holder reveals that tue
design and workmanship are good for
an article so inexpensive.
The internal part of the holder,
carrying the valve sockets, is fixed to a
supporting base by four thin metal
strips which serve to insulate it from
vibration. Finally a square insulated
case slips over the holder and base and
forms a stop when removing a valve.
The insulation resistance between the
terminals of the component proved to be
infinite, whilst it was found that valves
fitted in securely, but easily, and could
be removed without any tendency to
overstrain the holder. The springing
normal purposes, a
R.I.and was adequate for
Varley Bi- particular point being that the soldering
duplex Transformer tags are arranged to project ideways,
which facilitates the wiring up of a numR. I. & VARLEY TRANSFORMER ber of the valve holders in a row.
& VARLEY low-frequency
The address of the Formo Co. is
transformers are well known for Cricklewood Lane, N.W.z.
I
their constancy and good performance
.
.
in low-frequency amplifiers. The makers
have recently placed on the market an
MET-VICK AERIAL UNIT
additional low-frequency transformer
designed to handle greater primary
HE sensitivity of modern receiving
currents without any 1endency for
sets, which operate at small dissaturation to occur.
tances froni high-power broadcast staA special forni of winding is employed tions, calls for a high degree of selectivity.
in the instrument, which is claimed to a degree, in fact, higher than can be
give much better results as far as
current.carrying capacity is concerned. The windings and substantial iron core are completely
housed in a large metal case with
a black crystalline finish.
The primal-y terminals are
placed on one side, the secondary
on the other, mounted on small
insulated panels and clearly
marked. The step-up ratio is 3-s.
Tested in Our laboratories we ob- Formo va/T'e holder, complete and dissected
tained an inductance of 33.3 henries at
obtained without the use of many
2 milliamperes and an inductance of
tuning Circuits.
31 henries at iz milliamperes through
With the advent of the regional
the primary winding, indicating that
even with heavy primary currents of system there are likely to be a number
the latter order there is no tendency of high-power stations in proximity to
for saturation to occur. Like other of the the receiving sets, and therefore
well-known RI. transformers, this selectivity will be of even greater
component has a good frequency cliarac- importance.
'o meet the needs for extra selectivity,
teristic and will function well in almost
the l\[et-Vick people have brought out
- any type of receiver.
Other particulars can be obtained an ingenious device, called the Elastic
from R. I. & Varley, Ltd., of. 103 Aerial Unit, ihich, when used in
conjunction with an aerial, has the effect
Kingsway, W.C.2.
of altering its length troni a maximum
.
.
.
to a few inches. In this manner, it is
FORMO VALVE HOLDER.
possible to adjust the pick-up on the
EVER since the antimicroplionic aerial, and therefore the selectivity, to
valve holder became universally any degree desired.
popular better and less . expensive
This device not only affects the pickdesigns have been brought out, until up on the aerial, but also regulates the
now one can obtain first-class anti- efficiency of the earth, and by adjusting
microphonic valve holders at prices the control of the Metro-Vick elastic
ranging between Is. and 2S.
aerial it is possible to balance out even
One of the latest additions to the valve- the local high-power station.
The instrument actually consists of an
holder market is the new Formo holder,
which sells at the low price of is. 3d. An auto-transformer working in conjunction

'

.

-

-

-.

.

-

Met- Vich Elastic Aerial Unit
with the three electrodes of a condenser.
A balance is obtained by rotating the
central electrode to the correct position.
The price of the instrument suitable
for wavelengths from 200 to 600 metres
is 12S. fid.; on the high wavelength
from i,000 to 3,000 metres a different
type is required, costing 15S. 6d., but
the need for such a dey ice is not as great
on these wavelengths. Tests which we
have carried out on this instrument
prove that the makers' claims are amply
justified.
The makers are Met-Vick Supplies,
Ltd., of Old Trafford, Manchester.
MAZDA POWER VALVE
UCH loud - speakers as the
moving-coil type sue at the
present time enjoying ivo:!d-wide
popularity; there is, therefore, a
strong demand for several types
of power valve which will successiully handle the enormous
power output required to operate
these loud-speakers efficiently.
Amongst the new range of Mazda
valves ¡s a type called the PX65o which
is a special valve for the last stage of a
high-power amplifier. A brief examination o! this valve will reveal the large
dimensions of all the electrodes which
have been found necessary in order to
obtain a high value.of emission coupled
with a high mutual conductance.
The characteristics which ive obtained
from this valve seem to justify the extra
physical dimensions of the electrodes
and the filament consumption of
ampere at 6 volts.
The impedance obtained in our tests
was approximately 1,500 ohms with an
amplification factor of 4.5, showing that
the mutual conductance is nearly 3,
an excellent figure for such a valve. The
capabilities of this valve may be aptly
expressed by the fact that the correct
bias with an anode potential of oo
volts is 40 volts. Under such circumstances, the output from One valve is
sufficient to operate efficiently a movingcoil speaker at considerable volume.
Mazda valves are manufactured by
(Continued on page 498)
.
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There is to-day a certain "flash in the pan" popularity for
complete kits of components which, if allowed to run rife,
may easily retard the progress of radio development.
An addhional 5s.. spent on éven one component may
result in your being able to tune in several ad1itional
foreign stations, the substitution of another cornponent may result in a far greater degree of purity;
in short, a little experience, even a little common
sense, may make all the difference between
mediocre reception and really good reception.
Could you have better proof of the truth of
this than the wonderful results obtained with
the original Mullard Master Three-just by
a little judicious substitution. In all there
were 46 stations tuned in during one evening (22 at loud-speaker strength), and a
whole programme was received from
America during the summer.
The moral is-think out for yourself, and don't spoil the ship for a
ha'porth of tar. Remember the
additional cash is often neg
ligible and in all cases is well
worth it.
-

J
I

j

.

j

-

j
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COUPLER

-

\

7

-

Multi.

CeUu lar H.P.

Choke,
9s. bd.

z

O
i
L

\

Resistance
Capacity
Coupler
Type A. £1

\

For the benefit of those who
wish to get the same results
from the original Mullard
Master Three, the additional

'.

,"

T,

r

cost will be 15s. 6d.

T

s;-

Str&ghtLtne
Transformer

THE
Kzngsway

-

MARK OF BETTER RADIO
houe

103 Klngsway

London

WC

2

Telephone

Holborn 5303

LTD
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Novelties and New Apparatus Tested
FURZEHLL LABORTORIE

LCAUBRATIOt

i

CHPRT

blM. L
pxco-

(Continued)

CASON VALVE HOLDERS
TWO new Cason valve holders have
recently been placed on the market
and samples of these have been submitted for test. The first of these, which
is priced at is. od., has a number of
commendable features, including a novel
form of springing, which successfully
.
.
.
preserves the valve
from exterThe
nal shocks.
NEW "POINT EIGHT ".VALVES
valve sockets are
QNE of the most interesting types of
mounted on a thin
new valve recently placed on the
circular insulated
market is the directly-heated mains
disc, which is suffi.
valve brought out by the Marconi and
ciently flexible to
Osram valve companìes. The filaments
Cason valve holder bend slightly when
of these valves can be run off raw alter' an ill-fittirg valve
sold at Is. 6d.
nating currents provided that the correct
is inserted.
step-down transformer is used, giving
The second valve holder has no springa voltage of .8.
ing device whatsoever and is therefore
The valves are fitted with a short thick suitable for use with amplifying valves
filament, the temperature of which does and A.C. mains valves.
Terminals,
not vary with rapid fluctuations and in shrouded sockets and scidering tags are
consequence the A.C. fluctuations do also provided in this holder, which
not cause c.hargs in emission which sells at iod.
would give rise to continuous hum.
These holders are made by Cason
The first of the series, the F18, is a Mouldings, of Chiswick Road. Lower
The resistance submitted for test had a
specified value of 250,000 ohms, which
proved to be accurate within a few per
cent. The component represents good
value for money and can be recommended.
The address of Lissen, Ltd., is Friars
Lane, Richmond, Surrey.

-holder

g

-

Characteristic

of

Mazda

PX6o power

valve

the Bitish Thomson-Houstoñ Co., Ltd.,
of Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.i.
.

.

.

LISSEN WIRE-WOUND
RESISTANCES
resistances are
'X 7 IRE-WOUND
favoured for use in the anode

high-impedance valve having a
over-all characteristic.
Tested in our laboratories the valve was
found to have an impeddance of approximately
48,000 ohms, with an
amplification factor of
33.

god Edmontn,

N.9.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED
Three most interesting booklets have
been received from the Rothermel Corporation, Ltd., of 24-26 Maddox Street,
Regent Street, WI, entitled respectively
"Radio," "The Great Voice," and
"Volume Controls and Voltagè Controls
-Their Use." The first, for which a
charge of 6d. is made, is a well-produced
68-page catalogue of American radio
products; the second contain particulars
of Magnavox moving-coil loud-speaker
and various amplifying components;
while the third is a most useful 34-page
booklet explaining the use of various
resistances. The last two can be obtained
post free if mention of the WIRELESS
MAGAZINE is made.
Particulars and circuit diagrams of all
their coils (excepting the new Touchstone coils) are contained in a 44-page
catalogue issued by the London Electric
Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd., of Church'
Road, Leyton. E.io. Every WIRELESS
MAGAZINE reader should have a copy
for reference; it can be obtained post
free.

The second of the
series, the HL.8 is a
good general-purpose
valve. The specimen
which we tested had
an impedance of zo,000
ohms and an amplification factor of 2!. These
figures speak for themselves.
Osram P.8 valve
The final valve, a P.8,
is a power-valve which we found had
an impedance of approximately 6,250
ohms and an amplification factor of 6.25.
A set of these valves was recently
tested in one of our laboratory receivers.
It was found that, provided anode-bend
rectification was employed and the grid
returns taken to the movirg arm of a
filament potentiometer, excelient results
Lissen wire-wound resistance wit/i holder were obtained with scarcely a trace of
hum.
.
.
of battery feedback has furthered the
To avoid back-coupling in the L.F.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
need for a reliable wire-wound resistance. amplifier, it was necessary to reverse
We are informed that, owing to
We have received for test a Lissen the L.F. transformer secondary windings.
wire-wound resistance mounted in a These tests have convinced us that there greatly increased business, the Ready
vertical holder. At either end of this is a future for such valves and we have Radio Supply Co. have moved to more
suitable premises at 149 Borough High.
resistance there is a terminal which no hesitation in recommending them.
allows the component to be fixed
Marconi valves are marketed by the Street, London Bridge, SE.,, within
securely in slots cut in metal strips Marconiphone Co., Ltd., of 210 three minutes' walk of London Bridge
mounted at either end of the holder and Tottenham Court Road, Wi, and Station. At this address can be heard the
connected to a terminal. A feature of the Osram valves are sold by the General Inceptor Three, Touchstone, Furzehill
holder is that it can be mounted either Electric Co., Ltd., of Magnet House, Four, and other successful WIRELESS
MAGAZINE receivers.
King;way, W.C..
vertically or horizontally as desired.

-

VV
circuit of valves since they operate
silently and have a constant resistance
value under varying anode-current loads.
Reôently the introduction into L.F.
ampliñers of filter circuits for prevention

rl

-

._-

-

.

3

/

Tell Your Friends About W. James's New Set-The Touchstone
-
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SUPPLY COMPANY

159 BOROUGH HIGH ST.,LON DON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
Three minutes from London Bridge Underground and Southern Stations.

mission was carried out by Station
Experirnentale labelled with the cryptic number 21,401.
Truly this conveys but little to the

Telephone: HOP

(PrIvate Exchange).

5555

Telegrams: READY,

HOP 5555, LONDON.

DEMONSTRATIONS

distant listener, but it is interesting
to know that the transmitter, which
I understand is at Haeren, in the
immediate neighbourhood of the
Belgian capital, will eventually, when
it is taken over, be installed on
another site-possiblv in the vicinity
of Nivelles (Hainaut) towards the
centre of the country.

DURING BROADCAST HOURS
shall it be?
Mr. James'

W

-

already-

famous "TOUCHSTONE" or
Mr. Reyner's new "FURZEHILL

CH

II I
FOU R "-both really

excellent four-valvers. Before deciding,
come along and compare them under identical conditions on the
New Ready. Radio Loudspeaker.

HEAR BEFORE YOU BUY

Rivals in the Field

-

j

READY RADIO

Continental Notes

....

Decembe, 1928

Radio Belgique, however, so far as
I can see, will not secure a broadcasting monopoly, for there are rivals
in the field.
Admittedly Ghent,
Schaerbeek and Chateli-neau are but
small fry, at present, and for some
months Belgian listeners will turn to
Brussels for their main radio entertainments.
But in 1929 a more serious cornpetitor will enter the lists, for a report
reaches me that the Flemish-speaking
population of the country has decided
to erect a 7-kilowatt transmitter in
the city of Louvain, at a cost of some
three millions of francs. The capital
for this private enterprise has been
over-subscribed, one million francs
extra having been secured for working
expenses, and a committee has been
formed to run this concern.

"I NCEPTOR THREE"

Also Demonstrations of the

IM MEDIATE

of ALL the CORRECT

parts
DESPATCH for these Receivers.

WRITE,

s

WIRE

PHONE

OR

YOUR ORDERS

THE "TOUCHSTONE"

'1FURZEHILL FOUR"
ebonite panel, 21 in. by 7 In. by In. L s. d.
Q
g
O
(Ebonart moiré) ...
dual condenser
i .0005-microfarad
(Cyldon log mid.line)
i 5 e
i slow-motion dial (Burndept F.thovernier)
O
6
0
1 .0002-microfarad reaction condenser
0
8
(Cyldon Bébé)
6
0
2
3
1 30-ohm panel rheostat (Peerless)
Push-pull on-off switch (Lotus)
0
1
6
4 anti-microphOnic valve holders with
0
0
7
terminals (Lotus)
0
i
15
2 dual range coils (Colvern type uy)
fixed
condenser
1 0.1-microf arad
0
8
6
(Dubilier type B775)
Mansbridge condenser
1 1-microfarad

i

mahoganyoroak cabinet, 26 in.
by 8 In. by S n. (Ready Radio)
ebonite panel, 12 in. by 8 la. by

.............

(1i0n)

1

.........
.........

1

1
1

1

......

(Dubilier)
2
1

2
1

1

Backbone of the Organisation

1

1

............
......
............

Preset condensers, .00003

to .00025-

microfarad (Igranic)
.0003-microfirad fixed condenser
(Dubiller)
grid leal, holders (Dumetohm holder)
.25-megolim leak (Dubllier)
50,000ohms leak (Ediswan)

......

.........
toi

11F. choke (I.ewcos)
L.F. transformer, 2

o
0
0
0

0

2

From private information received,

s
2
2
2
2
9

1

0

0

......
......

15
5

6

O

O

6

1

8
10

0
0

0

1

10

0
0

5

0
0

3
2

0

3

0
8

O

10

6
O

0

0
0

2
5

3

.........

0

1

0

5

6

0
0
0

8

6

1

6

5

0

over (Ready Radio)
0
30 ft Glazite
0
4 valves, Marconi sa "ecosendei
6, 4, or 2 volt
2
Total (Including Valves) £13

4
2

6

6

6

5

6

"READY RADIO" COMPONENTS

THE

1
1
i

I

.........

terminals ( cUing-Lee)
terminal strips, 10) In. by 2 in. and
5) in. by 2 in
neutralising condenser (Gambrel!
neutrovernter)
panel-mounting volume Control
(Clariostat)
on-off switch (Bulgin)
balanclngcondenser(BuJgInNl47)

..........

............
......
'

acreen 7% in, by 77',in. and

......

h

in. turn-

.........

Prices, ineludinq Royalties

THE "TOUCHSTONE" £17
"INCEPTOR THREE" £14

0

0 10

...... 020
...... I

(Peerless)

READY-BUILT SETS
COMPLETE with VALVES
"FURZEHIL.L FOUR" £18

8

......

1

10

2
3
6
6

0

0

1

6

4

0

8

0

6

6

0

o

10

0

6
6

.........
.........
......

.0003-mlcrofarad 2-gged condens
(Jackson Bros.)
vernier drum dial (Jackson Bros.)
antlmicro. valve holders with
termInals (\V.B.)
set of two coils, as specified
.0003-mId, fixed condenser (T.C.C.)
.005-mId, fixed condenser (TOC.)
jmfd. fixed condensers (TOC.)
2-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.)
2-meg. grid leak (Ediswan)
60,000ohm resistance (E swan)
porcelaIn holders (Bulgin)
200,000-ohms wire wound resistance
with holders (RI. & Varley)
L.F. transformer ratIo 3.6 to i
(Igranic G type)
panel mounting rheostat 15 ohms

0

1

1

6
0
6
6

d.

s.

2

9

2

............
............

land workers which plays an important part in Belgium's internal politics.
The choice of wavelengths is a
limited one, but it is probable that the
transmitter will work Ofl 265 metres,
previously used by Brussels, and later
adopted by the ill-fated Antwerp
relay. With such a financial backing
there is every reason to expect that
Radio Leuven, as the station is to be
named, will be placed on a sound basis
and will give to Belgium what she
requires, bilingual radio broadcasts.

1

6

and one L.F.

il

.

1

2

1 10
transformer 4to 1 (B.T.H.)
1
I choke coupling output unit (Igranlc) 1
0
1
Terminal strips ano bushes
0
4
marked terminals (Belting-Lee)
0
0
1 grId bias clip (Bulgin)
¡lidio)
0
12
and
(Ready
foil
I copper screen
0
2
i pairofpanelbrackets(Magnum)
2 wander plugs, one spade tag, an 2 ft.
0
0
R.R. flex
0
2
30 ft. Glazite for wiring...
Ready Radio solid oak or mahogany
1
12
cabinet
Valves as specified ......... 2 18
£14 15
TOtal (including valves)

I am given to understand that the
backbone of the organisation is the
Boerenbond, a Catholic association .of

2

.

0

L

SOlid

......

j

and other successful Press receivers.

0

FOR

"SUPER CHUMMY FOUR"

0
11

6

d.
cabinet with wound frame
aerial (Ready Radio)
...... 2 19 6
i set of copper screens (Ready Radio) 0 16 6
2 new anoae coils (Ready R5ajO)
... 0
5 0
itIthe(ReSdyitS4io) ...... 0 8.6
£ s.

Oak

Complete kit af parts, including
£13 9 3
Valves and batteries
...
Detailed Prtce List of "Super Chummy Fout"
on Application.

NEW READY RADIO CABINET CONE SPEAKER £4 4 0 (ìuppiiel in Solid Oak nr Mahogany)
-

Wireless in North
Qusensland and in Germany
appear on pages 461 and 444

Articles

ou

respectively.

L

Free blueprints with all orders over £2

.

Cash with order or C.O.D.

RING HOP 5555 (Double Five Double Five)
INUNP: All orders post free.

OVERSEAS: Consignments

carefully packed and insured.
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this article is described the construction and op oration of a simple one-valuer that will
appeal particularly to the beginner in radio, and also to the listener who needs only headphone
reception. It is not at all difficult to build and is quite inexp!nsive
Xn

;

'eial. line'
aerial portion of the coil is tuned by a
.0005-microfarad variable condenser.
For the sake of sensitivity, a leakygrid detector is used, the grid return
For Flat-dwellers
being made throigh a leak used in
This Special One is also recom- conjunction with a potentiometer
mended to those fiat-dwellers who across the low-tension supply. This
want only a small set for head- arrangement allos of maximum
sensitivity being obtained, but more
phone reception.
scope of any beginner and will
give headphone reception of a
surprising number of stations.

Notthe

------.----- ----

least in teresting fea-

-

-

f

ture about

-

important still

-------

-o

this one-000031
Front view of the receiver

this time of the year especially,
many people are attracted to
wireless who have not previously had
a receiving set at all. They naturally
want to get the best possible results at
the lowest expense and therefore a
simple one-valver is good enough for
many of them.
Such a simple set is that described
in this article. It is well within the
AT

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
FOR THE SPECIAL ONE
i-Ebonite

panel,

9

in.

b76 in. (Trolite,

Red Triangle, or Parfait).

z-.000-microfarad

variable condenser
(Lotus, Lissen, or Polar).
reaction condenser
z-.000 -microfarad
(Dubilier, Cyldon Bébé, or Peto-Scott).
z-On-off switch (Trix, Lotus, or Lissen).
z-.000a5-microfarad semi-fixed condenser
(Formodenser or Igranic Preset).
i-Single coil holder (Lotus, Magnum, or
Peto-Scott).
i-Antimicrophonic valve holder (Formo,
Lotus, or W.B.).
i-.0003-microfarad
fixed
condenser
(T.C.C., type SP).
i-a-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
or Peto-Scott).
i-3o-ohrn baseboard rheostat (Lissen or
Igranic).
i-High-frejuency choke (Magnum, Wearite, or Burndept).
i-Terminal sup, 9 in.. by Z in. (Becol,
Red Triangle, or Parfait).
8-Terminals, marked -Aerial, Earth,
i

L.T.+,

LT.-,

H.T.+,

HT.-,

Phones +, Phones- (Belling-Lee or
Eelex).
i-Pair panel brackets (Magnum).

Stiff wire for connecting (Glazite).
Short length of flex.
i-Cabinet with baseboard, 7 in. deep
(Caxton).

-

valver is the

use of

a

MFB.

HT+ is the fact that
the reaction can
be controlled by
this means to be
smooth over the
whole scale of

single tapped

the tuning

coil

condenser.

aerial
tuning and refor

/

r

000

action effects.

Actually

Reaclion
Control

a

Reaction is
btained by a

double-tapped
coil is used, the
few turns tapped
off from one end
being utilised as

ETIO

Circuit

of

-

the

.0002-micro-

HT-

farad variable

Special OEie

condenser, connected between
winding. However, if any prospec- the anode of the valve and the small
tive constructor has a number of tapped portion of the tuning coil. In
centre-tapped coils on hand, he should the anode circuit is placed a hightry them before buying any double- frequency choke to prevent untapped coils.
wanted currents from flowing through
There are two disadvantages about the phone win lings.
the use of a centre-tapped coil. Only
The simple appearance of the set
half of it is used (in this particular can be judged from the photographs.
circuit) for aerial tuning, while the
(Conhin e on page 502)
other half is used for reaction; this
is rather too large.

the reaction

Good Prcportions
These disadvantages automatically disappear when a doubletapped coil is utilised. In the case
of a No. 6o coil, for instance, 50
turns are available for aerial
tuning, while the remaining jo
turns are available for reaction.
The arrangement is clear from
the circuit diagram, reproduced
on this page. In the aerial lead is
placed a semi-fixed series condenser, for fine control of the
selectivity of the receiver The
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Plan view of the Special One
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Sound straining its way to your ear and
. . . or stalls?
losing all sense of personality in the process. . . . or sound intimately
audible P D One reason why everyone is enthusiastic about the new
Amplion Speaker is that it seems-to bring your receiver
so much nearer to the microphone. You hear more perfectly because you hear more complétely. You hear the low
notes and the high notes naturally balanced, for the new
Amplion Speaker gives an even response over the whole
L]UU
range of frequencies. D lt has been claimed by competent
authorities that the new Amplion is the most accurate
reproducer of sound on the market, not excepting the
moving-coil type of instrument.
An achievement in itself-but here
The new Amplion Speakers in
¡s the greater achievement. It is so sensitive
Cabinets of Oak or
that it can give this splendid performance Handsome
Mahogany range in price from
from a simple two-valve set. lt requires no £9 10 0 to 142.
batteries, transformers or mains connections The Amplion Radio Gramoto operate it. The secret is an entirely new phone in Oak 158 12 6. in
form of moving-iron movement, employed ex- Mahogany 163 12 6, including
Royalties.
clusively in the new Amplion Speakers and
Fully covered by patents. D Hear the new
Amplion Standard Speakers,
Amplion Speakers and you will double your Cone and Horn Types, 52/6 to
15. Junior Models, 35/- to
radio pleasure.

Gallery.

O

I'

«flfl(

-

I

.

13

3 0.

Catalogue from
Dealers, or from
Amplion, Limited.

:

all

Radio
Graham

London: 25/26, Satile Row, W.!.

A

: 10, Wlzitworth Street
Glasgow: 6/8, West George
Street.
Works: Slough.

Manchester
West.
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One

(Continued from page 500)

Special attention
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has been paid to the
choice of components
for this set in order
to get the best value
for money. It is
possible to get cheaper components than
those specified, but
such a procedure
will probably result
in impaired efficiency.

'

SpecialOne;
right
j th
reaction condenser

j

/

J
-

2

PLATIb

PANLL9Xt

ç'

Note the H.F.
Controlling
choke on the
Selectivity
left
The semi-fixed
condenser in the full-size blueprint layout, drilling
aerial lead controls

the selectivity of the
receiver and can be
omitted if the aerial
to be used does not
exceed 30 feet in
length; if the aerial
is longer than this,
however, it should be
retained, as it will be
found useful in getting the best tuning
and reaction adjustments.

guide, and wiring diagram if application, accompanied by the coupon on
page iii of the cover, is made by
December 3!. Ask for No. W.M.ir6,
and address your inquiry to Blue-

print Dept., WIRELESS MAGAnNE,
58/6! Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

Starting

the

Construction

The first part of the construction to
be undertaken is, of course, the drilling of the front panel, and the
nounting of the necessary components thereon. These
Only one
variaile tuncoilis used are the
n t h e Ing condenser,
Special tion condenser, and
i

One,which

push-pull on-off

is very switch.
to
heaj
This layout and wiring diagram can be obtained for half
price (that is, 6d., post free) if the coupon on page iii of
the cover is used by December11. Ask for No. W.M.116

On the front panel there are only

three controls-reaction, aerial tuning
and an on-off switch. There is thus
no difficulty about the operation
of the set

q:
L.

'î

When these
have been mounted,
the panel should be
fixed, by means of
the brackets, on the
baseboard and the remainder of the cornponents fixed on the
Latter:

ikf\
I

-

-

Note should
be made of the
fact that the

grid conden-

ser is of the
series-parallel type. That is, it is proThe
vided with three unequally-spaced
Special One
terminals, the condenser being connected between the two consecutive
terminals that are farthest apart; the
third terminal is unconnected internally, and serves only to clamp one of
the grid-leak clips.

(Con/inted on
page 504)

THE LIS
dr

L.L.IJVJ.

PONENTS
REQUIRED
APPEARS

0' 500PAGE

s

Baseboard Potentiometer
Simple to
build

/

The potentiometer is of the baseboard type, as once it has been set for
a particular valve, there is no need
for further adjustment.
A leaky-grid
For 6d. it is possible toobtaina detector is used

The
Speciaj
One
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BECÖL.

pick-up I havé
ever heard ... "

SPECIFIED FOR THE

MYSTERY

SIX-SIXTY

RECEIVER
Beco!

x7" x

Ebonite Panel 21"

(Mr. G. Readrnan.jun., of
9 Moray Place, Edinburgh)

"8/4

POSTAGE

against one costing £4, yours was in-.
finitely the better of the two. . . . What to
me Is so extraordinary is the almost complete
absence of scrape and the clearnessof reproduction. I tried some 17 years' old song
records, the words of which I could never hear
on this gramophone, and they all came out
quite clearly on your pick-up."

Be sure to buy BECOI
when you buy ebonit

1928 FIVE
Special offer of BECOL
Formers as specified by
W.M., also FRAME
AERIAL, 4"

Makes an old gramophone as good as new,, and
enormously improves a modern one.
No surface noise.
Fitted in a few minutes-in place of your old
sound-box, attached to your radio receiver, and
your favourite records will be reproduced with
absolute fidelity on the loud-speaker.

Write for particulars
to the Sole Makers

-and

THE BRITISH EBONITE

it

costsonly1 :0:0

CO.. LTD.

HANWELL, LONDON,

W.7.

-

Adapter

L

For
plugging in to
any receiv-

A POPULAR RHEOSTAT

.1111111

:t1tex9.

Ht,

Price

t

j

itt

iblesuire,

The Peerless Varistor is a new baseboard type of
Rheostat and is suitable for controlling all types of
Valves,
Terminals are fitted
'
in a convenient
position for wiring

,

4/..

'

,..,

.

-

"

UP,

__

usw

4

'

-

-.

Control
With 2 ft. twin
flexible «ire for

1/3

Seod for latest illustrated catalogue

Gramophone
Volume

/

Connecting
Sound-box.

to

Price

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO., LTD.

to

8/6

-

22 Campbell Road, BEDFORD

Burndept Electrical Sound-box

Just see what a great improvement the BURNDEPT

Finston

-

Electric Sound-box makes to your Gramophone!

COIL
"Q"
"Q"
The
Coil is a very efficient
type of tuning inductance and
dives exceptional results, cover
ing a waveband of 250/550 and

r

.1

"

i,000Ja,000

.5.

7)tt

BURN DEPTI

metres.

rOs

Wireless (1928) Limited

Ace o Twos receiver ( Ama
teUr \%ireless, September 22.)

BLACKHEATH, LONDON,

HF. TRANSFORMER 21/AERIAL COIL 15/REINARTZ COIL 21/As

STONE MNFG.

co.,

Showrooms: i

From all Dealers o,

sf.'ecfied a,id officially approval.

1O8/Ge

L 1 :0 :0

Soii

S.E.3
Bedford Street, STRAND, W.C.z

11111,

AJ.W.

-
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(Continued from page 502)

When all the parts have been portion for reaction. For the lower
firmly fixed in position, wiring up can broadcast band a No. 6o coil will be
be started. This will present no found suitable with most aerials,
difficulty if the bluepriñt (or reduced while for the upper broadcast band a
reproduction of it on page 502) is No. 200 coil should be tried.
consulted, for this shows the order of
As regards valves, there is a very
wiring, and the actual points that wide choice. Any valve of moderàte
impedance will be suitable-say
have to be connected together.
between 15,000 and 30,000 ohms.
How to Connect Up the Set
Between these values the impedance
For instance, first connect together is not critical, and the list on pages
with one wire, or as few wires as 404 -405 should be consulted for the
possible, the points marked a; then final choice.
To test the set, then, insert the
connect the points marked b; and
so on through the alphabet. In this valve and coil in their respective
way the wiring is built up in the holders, and connect the appropriate
simplest manner, and an easy means flexible lead to the "bottom" tapping
point on the latter. Apply to the
of checking it is provided.
At this stage, the set can be given L.T. terminals an accumulator of the
a preliminary test, but first of all, voltage of the valve to be used, and
appropriate coils and a valve must be to H.T.+ anything up to xoo volts
or so.
obtained.
The coil used must, as already
mentioned, be of the double-tapped Operating the Receiver
To operate the receiver, first screw
type, so that the larger portion of it is
used for aerial tuning and the smaller the knob of the small pre-set con-

Test Report öf the Super
READERS who have made up the
Super Chummy Four receiver,
have, in some cases, reported difficulty in stabilising it. We set ourselves the task of discovering the
cause of the trouble and the remedy,
and in the following notes we explain
how the set may be somewhat

Smooth Reaction Control
Now turn the knob of the main
tuning condenser until a Station is
picked up, when the reaction control
should be readjusted. If oscillation
is too fierce, move the potentiometer
slider back towards the negative
end, when a smoothèr control will be
obtained.
If difficulty is experienced in
cutting out the local station or
reaction is troublesome to obtain,
withdraw the screw of the preset condenser and so reduce its

Capacity.

Chummy

modified to give complete stability
and entirely satisfactory results.
One of the main troubles experienced
appeared to be due to readers not
employing the full screening system
so that direct interaction occurred
between the frame-aerial winding and
the windings of the anode coils. This
is easily overcome by
u sing the screening
specified at the back
of the receiver.
To reduce further the
possibility of interacticn
we have altered the
disposition of the coils
with respect to the
frame-aerial winding.
A glance at the small

Detailsof the modified frame aerial

denser on the baseboard right down
and pull out the knob of the on-off
switch, Now move the sliding contact on the baseboard potentiometer
until it is near the positive end and
adjust the reaction condenser on the
panel until the slight rustling or
hissing sound is heard which indicates
that the set is on the vérge of oscillation.

reproduction o f t h e
revised blueprint wiring
plan will show that the
windings of the coils
are now placed at right
angles to the winding
on the frame aerial.
It will also be noted
that a somewhat
different variable resistance is used on the
panel. The wiring to

Four

has also been altered.
This resistance has an entirely
fresh duty to perform. It is connected
between the 120-volt HT, positive
terminal or connection in the receiver
and the by-pass condenser which is
connected to the screening grids of
the two creened-grid valves. The
original H.T. positive tapping from
this latter point is now dispensed
with.

this

Screened-grid Voltage
By varying the amount of resistance in use in this new component
the voltage drop between the 120volt tapping and the screening grids
is varied.
Thus a continuously
variable voltage can be applied to the
screening grids of the two screenedgrid valves. This is an asset, for in the
original design it was certainly a very
tricky matter to discover the best
voltage by tapping the HT. battery
for getting maximum amplification
and yet complete stability at one
and the same time.
When first we started to experiment to overcome the oscillation
experienced by constructors we tried
(Continued on page 506)
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RECEIVER

/

YOUR

Complete

wvWau

Kits of Parts

for building
this wonderful receiver.

TO PERFECT RADIO

20/- DOWN
and

11

1928]

WHATEVER

...

..

.

be

THEM ON
OUR EASY

month

payments
of 19/11

ly

The

THIS ISSUE.

DESCRIBED I M
£

Weurite All Wave Tuner W.C.2

I

"ULTRA" Double
Action Air Column
Loud Speaker

I

aace
3

Thislorad-speaker aistomatirally segregates high noter
from tow noten, which are
reproduced through two
distinct Units In the one
loud-speaker. The result s
perfect reproduction over
the whole range of treqraerrnies. Specially recommended for radio gramophones. Very moderate in
price. but of really excellent
Full dciads
performance.
of various models in our
big list.
Standard modni. mnd only
13 Balonoe by Il

..........
........

J.B. .0005 Slow Motion Condenser ..
IgranicO-S00,000 ohms eariable resist-

i

I
I

3
I

I
I
I

I

Benjamin valve holders
Rl. Varley artti-mobo resistance rapacity coupler (type Z)
Keystone High-Low" H.F. choke
T.C.C. fixed condenser .0003-mfd. .,
T.C.C. fixed condenser .0l-mfd
RL Varley 100.000 ohm wire-wound
resistance with holder

DOWN

il.

s.
15
14

1

3
4
4

0
9
3
6
6

5

0

3

6

,

1

7

8

1

0

8
2

6
6

i

'

Keystone wire, screws. etc

6

.....

requirements and
we 4Il quote yoo.

6

POST THIS

O

6
6

COUPON
for our Big List

2

2

0

2

5

0

1

7

0

7

LII

Let us knnw your

s.d.

.....
........

110
3

f

-

T.C.C. 2-mfd. fined condenser
I RI. Varley L.F. choke, type E.Y.6 ..
I Lewcos 7-way battery cord
I Dubilier 2-megohm grid leak
I Terminal strip 2 in. by I in. by k in
2 Belting-Lee terminals A.E
I Pair of battery clips
2Wanderplugs
double spring motor, comI Keystone
th turn-table
plete
I B.T.H. pick-up and tone arm
2

0
6

6

Dial indicators
Lotus jack swatch No. 7
Lotus plug and jack No. 4

20/-

TERMSn

"GRAMOP F-lONE THREE"

Full details of everything
Radio 015 easy Terms,

6

7

please.

SECURES COMPLETE KIT OF COMPONENTS
FOR BUILDI'lG THIS HANDSOME RECEIVER
BALANCE IN 11 MONTHLY PAYMEnTS of 20E-

PETO - SCOTT

LTD.

CO.,

77, CITY

NAME ..................

STREET ................

62, HiGH HOLBORN, W.C.1
RO A D, E.C.1
'Phone: CHANCERY 8266.
'Phone: CLERKENWELL 9;06.
IN R4DIO.
EVERYTHING
WRITE, CALL OR 'PHONE FOR

pay8 //monthly
mantO(S/3.

TOWN ..................
W.M./Da.

6502

TBuild

a.

COMPLETELY SCREENED SetI

ri1Ìr'7:

1

i

"

y

V

NO11

-

f'e
An amazingly simple set
to construct and operate

LLJIL

--

CHANGING

Obtain a Broadsheet from your dealer
and read why you should-

From

Completely Screen the

on a Push-pull Switch

Grid

to

HIGH

LOW

WAVE

FOR

THE SIX-SIXTY MYSTERY RECEIVER
30/ Oak, 33f Mahogany
THE MULLARD PORTABLE V
50/- Oak, 56/- Mahogany
MASTER THREE STAR
24f-

teiminals and ready drilled 12/6
PAREX COPPER SCREEN forEconomy Screened Grid Four" 4/6

"TOUCHSTONE

Crown Work,, CRICICLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2

ORDERING

SCREEN with Foil,

"INCEPTOR

THE FOR IO CO.

WAVE

27/-

Oak,

Mahogany

BE SURF: ANI) SPECIFY

4

SCREEN as specified
FOIL for same
...
SCREEN as specified

post card for FREE FULL-SIZE
LAYOUT PLAN and wiring instructions.

pWREN
CABINETS
/

UNTARNISHABLE COPPER SCREENS
ARE USED IN AND SPECIFIED FOR THE:

FURZEHILL

'

Send

PAREX
"

:.'''

t

fid

4/6

1-

PROMPT

4/6

DELIVERY

complete with terminal and drilled
COILS FOR "TOUCHSTONE," per set of two, 30/-

E.

PAROUSSI

10 FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. Chancery 10h

Sr,,! f,.,

,

I..,!,!

1.1SF, IO

CARRINOTON Rig, co.. LTD., Co, ... W..rk'. Soder,trad Ed,, SOUTH CROYDON.
Croydon 0623
'Phone
s
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Test Report of the Super Chummy Four

(Continuedfrom page 504)

distant' station has been tuned in,
will effect a decided increase in the

t
I

T

'-

(_o"

:°'

-

\

volume of signals received.
If readers have any difficulty in
tuning-in a distant station then the
resistance should be turned until the
set is just oscillating, when the required station will be brought in
quite easily. As soon as possible,
however, the correct setting for this
resistance should be remade as
otherwise the settings already obtained for other stations will be
thrown out. The tuning of the set
will only be difficult during the early

tests.
I

I

I

Tuning Dials in Step

Um!.JLfttt(
This modified layout and wiring diagram of the Super Chummy
can Le obtained for is. 6d. po3t free. Ask for No. W.M. 104

using the set with the screen at the
back removed. It was found to be
impossible to obtain stability in this
way without reducing the dimensions
of the frame aerial.
We therefore rewound the frame
aerial on insulated pegs screwed to
the backboard of the cabinet and
arranged the frame to be of such
dimensions that it would fit comfortably into the space allowed at the
bottom of the cabinet for the batteries and loud-speaker. In doing this
we found that it was quite satis-.
factory to leave off the back screen
of the receiver.

Altering the Frame Aerial
Should any constructor wish to
do away with the screening at the
rear of the set itself then altering'the
size for the frame-aerial winding
will allow of this being done.
The whole of the latest experimentin with this ret has been conducted with ah ordinary power valve
in the final position of the set and the
results obtained with only the one
ordinary L.F. valve are surprisingly
good.
Tuning, with the latest modifications, is extremely critical, but no
reader should. experience difficulty

in this matter if he will adhere
to the following instructions. The
resistance used is a Oarostat "vounie
control" and adj ustment of this is
rather coarse owing to its high
resistance. A better instrument to
use would be the Clarostat "power"
variable resistance. If the latter is
used its setting will be much less
critical and wider variation or rotation of the knob vill result.
If the former component is used
then the knob should be turned fully
in a clockwise direction bcfore any
attempt is made to switch on the
receiver. The set can then be switched
on and the local station tuncd in to
the loudest possible strength.
After this the knob of the CIas stat
resistance should be turned about a
quarter or half a turn in an anticlockwise direction, when it will be
found that the receiver will break
into oscillation. Turning the resistance knob back again in a clockwise
direction until the set is just off the
oscillation point will put the receiver
into its most sensitive state of adjustment.
There should now be no need to
make further alterations to the
setting of this resistance although a
very slight readjustment, when a

-

The two H.F. tuning dials, as will
be seen from the test report, are
practically in step, so that no
difficulty will be experienced in this
respect. The frame-aerial tuning
condenser requires very careful
handling in our revised set, but this
is mainly due to the fact that we have
made the frame aerial so small. With
a frame of the dimensions originally
specified for this set readers should
not experience extremely critical
setting for the frame-tuning condenser.
.
-

(See also

page 512)

Test Report on the Super

Chummy Four
1.oud-spealser reception
on
stations
marked *, others on phones, where super
power valve only was used.
Wavelength.

'242
*250

254
260

°277

'283

Station

Nurnberg
Muenster ....
Kiel
....
Malmo
Kaiserslautern
.

....
....
....
....

298
303

Cologne
Hanover
Koenigsberga

349

Prague

*3226 Dublin
'364
375

*380
389
396

'416
422

428
435

«i
*450
462
491

'5o8
517
544

'55g

.

aLO
Madrid (EAJ7)
Stuttgart .....
Radio Toulouse
Hamburg

Condensers.
i
2
3
27
17
13
15
20
30

32
35
40
49
54
57
6o
65
90
96

90
97

çx

too

ioo

93
96

102

IO!

ioô

z6
30
38
40
44
46
48
50
82
8

.... 99 io8
Kattowita .... io6 iia
Frankfurt .... io
ii6
Seville(EAJ)
iia
Brunn
.... 114 120
Rome
.... 116 123
Goeteborg

.

.... i7
.... 139
.... 146
.

Brussels
Vienna
Milan
Buda-Pest
J.

.

150

3

45
50
56

56

6o
64

ios
io6
110

114

ii

117
119
122

132
135

130

140
143

140
142
149

PTT Paris (when

Oslocioseddown) 124
Daventry 5GB
130

2

151

135

154 -153

GODCHAUX ABRAÍ1AMS
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.1 process
-tne oniy
perrectea
for the transmission and reception of Wireless
pictures and is the system adopted by the B.B.C.
and the various Continental Stations, which
have aIreadr inaugurated picture transmissions..
Being a standardized apparatus, it will receive
not only the pictures transmitted by the B.B.C.,
but those from abroad as well.
It is only necessary to connect the if ultorapb
to any ordinary set in place of the loud-speaker,
wind up the clockwork motor, and wait develop'
ments. As sdon as the picture transmission
starts sd does the jfultorap1j-automatically.
It stops automatically too, when the picture is
complete, which can then be removed and
retained. No developing or fixing is required.
.ew__._1
me .jrutiurpj
r't__

-

-

a

-

is

.1

r

uttoçváp b
Wireless Pictures (1928)

Ltd.,
Dorland House,
14/16, Regent Street,
London, S.W.x.
-

-
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-

-

-
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-

-

.
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-

-
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More About the Touchstone
way of connecting them, as will be
seen by referring to the diagrams,
It is important that the windings be
properly connected if a good balance
is to be obtained,

(Continued from page 413)

connected to terminals. It is therefore necessary to remove the insulation from every one of the strands
for about one inch, and then to

Good Balance.
The balancing circuit itself includes a neutralising
condenser and the third
winding on the transformer.
Its construction is such that
the balance holds good over
the whole tuning range,
even when the aerial and
earth are removed.
A reader who wishes to

-

strand separately. At first one or
two strands may be broken, but as
it is necessary to solder all the
strands, when several are broken the
ends should be cut off and
a fresh joint prepared.
To hold the spacers in
position whilst winding the
fine wire primary, two rubber bands may be used and,
if the wire is pulled fairly
tightly whilst winding, the
spacers will be held firmly
in position.

.1

Mcunting Positions

The intervalve high frequency
transformei
is
mounted vertically and the
aerial grid transformer horizontally. They are fitted at
The Lewcos version of Touchstone coils
right angles, and you will
solder them together, before solder- observe that the intervalve transing the cable to a connecting tag on former, which is connected to the
detector, cannot act as a small frame
the terminal.
A blunt knife may be used to aerial to collect signals from a
remove the insulation from each powerful nearby station.
This stage, including the valve and
transformer, magnifies from forty to
fifty times with complete stability
and no reaction is fitted, because with
this amount of magnification, and
Th.
R A D O U R O U U C rs
of diUca
that provided by the aerial-grid coil,
even really distant stations are
Gadgets and Components! British
250 made, ll-oroughly tested, and guaranreceived at considerable strength.

construct his own high-frequency transformers will
find that he can purchase
the necessary wire from
Particular
most dealers.
care must be taken when handling
the high-frequency cable. This has
twenty-seven strands of fine wire,
each of which is silk covered, and
the two ends of the coil have to be

\'.rs

t'
.5

t

I

teed to be electrically and mechanically perfect. lt is only possible to describe three of
them here, but they are all illustrated and
described in our fit ty.six page Catalogue, which
si ill be sent free on request.

Bulgin Si, itches
famnus.
From

'

t

G.B. CLIPS

SWITCHES

-,

are
the

Bulgin G.B. Clips.
when first brought
out, standardised
the fixing of batteries inside tite
cabinet. We make
the largest range of

original Push-pull
.

-

Switch (illustrated here)
to the special Twin Circuit Station Selector,
there is a switch for
every purpose.
Beseboard Sssitches, Panel
Key Switches, Knife
Switches, and Two-,
Three-, or Four-Spring
Switches for wavelength
changing, all of which
are constantly being
specified for the best
Circuits.

-

., 4/9

BALANCING CONDENSERS
The Condensers with a velvet action. Again and again
they are being specleed,
owing to the beautifully
smooth control they oder.
Do not make do with sub
stitutes if you want the best
results.

-,

1/6 each

A. F.

Oblaina blé

from

all

file
best dealers.

10,

any manufacturer,
one for every purpose at varying
prices. Note particul irly the quality
and finish compared
with imitations.
Illustated is the No.
Type, bd. pair.
other models sell at
2d., 4d., and 4d.
t

BULGIN & CO.

Radio
9,

Amplification Curves

Manufacturers

Dec koreni

II Curmitor Sired, Chancery Lane, LONDOI, E.C.4
TeIephon

Halbem

lie ,ia,ne
and trade mark
See

2072.

Ou

every genuine

article.

The low-frequency amplifier has
been briefly described.. It was designed to provide the necessary
magnification and to have certain
frequency characteristics. The shape
of the amplification-frequency curve
of Fig. 5 shows with what success the
various components were proportioned. A curve showing the relative
amplification at various frequencies
for the resistancé stage is given in
Fig. 6 and for the transformér stage
in Fig. 7. These two stages combine
to give the result of Fig.
.

Type of Loud-speaker

It is not very difficult to determine
the response of an amplifier at various frequencies, and with presentday loud-speakers it is doubtful
whether straight-line amplification is
desirable. A good deal depends upon
the type of loud-speaker, but it seems
that too prominent treble is not
required.

-
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ALL DAY SATUqDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY1

Hours 9 a.m to9 Bp.m
p.m
Sat. 9 a.m.to
Sunday morning II_li

LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
Come to Leicester Square Tube.

This address is

at the back of Daly's Theatre
4017 nn

C.O.D. auplies

LUDENLR
al!

to United

OHI/

Kiriudoiu

,iFat

-

Circuits.

OF PARTS

SPAKERCABNETSKITS

II

Ebonite gut while
d.
you wait at
square inch, also
in. at )d. Only the
best supplied.
Drilled Panels tor all

Orders despached at cagiest possible
moment. Send ORDER wth instructions
and pay Postman,

Q 01)

for

assi.

U,'rrard

OPEN

WE ARE

K.RAYMOND
27 & 28a

Decembe, 19281

the Right Price

INCEPTOR 3
THE
WIRELESS MAGAZINE, OCT.

Mains Units

1928

was the first commercial condenser te
HYDRA
be sold under guarantee of a test at 500 volts.
It is still the most popular condenser that manufacturers of Mains Units use exclusively in the

I

smoothing circuit. To amateur constructors o
Mains Units Hydra Condensers make all the difference between success and failure-ensuring troublefree Mains supply for all time.

2 mfd.

PRICES:
-

4/-

1

mfd,

-

-,

Tales 10-in.

COne, 9/11

12-in. Cone, 10J11
in., 18/11. Handsomely
Polished Oak Finish.
Will take Blue Spot.
By Post 1/3 extra.

3/

Tested at 500 volts AC.
Work voltage 240 AC. at 50 MA.

Cyldon Twin
Control ConThumb
.O005
47/-. .0001 Ettidenser
.u, 5/6 7 ohm Lissen,
wo, Valve
3
2/6.
Coil
HOlders, 4/o.
Stands. 3/-. 1 M.F.D.,
.1)003 Dubilier, 2/6.
12/6
Series
Grid Leak, 2'6.
Clip. td. HF. Choke,
LIasen, 5/6.
&

RI.

L,8'.

FREE

WITH

PARTS

Assembly
Screen
Grid Bias Clips, Pair i
Panel Brackets, 9
Engraved Terminais
and Strip. Wire,
Tags. Fie', Plugs,
Dial

£4

1

:

8:O

Vsrley, S.L.F., 2/6.
INCEPTOR 3 CABINET, 14/11

PANEL,

6/-

(Tise two 16/6 with parts. Carriage 2/-)
alves, S.G 22/6; D., 10/6 Pentodo 25/-.
IMWCOS CT. bou5, 25, 3/6; 2 60'at 3/6; 2 50 at
5/3.
Ifegra latest, i3-. Triotron Balanced ALL LISSEN PA TS
AND BATTERIE
Armature, 17/6. flovey, 13/6. Lissea,
STOCKED
15,-.
Goodman, 27/6. Loewe, 1816.

BLUE SPOT UNIT
25/66k. 101.
BALANCED ARM AThRE J

Do iiot accept a airer grey conde es r witbo,,t the Hydra label. Othert
are imitations and we are not re. ponsible, in ceoe of breakdown.

t

Of all radio

dealers.

¡n

case of

difficulty, write

C one O n

LOUIS HOLZMAr
Kiogaway, LONDON, W.C.2
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Now

i

ts

I

I

liPt e Star
Mullarn
Genalne Usted Componente
I

f'

-

on Sale.

.,,.!:\_..

I?.

Charles Letts's 1929

"AMATEUR WIRELESS"
NOTEBOOK DIARY
88-page Reference Section.

Full

of

Useful Information.

Prices: '1/6 and' 2/6

--

You CAN PURCHASE

"AMATEUR WIRELESS" OFFICE
58 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.
-

The Panel

to

match

Modern Components
High Efficiency Circuits
Finished in 6 varieties
Matt, SesiiPjlished W,ho,ny,
Cube

H.

Semi Polis' ed Black,

Sudate, HihIy Polished Mahceany, Highly Polished Black.

B.

POTTER

&

CO., LTD.

Btatlon Bu1dln5a, ROCHtOALE

THE PERFECT

V!

E'BOITE..

I

Ca.

I

2/-.

Battery

-

Switch 1/3. J.B. .0005
Log, 1/6; .00035, 10/P.
Mullard .0003 and 2
Magnuoou
5/-.
meg.
2/6.
Panel Brackets,
I[uflard .0001 Fixed 2/6

TOTAL

PLEASE

ANY ITEM SEPARATELY(OR A KIT OF PARTS
Every component Is available at shorC notice
This list is strictly to Mullard speclftcaeion
MULLARD VALVIS
HANDSOME AMERS2v., 4v, 6v. (tor above
CAN TYPE CABINET
2 at 10/6, 1 at 12/.
as
shown for 12/6
(or Sup Power, 15/
(with Kit of Parts only)
I

Valve Holders, Lotus,
at 1/3. Colvern Consbined Wave Coil, 17/6.
Permacore Transformer,
ClImax "LFA"
25/-.
Transformer, 25/-. Cli-max HF. Choke, 7/6.
3

Benjamin

'

This new and wonderful set must appeal to
young and old, amaeeur or experimenter, In
face, EVERYBODY!

I

Order fron,

and

I

ADD
3/6
Total

...

B

£5

2

6

Hnndoomo SM.
eon-

DisI,.SetOt

neeting

Unko, S
Spades, 4

Ea6oved Terminni,. 2 EbonIte

SteipaToin Feen
SpIedId Alamin.

£5 16 0 im Panel 18a7
drilled ready Cor
nd I will one, 9.vslt Grid

include

-

Bias. Banrbonrd.
CarrIage Paid.

Quototlone for Seto ot We Stock Igranic, Climax, Ever-Ready, Hellesen, Siemens'
Parts over 20/- in Formo, Ferranti, Wearite, Ormond, J.B., Benlamin, Lotus,
Value. Customers ar&Mullard, Dubilier, Lissen, LewcOs, Utility, Magnum, Petorequested to make out Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi, McMichal,
List (it for a particularCosmos, Carborundum, R.I.-Varley, Gam5rell, Browns,
circuit please give title,JSterllng, Amplions-in tact, everything ¡ti, possible to stock.
date, and name ob
A
paper).
Lowest POS- LOUD-SPEAKERS
j47
oid Coil
50/sibte estimate given. Ediswan One-Der
M.P.A.
Plaque
... 29/B
Please write plainly.
K.R. TUNER
Phillips
Seven...
50/
COPPEH SCREENS Corner
8/11
60/:
Amption Cabinet
ALU.'ilINIUM Do., Mahogany... 63/SCREENS
Ferranti
...
SV-.
12x6, 10x6, 8x6,
COUPON "WIRELESS MAGAZINE"
in stock.
ONLY ONE COUPON ON ANY ONE ORDER
M.W.Screening Boxes,
. If you Spend 25/. or more you can buy for 3d. extra
12/6
any one (only) os the following
SM. Dial, 100 ft. 7/22, Indoor Aerial, 12 ydo. LeadIF ITS
in, Fuse and Holder, 12 Nickel Terminals, 60X Coli,
HF. Choke, Permanent Detector, Battery Switch,
WIRELESS
.0003 and 2-meg. Leak, 9-volt Grid Blas, Panel
Brackets, 6-pin Coil Base, 100 ft. Insulated Aerial,
YO
WANT
Loud Speaker Silk Cord, 30 ft. Covered Connecting
Wire, Ebonite panel, 9x6.
TRY HERE FIRST
ONLY AVAILABLE AT K. RAYMOND'S

Changing

200/2000 metres,
with Dial.

SEE WEEKLY ADVERT. IN "AMATEUR WIRELESS"
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TerminaI strip, Ois. bpS Io
Termiioa.lntrlp, 2 io. by 11w. with
11 Belliog-Lee terminal,
1 GrId baue clip
1 Copper aurero. 20 Ia. by 6 In
1 Copper foil. 91 In. by sin
i Pair panel beachrt. Maguum
2 Ft. rubber covered fien
2 igi-nalo wander plugs

lSpndetog

3OFt.GlauIto
1

0
6

1

4

10
2
2

Screened grid valve

1

lDet.1L.F.andl6uprrpower

cards-for teference.

2

6
2
6
2
6

2

6

'6

'u-

Co.

SETS

G.E.C.Victor Three, Brownie
Dominion Three. Marconi
No. 35, G.E.C. Wide-World
Four, Pye AC. S.G. Set.

KITS

-i

W. JamessTouchstone, Furze
C

'

Hill Four, Inceptor Three,
New -Cossor Melody Maker,
New Ediswan Threesome,
Mullard Star Three, G.E.C.
Music Magnet, Megavox
Three, Eliminator Kits.

WIRELESS MAGAZINE

electrolytic condenser operates by the
provision of a very thin film of gis at the
surface of a plate. This gas acts as the di-electric
and, by virtue of the extreme thinness, gives an
arrangement having a very high capacity.
Commercial electrolytic condensers are made
in a dry state, the essential principle being the
same, but the liquid being dispensed with. It
is possible, however, to construct an electrolytic condenser of the wet type comparatively
easily. For this purpose aluminium plates
should be used immersed in a suitable electrolyte, one of the phosphates or borates being the
ntat suitable. Ammonium phosphate, ammonium borate, or ordinary sodium borate
(borax) may be used for the purpose with satisfactory results.
A number of plates should be cut up and
mounted up in altemate order as in the case of
an ordinary air condenser. The alternate
plates, of course, are connected together. The
plates shoiiJd then be assembled in their alternate order, taking hold of them by the edges as
far as possible. The connection tags should
them be painted with enamel or wax to prevent
the liquid from obtaining access to these
portions.
The plates may then be immersed in a suitable

ti

A.N

FnU range of all manufacturers'
Components and Loudspeakers.

Write for our new Catalogue.
WILBURN & Co. Phone: Central 6994
BRIDE

LANE.

LUDGATE

CIRCUS,

-

E.C.4

OAK CABINETS.-Mystery 66o, 17/6;
Master 3, 15/.; Melody Maker, 1,5/-; Radiano
4, 15/6; Masters Portable, 30!-; Baseboards

included. Handmade and French Polished. Rubber feet. Crated and Carriage paid. Send forlist.

GILBERT.

.J

Cabinet Maker,

SWINDON

NO RADIO

L

WITHOUT DARIO
See page

¡n

a

the amateur will be able to compile.

Valuab/z

O

short time
for himself

reference boo/i'.

No. 96

487

in)

leads would be connected to the same point on
the battery, but each valve would receive the
correct bias.
By special arrangements it is possible to
utilise the actual voltage drop on the valves
themselves without any battery. This was
done in the circuit given in Sheet No.
The values of the constants of the circuit in

Sheet No. q are given
microfarads

Ci8

herewith:-

C2C4= .000-microfarad

variable.

-

neutralising condenser.
.0003-microfarad variable.
.0003 microfarad.
C7=C8=Cq=CIo=z microfarads.
R =400-ohms potentiometer.
C3
C5
C6

Rzz

megohms.

R3=o 50,000 ohms.
Li=ozo-henry choke to carry izo mA.
Lz=25-3o or 75-100.
L3=6o or zoo.
L4=o6o or zoo centre tapped.

L53o4o or

i

ioo-15o.

L6=H.F. choke.
L7= zo-henry choke
R400rR5600 ohms.

to carry zo mA.

Ro-600

ohms, fo allow for different supply voltages.

Reference Sheet

Eectroytic

SPECIAL
Kit of comboneisis to convert your old
Cosser Mi.4. into 'he new Cossor
MM., £2. 17. L

23,

malte, for personal choice.

o

Reference Sheet

D.C. mains or from rectified AC., a difficulty
arises, unless sufficient precautions are taken,
in the provision of grid bias.
lt is necessary to
ensure that the grid bias on each valve is
correct with respect to the negative filament leg:
The negative legs of the respective filaments,
however, are all at different potentials. If the
circuit is so arranged that the detector valve is
the most negative, the filament of the first
L.F. valve will be at a potential of +V, that of
the second valve +2V, and so on V being the
voltage of the filamento of the valves, assumed
to be all equal.
lt is preferable, in practice, to arrange the
valves in this manner, th0t is, so that the last
valve in the receiver is the most positive. If
this is done a single grid-bias battery may be
used with its positive terminal connected to the
negative leg of the last valve (see Sheet No. q..).
The last valve would be provided with
9 volts grid bias. The preceding valve is V
volts positive with respect to the last valve, so
that if we are using a 6-volt valve and we
require a bias of volts, we should connect the
grid-bias lead to
volta. The effective bias
would then be +6-9
-3 volts. Thus both

SEll

'f.

WILBURN &

/1/ing id

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

D.C. Mains Receiv ers (Grid Bias

Home Conclreotion

o..

-

REYNER,

\\T1-IEN the filaments of the various valves
in a receivee are wired in series to work off

ileooieo
perfect Short-Wove Receiver yet prod seni.
from 15 to 2000 meteco. LIMo on upplieutioo.

LTD.

H.

The sequence o!
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258 NEW CROSS ROAD. LONDON,
Phone: New Cro.. 1273.

\

0

W. ep,eiati.r oleo io ej,, fniloo.ieg
Cairo? Melody Mole?. Mallard Maulee 5. Mniined
Macler 3 Star. Meteor Two. Ecoaoms S.G.4., Gramophone Three. and oil seto desoribed In leading Radio
Overoeua readers ute invited to eend tor
tournoie.
particulars of the Moegnuin Univeecul Three, the moot

OMNORA

J..

Mcnth by month these sheets can be ait out
and /1/ed-either in a loose-leaf folder or on
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6
6
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___

:

6
2

DobIller fined oondeooer .0003mfd
Dmnetohm holder

R.T.H. truneformer, 2 to I rutio
I B.T.R. tronaformee, 4to! atto

i

Iagazi iie

I

"FURZEHILL FOUR"

Build the
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carry
ioo m A.
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No 97

Condensers-P
container and a saturated solution of borax
should be made up. This may be prepared by
using warm water and dissolving as much borax
as the solution will contain.
When the solution is cold, strain it off to remove any undissolved particles and fill the condenser until
the liquid is level with the top of the plates. A
layer of oil may then be poured on to prevent
evaporation and the condenser is ready for
forming.
Forming is carried Out by connecting the
condenser to a battery for three minutes in one
direction, after which the connections are
reversed and the condenser is left on for a period
of 24 to 48 hours until the current flowing
through it is absolutely negligible. The forming voltage should be a little higher than the
maximum voltage at which the condenser is to
be used.
The lower the forming voltage the
higher the capacity.
A current of several amperes will flow during
the first few minutes of the forming process,
but this wtU subsequently drop away to a
value of 40 or 50 milliamps only, falling away
later to nearly nothing.
A condenser having six pairs of plates 3 in.
square will give a capacity of the order of
2,500 microfarads.

i

I
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Diatonic
THE ordinary musical or diatonic scale is
made up of a series of tones and semitones, the arrangement having been chosen as
one which gives the simplest and most pleasing
set of notes from a musical paint of view. The
scale is so arranged that every eighth note is the
octave of the first note. Tois means that the
note has exactly the same tone value, but its
pitch is one stage higher.
We can pick out on the piano a series of
notes, starting at the bottom and finishing
towards the top, each one of svhich is essentially the same note, but is an octave higher or
lower than its immejiate neighbour. It is
found that the frequency of a note and its
octave are related by the ratio z to i. Thus
middle C on the piano is 256 cycles per second,
and the C immediately above it corresponds to
a vibration of iz cycles per seconi.
The frequencies of the flotes intermediate
between one note and its octave always bear a
similar relationship to each other. 'fhe frequencies of the flotes between middle C and
Note
Actual frequency
Relative frequency
Ratio

IC
.

.

.......

256

D
288

24

27
i

i

WIRELESS MAGAZINE

No. 98
Sca1le

the upper C are given in the table below, and
the relative frequency differences are also
quoted.
The first, fourth, and sixth intervals aie
known as msjor tones. The second and fifth
intervals are minor tones, and the third and
seventh intervals are semi-tones. It will be
seen from the figures given that major tones
are connected by the ratio 8/9, minor tones
9/io, and semi-tones by the ratio to 15/16.
To enable similar scales to be played in any
key the major and minor tones are divided into
semi-tones, these being provided by black keys
on the piano. The total number of semi-tones
in an octave is twelve, these being so chosen
that the ratio of the frequencies of one tone to
the next tone is i.o59 approximately.
This gives what is known as a scale of equal
temperament but does not give the intervals
quite correctf y, except in the standard case of
the middle C scale. It is for this reason that
tunes played in different keys sound slightly
different to the discriminating ear.
F
G
A
B
C

E
320

391.3
32

30

.123

i

.25

389

426.6

36

40

1.33

,.66

i.

480

512

45

48

i

.875

l

Reference Shee'

"Two Into One
will 'go!"

z

All Eelex accessories have multiple
uses, and above you see the Eelex
gnomes of efficiency making two
joints into a socket by means of
Eelex plugs. it's surprising how
the number of connections and wires
can be reduced by using Eelex terminals, spades, plugs, pins and eyes,
and how neat your set can be made
to appear. Also th Eelex system of
standardisation makes the possibility of a wrong or accidental connection practically impossible. All
constructors should write for a copy
of the new Eelex Booklet 31which tells you about the Eelex
gnomes of efficiency and describes
all the Eelex Wireless accessories
free on receipt of a post card.

No. 99

.

Detector Connections
FUR types of detector connection are
given in the disgram herewith.
The first arrangement shows a cumulativegrid detector with the grid leak connected to a
This is
potentiometer across the filament.
desirable in order to obtain the best operating
condition for the detector valve. A smill p_sitive
pOteniiol, usually of the order of i to 2 volts, is
all that is necessary to pro.vide the most efficient rectification. If more than this is provided
the detector damping increases rapidly, rnsking
the circuit flatly tuned, while if reaction is
applied round the detector, this is apt to be
ploppy.
For a-volt valves, a centre tap is usually
satisfactory, and for 4- and 6-volt valves a
or tap respectively will probably be found best.
'nw second system shows a method of
reducing the damping due to the detector valve
upon the tuned Circuit. This is done by connecting the detector across a portion of the
tuned circuit only.
Diagram C shows an anode-bend arrangement using a blocking condenser and grid leak.
This is useful in tuned-anode and similar drcuits, but the blocking condenser must be at
least .005 microfarad in order to obtain adequate
rectification efficiency. If this condenser is

made too smsll, a certain amount of cumulative
grid action will take place and the arrangement
will not work as satisfactorily as it should.
An alternative method is that shown in the
fourth arrangement, where a small value of
condenser is chosen but a high-frequency
choke is utilised in place of the grid leak. 1f
this HF. choke is of high quality, linie loss in
signal strength results from this connection and
true anode-bend rectification will result.

o0o

0003

.00

.000

beLebt

INDEX TO W.M REFERENCE SHEETS

.......
D.0 ........

Amplifier, three-stage power
6i,6z
Auto-transformers
ç3
Chokes, H.F. tester for
86
Coils, best size of wire for .
s
8z, 83
Conversion figures
D.C. receivers
5
D.C. receivers, grid bias for
96
D.C. working
.
qq
Detector connections
Detection, choice of system
88
Diaphragm, displacement in loud-si seikera 67
Diatonic scale
93
89
Dual impedance
Electrolytic condensers
ç7
Exponential horn
79
Frame aerial efficiency
.
69

......
......

Frequency spectrum
Grid bias, in D.C. receivers
HF. chokes, tester for
HF. resistance of wire
H.F. transfoers, best ratio for
Horn, effect on loud-speaker
Horn, exponential
H.T. units, size of condenser for
Inductances, iron-cored
Loud.speakers, diaphragm displacement of
Loud-speakers, effect of baffle
Loud-speakers, effect of horn
Loud speakers, efficiency of
.

93

....... 86
......
8i
.... 92
78
.........
....
.

.

Connections

Nos. 51 to 100

PAGE
56 Ma rietisation curves
52 Mairis, testing of
DC., receiver for
48

Absorption wavemeter
Ammeters A.0

.

.

.......
....
....

7

8

76
67
68
78
66

1928

7

working off

PAGE
'5 73
75
95

9, 4,

96
64

Pick. up, connection of
..
Pein'seability differential
Ponner Amplifier, three-stage
6 i,
Reac tion, control of
Rect:isiers, metal
Reti:ific,stion, cnoice of
keservair condensers, size in H.T. units
Ress rvoir condensera, use of
Kes rvoir condensers, voltage on
Resi, stances, design of
Resi,Stan es, H.F
Scresen-grid valve, use of
Short waves, adapter for ....
Short waves, condensers for
Short waves, range of
'fapped circuits
Tuned anode circuits, resistance of
Valves, screen-grid, use of
..
::
Volume control
Voltmeters1 increasing range of
Vreeland circuit
Wavemeters, absorption
Wire, diameter of

57

Metail rectifiers
Nessi rahisation

........

.........
-

......
.........
.

........
....
........
........
Wire, resistance, H.F .......
Wire, size of, for coils

L!

74
7i
6e
8o
6

-

8

34
87
59

-.

The diagram above sbows the use of a spring
jack attached to a socket for use with 'phone
or loud-speaker tag ends or plugs. Also tie
famous

Si

84

6ç
óo
70
90

i

I

I

I

55
77
63

I

g

I

I

with its multiple

uses. There are 40 different
tops and sís colours available.

I

I

I

TERMINAL

i

I

I

85

TREBLE DUTY

I

J.

J.

EASTICK & SONS

Eelex Works, 118 BunbIll Row
Chiswell Street, London, E.C.I
'Phone: Clerkenwell 9282

I

I

I

I
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Súper
By

J.

Chummy

Godchaux Abrahams
page 504)

(see also

THE Super Chummy fully deserves
its qualification of super, for it does
all that I could do with my pet Chummy
-and then some Further, as it pos-.
sesses the extra advantage of two
screened-grid valves, it is possible to
reach out to much greater distances,
and, providing too high an amplification
is not used in the last stage, by inserting
a super-power inttead of a pentode
valve, you may listen on headphones.
I

Remarkably Selectwe

The receiver is remarkably sensitive
and free from oscillation; complete control is obtained by a fine adjustment of
the resistance acroSs the anode coils,
by which, with care, the volume
can also be increased or reduced to suit
your requirements. Actual tuning in to
the various wavelengths is a simple
matter if it be remembered that it is
critical on all condensers. The, selectivity of the circuit is such that you will
experience no difficulty in side-tracking
your local transmitter, however powerful it may be.

I append a log of transmissions (see
page 506) captured on three separate
evenings; October 31 was a particularly
favourable night to allow of condenser
readings being fully checked over, for
on that night all German stations transmitted continuously, as well as Berne
and Vienna, in their anxiety to give to
their listeners news of the progress of
the Graf Zeppelin on its return to
Friedrichshafen.
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"Furzehill Four"
"Meteor Two'
"Economy Screened-Grid Four"
"Gramophone Three"
"Super Chummy Four"
and "Touchstone Four"

Panels driI1e

s
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Can supply at once correct parts for the
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With Triode Power Valves
With an ordinary super-power valve
alone, the stations marked * were
received at comfortable loud-speaker
strength, others on these nights required
a pentode or could be heard clearly on
headphones. For loud-speaker reception they lacked punch with only one
stage of L.F. amplification.
To achieve good results with the
Super Chummy some little care must
be used, but within half an hour or so
of your working with this receiver you
should acquire the necessary light touch
on the tuning controls. From that
moment you will realise that in this
receiver you possess an instrument
which allows you to reach out afar and
to pick up transmissions hitherto
unknown to you.
With the Super Chummy at your
elbow you may roam over Europe to
your heart's content.
s\"

83 Borouli Hgh St., Londen Bridge,
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See page 487

PRICE REDUCTION FOLLOWSSUCCESS
OF OUR "MITE" CONDENSER
-S

-S

THE demand for our specially-designed able and small sets you can save valuable
miniature components has proved space by the use of this Condenser and
Anti-Capacity Switch. Neither
considerably greater than was anticipated; isoura small
Conden:er follows the
freak-the
consequently, we have been able to effect lines of the standard "Utility'' patterns,
reductions in the prices of otir "Mite
has marked low-loss features and a ballbearing spndle.
Condenser. In the Construction of portThe New Capacity .0005, With Dial, 7/6 Less Dial, 6/6 Vernier 10/,,

Prices

,,

.0003,

,,

.0002,

,,

,,

,,

Ask your local Wireless Dealer to shov
'ou these small lines. You vill Le interested, too, in our range of new ThumbControlled Condensers and Dials-they are
all of first quality and fully guaranteed.

7/-

6/6

,,

,,

,,

,,

6/-

5/6

,,

9/6

9/-

,,

--

-

-,

,:

will

WILIUNS & WRIGHT, LTD.
UTILITY» WORKS.

COMPONENTf

Holyhead Road, BIRMINGHAM
-

-

.

find our New List useful for reference. Write for a copy to-day. "Utility'
Components are Made and Guaranteed by
You

1

-

.
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS'
FOR EVERY_REQUIREMENT
Each blueprint shows the position of each component and every wire and makes construction a simple
matter. Copies of the " Wireless Magazine" and of " Amateur Wireless" containing descriptions of
all these sets can be obtained at Is. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post free.

CRYSTAL SETS
All these

F- -

6d.

For the RC. Enthusiast
Two-programme Set
Centre_tap Set

All-wave

each, post free.

.........
........

Alternative-programme Set
Super Set
Tapped-coil Set
Best-yet" Set

WMI3
WMz
W?515o

A\\' 30

AW 64
AW 9
AWi i4

ONE-VALVE SETS
All these Is. each, post

Beginners' One-valver

WMç
-. WM (ió
WM 116
AW 2
AW 27
AW 46
AW 71

.......

AW 75
A'.\ 103
AW iz

.,

AWio

..

.

Three (11F, D,

Split-primary (HF, D. Trans)
Modern 'J'uned-anode (HF, D, Trans)
'l'etrode3 (HF, D, trans)
Alternative-programme 3 (D, z'L'rans) ..
..
All-from-the-Mains (D zLF) -.
Special (D, 2LF)
Economy 3 (D, 2RC)
Short-svave (D, RC, Trans)
Ether-searcher (D, RC, 'frans)
Standard (D, Trans)
Hartley DX (D, RC, Trans)
Britain's Favourite (D, RC, Trans) Price

AWiz7

TWO-VALVE SETS
AU these Is. each: post free.
llritish 'Broadcast z (D, ['tans) .... WM44
Two-programme z (D. Trans) ..,. WM5Ô
Q-cou z (D, Trans)
WM62
Crusader (D, 'Frans) ,...... WM6q
Flat-dweller's z (l-IF, Dl
.... VM76,. WMç7
Two-Daventry Two (D, Trans)
.. VMq9
Tetrode Short-wave Two (SG, D)
Key-to-the-Ether'Fwo (D, Pentode) .. WMio
SMeteor Two (D, Trans.) .... WMII4
AW ii
Wide-world Short-wave (D, Trans)
Reinartz z (D, Trans) ....... AW zi
lmpire Short-wave
AW 3
Next Step z (D, Trans)
Centre-tap z (D, Trans)
AW 42
..
AW
l'hree-option z (D, Trans)
..
AW 3
Rover 2 (HF, D)
AW ss
General-purpose z (D, Trans)

......

......
......

WMiio
WMII5
A\V 24
AV 33

AW 36
AW 38
AW 41
AW 44
AW 48
AW 50
AW 52
A\V 56
AW 63

..

..,.
------

......
-

free.

........
.....

Long-range Hartley
Reflexed One for the Loud-speaker
* Special One
All-wave' Reinartz
-lartley DX
Reinartz Plug-in One
-.
Economy One
Loud-speaker Special ..
Ultra-sensitive Hartley One
Fan's Short-wave One
Super Reinartz One

........
....

Screened-grid

Pentode)

*Gramophone Three (D,2RC)

-

. -

AW72

4d.,wit/icopyOj"A.W."

Broadcast 3 (D, RC, Trans)
Selectus (1-IF, D Transi
Q-coil 3 (D RC, 'trans)

A'tV 76

.......
-

AW Si
AW 84
AW 88

-

Trans)
Miniature Hartley Three
Summer-time DX Three (HF, D, Trans) A\\ toÓ
Three-valve Mains Receiver (HF, D, Trans)
Clarion

3 (f3, 2

British Station Three (HF, D, Trans). AWI2Z
Optional Two-three (D, zLF)
Simpler Wireless" Mains Three (D,zLF) AWI2
Simplscity Screen-grid Three (HF,
AWi3z
D, 'rrans)
'Proms" Three (D, 2 RC) .... AW137
AW139
....
Three
(D,
Trans)
Adaptable
z
New-style Baffle Three (D, RC, Push-

....AWt2
.

.........

..... AWii

pull-Pricei/6)

All-wave Mains Three (HF, D, Trans,
AW144
Rectifier-Price ¡/6)
All-purpose Short-wave ,Three (D', RC
"WI47
Trans) ....
Screen-grid Q-Coil Three (HF, D.

......

..........
........

Trans)

AWio

New-style Mains Three (Hl, D,TransAWi5i
Price ¡/6)

FOUR-VALVE SETS

i

.

.

All-wave (D, Choke)
Yule (D, Trans)
30/-" 2 (D, Trans)

'..

...

.......

......

AW
AW g
AW 6r
AW66

Economicalz(D,RC) ....
liritain's Favourite (D. Trans) Price 4d.,
withcopyof"A.W."
AW74
MV ?
Home-and-Abroad 2 (D, Trans)
MV 83
(D,
Trans)
Two-svave
Ultra-selective Hartley (D, Trans)
MV go
.

......

Oceanic Short-wave (D, Trans)
Trapped Reinartz (D. Trans)
"Q" z (D, Trans) (l-1F,
D,)
Long Distance Two
'rhiee-svaveband 'rwo (D, Trans)
DX Headphone Two (HF, D)
Ace of Twos (D1 Pentode)
Home Two ID, Frans)

....
.......
....
..

.......
....

gi
AW gz

\W

AWi io
AWs iz
AWi33
AWi43
AWi46

Chapman-Reinartz Two (D, Trans-4d.
AW148
with copy of "A.W.")

......

AI! these Is. each, post free.
.. WNl
Five-guinea 3 (HF, D, Transi
Wi'sl.
Mains Three-valver (D, 2LF)
Tuned-anode from the Mains(HF, D, LF) WIld43
VM48
Metropolitan (D, z LF)
WM5z
Everyday (D, z Trans)
.. WM6o
Music Charmer (D, RC, Trans)
..
WM67
..
Britannia (D, RC. Trans)
Pole-to-Pole Short-waver(D, RC, Trans) WM8Q
WMQ2
Glee-singer Three (D, 2 RC)
..
..
WMO
Aladdin I'hree (HF D, LF)
inceptor Three (SG D, Pentode) Price
WMI05
i. 3d. wit/i copy oJ"W.M."
.

6d. each, post free
Revelation (HF, D, RC. Trans)
Simplicity (HF, D, z Trans)
Astral (HF, D, 2 RC)
Trapped 3-4 (D, 2RC Paralleled)
Gramo-Radio (D, RC, z Trans Push-

......

.

......

....

....

A blueprint of any one set described

in the current issue of the "Wireless
Magazine" can be obtained for halfprice up to the date indicated on the
coupon (which is' always to be founcL
on page'iii of the cover) if this ¿s sent
when application is made. These
blueprints are marked with an asterisk
in the above list and are printed in
bold type. An extension of time will be
made in the case of overseas readers.

()

WMz4
WM4g
WM53

WM6i

........

WM'o
pull)
WM7i
Q-coil 4 (HF D, Trans, RC) .,
WN177
Screened grit! 4 (l-IF D, aRC) ....
Five-pound Four (HF D, RC, Trans) WMgi
WM85
Frame-aerial Four (HF. b, zRC)
WM98
Symphonic Four (HF. D, zLF)
'7/M
'louchstone (HF, D, RC, Trans)
*Reyner's Furzehill Four (SG, D, 2
'

..........

Trans)
wM112
*Economy Screen-grid Four (SG,
....... WMII3
D, RC, Trans)
AW 4i
All-purpose 4 (HF, D RC, Trans)
(FlP, D, z Trans)
Awl 4g
Tuned-anode
-.
MV 70
Special (HF, D, aLF)

......

"Q" (HF.

SEVEN-VALVE SETS
post free.

is. 6d.,

Simpladyne (Super-bet)

ii

..

WMz

.

PORTABLE SETS

.....

Springtime z (D, Trans)
Countryside 4 (HF, D, a Trans)
Handy 3 (D, z Trans)
Chummy 4 (HF, D, RC, Trans) ..
Chummy 4 (with modification for
LS and H-r)
Pilgrim Portable (D, Trans)
-Holiday 3 (D, z Trans)
Table Grand 4 (HF D, zRC) ..
Attaché Portable z (I-1F, D)
Companion s (ZHF, D, RC, Trans)
-.
Daventry Portable (D, Trans)
Daventry Loud-speaker Portable
(zHF, D. RC, 'rrans)
Town and Country (HF, D, RC,
Trans)
House and Garden (screened-grid
HF, D, RC, Trans) ..
-

.

-

-

......
....
.

-

....

........

Hand Portable (D)
Best-yet'' Portable
(SG, D,

-

WMiz

i/-

WMz7WM8o

1/1/6

WMI7

WM8oa
WM94
AW 32
AW 93
AW 96
AW io
AW ¡05

i/6
i/h

i/

i/6

i/-

1/6

u-

AW 'o? i/h

ii,

A\V

AW it6
AW ¡25

...

z

1,6

t/6
/6
if-'

Trans) AW136 ¡/6

AMPLIFIERS
AU these Is. each, post free
Two-valve D.C. Mains Amplifier
.. WMt6
Range Extender (HF Unit)
.... WM3S
'rrue-tone Amplifier (3 valves)
.'. WMq,'
Gramo-radio Amplifier (z y.)
WM'jz
Super-power Unit (2v.)
WMI03
One-valve DX Unit
Utility (RC, Trans)
AW 68
Screened-grid l-IF Unit' .....
AW 75
AW 7
One-valve LE Unit
.......
Add-on HF Unit
AW 8z
AW 86
Super-power Push-pull ......
....... AWio4
Hook on Short-waver
AVio8
Purity Amplifier,.
,

-

......
.,

.......
-

All these Is.

D, RC)
Near and Far Three-Four (HF, D, RC,
'Frans)
Pick-up Three-four (0, 2 Dual-imp.) ..
Explorer Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) ..
Summertime Searcher (al-IF, D, Trans)
Overseas Shortwaver (HF D, 2 Trans)
..
Ringer Four(SG. D .RC. 1Frans)
Facility Four (HF, D, z LIC-Q-coi!) ..

..........

THREE-VALVE SETS

¡1

A\V ç8

AC. Mains

AW138

i

i

F.lrmi,ìatur

Cone Loudspeaker

....

AC. Adapter for "Simpler Wire-

......

less" Sets
Moving-coil Loud-speaker
D.C. Mains Eliminator

,

....
........

Wavetr.sp
l'ortable Cone Loud-speaker
1-ermanent -magnet Moving -coil
Loud-speaker

......

Pese..

Positree
1/-

\\',\141

WM5

WM57

WM8

WM59
WM64
WM
WM7S

"Junior" Moving-coilLoud-speaker WMSs

i/-

'/i/1/t/-

WM8 j/WMgo i/Valveless .C. PowerUnitforL.T 'iA'Mioo -/6
Valveless AC. Power Unit for H.T WM 01 - 6
Heterodyne Wavemeter .... AW 7
i/Rectifying Unit for "Simpler WireAW6z i/less Sets
Adapter for Short-wave Super 6 A\',' 6a -/6
HT. from AC. Mains .... AW 73 '/"AW" Moving-coil Loud-speaker AW g
I/I-LT. Eliminator for AC. (zoo y.
Universal Short-wave Adapter
Linen-diaphragm Loud-speaker

J

1/i/i/-

I

\\Vi13

AWi iS

AWI20

AWz8

A\Vi34

AWis
AWia,

Al! these Is. 6d. each, post free

..
Exhibition (aHF, D, RC. Trans)
Phoenix (2H F, D, zLF)
IQaS Five (zHF, D, 2 I rans) ....
All-the-world (zHF, D 2RC)
Cataract s (HF, D, RC, ?'ush-pull)
Empire Five (zSG, D, RC, Trans)
individual (zHF, D, 2 'Frans)
School (I-IF, 1) 21(C)

.....

.....

output)

L.T.

FtVE-VALVE SETS
WM33
WM42
WM46
WM6
WM79
WM96
AW 25

and

ir,

.

........
Mains Unit (DC)

HT.

A'W ioz

AW
AW
AW

»

i/

123 1/130
31 -/6
135 1/-

Anti-motor-boating Unit
i/.....
Knife-edge Wavetrap
All-metal Eliminator for H.T ....AW
Duplex-diaphragm Loud-speaker
AW 142. I/Power-pius Loud-speaker ..
..
AWiç i/Linen-diaphragm Loud-speaker with

........
....

BatHe

Universal Output Unit

i

AWiz i/
AWi.53 t/-

I;

AW85

Send, preferably, a postal order
(stamps over sixpence in value
unacceptable) to

StX-VALVE SETS
Is. 6d. each,

AWi i
AWszi
AWiz9

Add-on Distance-getter
Add-on
Screened-grid HF. i
Screened-grid HF Amplifier .....
r
Ra Ofl ri i A .1ra.
IVI
5.P5J

post free.

Nomad (2HF, D, RC, Push-Pull Trans) WM3I
Connoisseur's Six (2HF, D, RC, Push-pull)
WM8S

Wireless Magazine

............,.,.
Half

EagleSix(3HF,D,RC,Trans)

BLUEPR ¡N T

FOIt ANY ONI

ET CONSTRUQTIONALLY

.. WMio6

Short-wave Super-6 (Super-het, Trans) AW 67
Adap;or for above (see miscellaneous list) A'sV67a

A8CRLBI) ¡N
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No name carries higher prestige In RadIe than LB. The name
is famous throughout the norid for Precision Instruments of
the highest quality, and in every circuit of merit designed.
one or more of these J.B. Masterpieces will be found.
The i11ustrtion shows the new J.B. Vernier Dial price S/b, a

n

veritable triumph in engineering skill.
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